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In Our 94th Year

Fellow says the proper way to
clean your teeth is exactly the
way you do just before leaving
for a dental appointment.
Teenagers have not changed
a great deal. They still grow up,
leave home and get married,
but not necessarily in that order
We figure the cold weather
will not come back again, so we
put out some annuals yesterday. Wife got a raft of things to
plant. We dug up the flower bed,
dumped in a wheelbarrow full of
compost that was thoroughly
broken down into a rich mixture, stirred it all up and put out
a bunch of things, including one
tomato plant.
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We get a bang out of seeing
things grow. Got another
Flowering Cabbage. Some little
green worms worked on the one
last year before we could figure
out what was happening, so
we'll look for them this year.
The Rabbits never found it last
year, but this is another year.
Worked up another flower
bed, but it was too wet. but
maybe by this evening it will be
ready to go.

Krogh said in a letter to the
President.
"I am making truth my
guide," he said, adding that he
hopes his future actions "will
contribute to the inexorable
process of healing in which our
country is now caught up."
Krogh was head of the team
of White House "plumbers" assigned to investigate the leak of
the Pentagon Papers.
Meanwhile, Elliot L. Richardson testified at the start of his
Senate confirmation hearings to
be attorney general. He said he
will be guided by Senate approval in his choice of a special
prosecutor to investigate the
Watergate scandal.
He told the Senate Judiciary
Committee he has asked for
recommendations for the special prosecutor from the presidents of the American Bar Association, the American College
of Trial Lawyers and from
Judges, prosecutors and lawyers in private practice.
Krogh had reportedly been
under intense pressure from
Secretary Claude Brinegar to
give up the $42,500-a-year job
since his involvement in the
burglary was made known.
13ringar reportedly felt that
Krogh's involvement with the
Ellsberg breakin put him under
a "very ugly cloud," as one
source put it, and that the department was heir* hurt because of it.
Before moving to the Transportation Department, Krogh
was principal assistant to top
White House domestic aide
John D. Ehrlichman.
"Agreement to this mission
was my responsibility," he said
in his letter of resignation. He
called the Ellsberg burglary "a
step taken in excess of instructions and without the knowledge or permission of my superior."
In his letter, Krogh said:
"Under the circumstances
which prevailed in the summer
of 1971 and based on the best
information available to me at
the time, I believed that my decision was dictated inescapably
by the vital national security
interests of the United States.
"I now see that this judgment
may well have been in error,
(See Watergate, Page 121

Crew Will
Join Lab
Tuesday
HOSPITAL BOARD HONORS MAYOR ELLIS—Judge Robert O. Miller, the new Chairman of the
Board of Commissioners of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Convalescent Divisiou Is
presenting Mayor Holmes Ellis a plaque and gavel as a token of appreciadoo for his work as
Chairman of the Board the past year. Other members of the Board from left to right are: Mrs. Max
Beale, Jim Garrison, Leonard Vaughn, Duff Erwin, Nat Ryan Hughes, Randall Patterson, James
Rudy Allbritteu, and Graham Feltner. Not pictured, Dr. Richard Stout

Blood River Dock
Applies For Permit
Blood River Dock, Route
Five, has applied for a permit to
construct additions to an
existing dock in the Wildcat
Creek embayment of Kentucky
Lake, according to the Army
Corps of Engineers.
Plans indicate that the new
work will consist of constructing a 20 by 48-foot floating
dock containing three 12 by 16foot boat mooring slips. The
dock will extend approximately
50 feet into the lake with a threefoot floating walkway leading
from the shore to the dock.
The decision as to whether a
permit will be issued will be
based on an evaluation of the
proposed work on the public
interest, a spokesman for the
army said.

Joe Prince Serves
On School Committee
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
School of Fine Arts of Murray
State University, recently
served as a member of the
Visting Committee for the
of
Southern
Association
Colleges and Schools at the
University of South Florida,
Tampa, Florida.
Dr. Prince and twenty-two
other college and university
administrators from throughout
the United States spent three
days evaluating every aspect of
the University of South Florida
and writing an evaluative
report.
The report will be the basis
for accrediting action by the
of
Southern
Association
Colleges and Schools with
respect to the University of
South Florida, a spokesman
said.

Birds are really working on
their nests now. There's a Wren
on the top of one of the Lob Lolly
Pines, a Mocking Bird in a
Juniper. We know there are
many more, we just have not
spotted them as yet.
An insurance man was
teaching his wife to drive when
the brakes suddenly failed on a
steep downhill grade. "I can't
stop," she shrilled. "What'll I
do""Brace yourself," advised
her husband "and try to
hit'
something cheap."

The Weather
Becoming cloudy tonight, low
in the mid S.Chance of showers Thursday, high in the mid
70s. Friday partly cloudy and
cooler.

Siete)

James A. Rogers, president of
the Murray Lions Club during
1965-66 was the speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Lions
held Tuesday evening at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The meeting was devoted to
recognition of the past
presidents.of the Murray Lions
Club who are still active.
Rogers listed some of the
and
achighlights
complishments of each of the
active past presidents and
recognized those present for the
meeting.
Past presidents who are still
active in the club in the order of
service are: R. L. Cooper, Rue
Overby, Bryan Tolley, Connie
Ford, Fred Schultz, Joe Pat'
James, Robert Hendon, Dr. C.
C.L. Lowry, Bethel Richardson,
Bob Ray, James Rogers,
Vernon Anderson, George
Ligon, Codie Caldwell, Z. C.
Enix, Lester Nanny and Joe Pat
Ward.
Rex Thompson is currently
serving as president. James
Harmon was recently elected
president and will assume his
duties in late June.
Tommy Shirley conducted an
installation ceremony for new
Lions Terry Goodwin, Kenneth
Ramsey, Dan Jones and Ben T.
Hogancamp.
Jack Persall, speaking for the
light bulb sale committee
reported that over $3,300.00 had
been taken in from the light
bulb sale of April 24. He expressed his thanks to the
community for their response to
the sale and recognized Groover
Parker and Paul Mansfield who
were on the sale committee.
President Rex Thompson said
the funds from the sale would be
used in sight conservation and
various community projects.
He too expressed his thanks to
the community for their wonderful response to this fund
raising project and also thanked
the ATO and Scabbard and
Blade fraternity at Murray
State for assisting the Lions in
the sale.

CHERRY POINT, N.C.—
Marine Cpl. Ronnie L. Boyd,
son of Mrs. Dorothy Boyd of
Router 5, Murray, participated
in Exercise Exotic Dancer VI
with Marine Air Support
Squadron One here
He joined the Marine Corps In
April 1969.
More than 42,000 men from all
trenches of the Armed Forces
were involved in this training
exercise designed to strengthen
the coordination needed during
combined forces amphibious
assaults
Squadron One provided radar
control for all close air support
aircraft during simulated aerial
missions.

Sitting on the step yesterday
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)
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Vast Presidents
Of Lions Club
Are Recognized

Ronnie Boyd In
Marine Exercise

Housewife on telephone.:
Come quickly, our house is on
fire. Fireman: How do we get
there? Housewife: Gee, don't
you have your red truck
anymore/

Kentucky's Extended Outlook
Friday through Sunday
Variable cloudiness throughout the period with slightly below normal temperatures Daytime highs in the low to mid 70s
and nighttime lows in the upper
Mks to low 50s.
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Launch of First Skylab
Set For Monday, May 14

Transportation
Undersecretary
Resigns Today

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
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Watergate

WASHINGTON (AP) — Egil
"Bud" Krogh Jr., accepting full
responsibility for sending burglars into the office of Daniel
ElLsberg's psychiatrist, resigned today as undersecretary of
transportation.
He had been, until January,
the top aide to John D. Ehrlichman, President Nixon's domestic affairs assistant, who quit
under fire April 30.
"My overriding desire now is
to accept full responsibility for
my acts and decisions and to
assist in bringing all the facts
and circumstances into the
open so that a fair judgment of
this activity can be rendered,"

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains two regular sections of
the newspaper aumbertng 12
and 10 pages plus an eight page
tabloid section for Begley's
making a total of 30 pages in
today's edition.

""111111ftissi lL---

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

BOY'S BEST FRIEND'—Five year old Jimmy Dan Adams
bottle feeds this week old mule colt. It is Jimmy Dan's chore to
feed the mule colt from the bottle since the mother will not claim
the animal. Jimmy Dan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Adams
of Murray Route Four.
taff Photo by Mike Brandon)
_
•

CORRECTION
City police surprised two
would-be burglars at Carroll
Volkswagen Saturday, as the
men were attempting to steal
some -toricrete blocks. A
previous article- had indieated
that the police were called to
Carroll Volkswagen

Jerry Vaughn Is
Awarded $200 In
Circuit Court
Jerry Vaughn was awarded
$200 by the Calloway Circuit
Court jury Tuesday in a contract dispute, according to
circuit court clerk James
Blalock.
The case involved a trailer
park which Vaughn was
allegedly to construct for
Woodrow and Charlene Vaughn,
Blalock said
The Grand Jury will return
indictments and the Grand Jury
report Thursday. -

Thurmond Graduates
From Ohio College

MAN FOR A CHALLENGE —Astronaut Paul J. Weitz is a man
who must have a challenge that requires much skill and ability.
For the top Navy pilot that can only mean flying into space his
"last frontier." kaative of Erie, Pa., Weitz will spend 28 days
orbiting the earth aboard Skylab 1, which is scheduled for launch
on May 14. (AP Wirephotol

Nanny Issues Thanks To City
For Observance of Peita-T-Week

James David Thurmond, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Thurmond, 1206 Olive, has graduated
from the Ohio College of
Podiatric Medicine in Cleveland
Ohio.
the
Thurmond received
degree of Doctor of Podiatric
Medicine at the schools 57th
annual commencement exercises. Thurmond olans in serve
a residency at Broad Street
Hospital in Philadelphia, Penn.

That the Murray Post Office
has the "informed understanding, cooperation, and
aupport" of local citizens and
postal employees was borne out
by the attention given the post
office during "Postal Week,"
Postmaster Lester Nanny said.
Postmaster Nanny issued a
hearty thanks to the entire city
for the manner in which the
public joined in the ceremonies.
And a particular expression of
thanks to the news media, both
radio and newspapers for their
coverage of the various events.
Almo Parent-Teacher
Also to Brown Tucker for his
Club Meets On Monday interesting display of his stamp
collection.
The Almo Parent-Teacher
He said the ten new Postal
Club will hold itelast regular People stamps placed on sale in
meeting of the school year on conjunction with Postal Week
Monday, May 14, at two p.m. were selling at a brisk rate. The
Bucy, attractive new stamps—the
Howard
Mrs.
president, urges all parents and first such comprehensive set
interested persons to attend.
specifically honoring postal

people—went on sale Monday
April 30. "Postal Week" opened
on Sunday, April 29, and continued through Saturday, May
5.
Postmaster General E.T.
Klassen said prior to the observance that ""Postal Week"
Is an appropriate occasion for
the recognition of the vital
responsibilities assigned to the
mail set-vice and a valid time to
take stock of the challenges
which must be jointly met by
postal people and by the
millions of citizens throughout
America who depend upon the
mail as an essential part of their
personal and business lives."
Postmaster Nanny said he
believed these challenges are
being met locally by citizens
and postal employees alike
Nanny released the following
(See Postal, Page 121

CAPE KENNEDY, Fla.(AP)
— Astronauts will play their
first role as monitors of earth's
natural resources when they
board the Skylab space station.
They will use a $37 million
array of six photosensors to
evaluate actual and poterltial
resources over a wide area of
the globe.
A dozen countries have asked
the astronauts to employ the
sensors to scan farmlands,
mountain ranges, river basins
and watersheds in asardt or.
erything from minerals to crop
dispese
The Skylab is scheduled to be
launched May 14, with the
three-man crew joining it the
following day.
"The Skylab earth resources
experiments offer an almost
unlimited potential for near
term benefits affecting man
here on earth," reported astronaut Paul J. Weitz. He is the
sensor expert on the Skylab 1
crew.
"During the five months the
manned by three
station will
crews, it will fly over 75 per
cent of the earth's surface, including the entire United States
except Alaska," Weitz said.
"With this excellent view, data
can be obtained applicable to
mankind's most pressing problems, such as weather, food
production, pollution, flooding,
erosion and the depletion of
natural resources."
Weitz emphasized the sensors
are experimental, designed to
determine which instruments
can best be used by man in
space and which can be operated on unmanned satellites.
"But," he said, -they could
lead to a science in such things
as mapping snow cover and assessing water runoff potentials;
mapping air and water pollution and their sources; assessing diseased and healthy crops;
timber volume estimate; locating arable' land; determining
sea status and fishing grounds,
(See Skylab, Page 12)

Dress Revue Held By 4-H Club of Calloway County
The annual Calloway County
4-H Club Drew Revue was held
Saturday, May 5, at the
University School Auditorium
with Miss Stacy Adams, senior
at Calloway County High
School, as the narrator.
Garments selected to be sent
to the Kentucky State Fair for
judging were as follows: Stitching fun, Jena Lee Hoke; skirt,
Kim Starks; skirt and blouse,
Kathy Jo Black; first dress,
Treasa Gail Garland; play
clothes, Deborah Tucker; mix
and match, Dianne Harrison;
advance dress, Janet Usrey.
The Dress Revue was
sponsored by the Murray
Sewing Center and their
representative, Edwin Jennings, presented gifts. Mrs.

Carves Paschall and Mrs
Usrey assisted Fred
Alvin
Gillum, county agent in youth,
and Mrs. Barletta Wrather
county extension agent in home
economics, in planning the
revue.
Entries and winners were as
follows:
Unit I, Stitching Fun; Jena
Lee Hoke, Almo Club, 1st;
Celessa Curd, Stella Club, 2nd;
Dana Robertson, Kirksey Club,
3rd; Lean Jones, Faxon Club,
blue ribbon; Jennifer Tucker,
Kirksey Club, blue ribbon;
Sherri Wilson, Almo Club, blue
ribbon; and Brigitte Bynum,
Almo Club, blue ribbon.
Unit II, Skirts; Kim Starks,
Almo Club, 1st,, Cathy
(See 4-H, Page 12)

UNIT II Wieners in the Calloway County 4-H Club Dress Revue
were, left to right, front row, Sharon Walker, Karon Walker,
Joyce Kelso, Cathy Crawford. Belinda Smith, and Laura Lee
Follies, second row, Sharon Boggess, Tammy Lax, Lena Hoke,
Kim Starks, Charlotte Coursey, Jennifer A. Williams, Tammie
Crouse, Teresa Dillon, and Karen Bynum.
r-sseaos #

r

UNIT II1 and IV Winners in the Calloway County 4-H Club Dress
Revue were,left to right, Jo Beth Norwood, Sheila Blakely, Janet
Rowland, Kathy Black, Dawn Sledd Treasa Gail Garland, and
Penny Lockhart.

__UNIT V, VI, and VII Winnersin the Calloway CosatIm__441Clab„
Dress Revue were, left to right, Dianne Harrison, Metante.Nsr-_
Weed, -Margaret McCallon,"Deborah Tucker, Alene Paschall,
Janet Usrey, and Stacy Adams. the latter narrator for the revue.
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Marine Vets
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Convention
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Free Speech Yet-Just Listen
For those who declare that American freedom of
expression is being taken away, Vermont Ftoyster,
respected former editor of the Wall Street Journal,
has a reply.
"Don't worry about your favorite commentator
being intimidated so long as he can cry out boldly
how much he is being intimidated and heap coals of
fire on those alledgely intimidating him."
In short, the time to believe that free voice is
being stifled is when there is silence, which is not
today by any stretch.—New Orleans (La.) TimesPicayune

Something To Remember
With the income tax deadline just past, not many
people are in favor of taxes. If everyone would
remember that and be against so much governmental spending all year long, the taxing wouldn't
be so bad. After all, taxing and spending go
together, despite efforts to fool the people about
that—Chattanooga (Tenn.) News-Free Press
-

Prostesting
An 8-year-old boy of our acquaintance hit the nail.
pn the head the other night in posing the dilemma
that meat-boycotters face this week.
His mother and father had been discussing
whether to join the boycott and not buy any •fresh
meat during the next few days as a protest abainst
the recent sharply increased prices for pork and
beef. "Okay," said the mother, "I just won't buy or
serve any beef all this week."
Their hamburger-loving young son decided it was
lime for him to join the conversation. "But Mon,"
The boy protested,"-beef is good!"
: How right you are, son, how right you
4Iuntsville (Ala.) Times.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES lb TIMIS NUM

The May Grand Jury returned fifteen indictments
this morning to Circuit Court Judge Earl Osborn,
;according to Circuit Court Clerk James Blalock
Charles -Putt. son of Mr. and Mrs. Buell Tutt, has
'keen awarded a $2800 research assistantship at Ohio
tate University to begin in September.
Rev. Ralph McConnell, former pastor of Sinking
,
. pring Baptist Church. has been named as
superintendent of the Glen Dale Baptist Children's
9-iome.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Allen of Bellvue, Nebraska,
-announce the engagement and approaching
tmarriage of their daughter, Joyce, to Airman First
!Class Jerry R. Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
!Nelson of Murray.

r.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TM= MI

• Miss Rachel Rowland, home demonstration agent,
taught the lesson on "Textile Painting" for the
:leaders of the Calloway County Homemakers Club
31eld May 6 at Murray State College.
• New officers of the Murray High SchooLPTA intalled at the family supper meeting May 6 were
:".:Mrs. Thomas Crider, president, Mrs. G.T. Lilly,
*'vice-president, Mrs. Gait Cordrey, secretary, and
Mrs. Buford Hurt, treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Sammons announce
:the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Saralee, to Richard L. Vaughn, Jr., of Las
: Cruces, N.M., son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard L.
:Vaughn, Sr., of Mansfield, Ill.
Dr. Walter F. Baker attended the meeting of the
:-Jackson Purchase Chiropractic Association held at
Mayfield.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
• Bless them that curse you, and pray
.
r which despitefully use you.—Luke 6:28.

for them

Being Christlike has always been difficult, but
;Ffollowing these adminitions is necessary if we expect to be treated with mercy at the final judgment.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Any attempt to read all of the words in the pages of

the Congressional Record makes us wonder why
those members of the species Potomacus Exoticus,
which is to say Congressmen, don't open their eyes
' instead of their mouth—possibly because eyes can
,. be?nom easily closed
"A wise head makes a close mouth."
—John Ray
"English Proverbs"

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD

************************************
MAYFIELD, Ky. — State officials who are
Democrats were blistering the Republicans last week
over the Watergate mess. Several Frankfort sources
predict the scandal will affect political contests in
Kentucky this year and later.
However, Larry Van Hoose, executive director of
the Republican State Central Executive Committee,
said in Washington last week that Watergate may
backfire on the Democrats and accused Kentucky
Democrats of campaign abuses ranging from staged
events to contribution irregularities.
•
Van Hoose said he suspects the Democrats staged a
reported break-in of the party's Frankfort
headquarters just before last November's U. S. Senate
election between Walter (Dee) Huddleston and Louie
B. Nunn. Democrats called it last October "the little
Watergate incident" and a state police investigation
was ordered. Van Hoose says, "I wish somebody
would find out what the state police found."
Democratic Party leaders at Frankfort believe
someone trying to aid the campaign of Nunn
burglarized their headquarters.
The Republican leader also demanded that
Kentucky Democrats disclose the sources of more
than $700,000 in campaign contributions collected
this year through a statewide fund raising campaign.
Van l4
was press secretary *a former Gov.
Nunn.
• *
At Lexington next Saturday 4,654 students will
graduate from the University of Kentucky. UK
President Otis A. Singletary will be the speaker at the
106th annual commencement to be held at 4 p.m. in
Memorial Coliseum.
• 4) 4)

Declaring a Supreme Court ruling compels it to do
so, the Kentucky Court of Appeals last Friday
reversed the conviction of a Newport doctor for
performing an abortion in his office nearly four years
Igo.
What would happen if you ran out of change while
traveling on one of Kentucky's toll roads? You would
be given an "unpaid toll form" to fill out and sign,
agreeing to mail.in the amount due. And you would
then be requested to leave the parkway or turnpike,
apcording to Charles Brown, director of toll facilities
for Kentucky."We think itla better public relations,"
Brown says, adding "most people are honest and we
like to promote good will and hope these people use
the facilities again."
•••
Gov. Wendell H. Ford has announced plans to
centralize computer facilities of state government
into a single center "to improve efficiency and spend
fewer dollars."
* 6*

The Legislative Research Commission ties
instructed its staff to make a wide-ranging studyifif
the state's workmen's compensation system,
including the awarding of fees to attorneys who
handle claims for disabled workers. Several East
Kentucky lawyers have been awarded hundreds of
thousands of dollars in black-lung cases.
* 6*
The Kentucky State Penitentiary at Eddyville
recently began a new inmate incentive phone call
program through which an inmate on good behavior
is allowed to call home collect once a month for five
minutes.

Cover Can Trouble Leaf Growth
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Wet soil
conditions this spring have
prevented many farmers from
getting cover crops on their
tobacco fields plowed under. If
you are one of these farmers,
there Isn't much you can do
until the soil is dry enough to
work, note J.H. Smiley and K.L.
Wells, Extension
agronomy
specialists at the University of
Kentucky
C9Ilege
of
Agriculture.
When the soil finally does dry
out, you are likely to have a
much larger cover crop to plow
down. This can cause problems
for the tobacco plants soon
after transplanting. Smiley
says a situation often referred

to as "organic matter toxicity"
can affect young plant growth if
the plowed-under cover crop
has not decomposed enough
before transplanting.
If you are plowing late this
spring, Smiley and Wells have
some suggestions on helping
lush-growing cover crops
decompose faster.
The UK specialists point out
you can do a better job of
plowing under the extra growth
if you cut it before plowing,
preferably with a rotary-type
mower. Plowing under 75-100
pounds of nitrogen per acre with
the cover crop will speed up
decomposition. Wells suggests
spreading all the complete

mrzed fertilizer for the tobacco
crop ahead of plowing. The
mixed fertilizer should supply
enough nitrogen to speed up
decomposition, and you can
work the rest of the nitrogen
into the soil close to transpranting time.
Good aeration of the soil also
speeds up decomposition of the
cover crop, according to Smiley
and Wells. They suggest not
working down or dragging the
field righ after plowing. This
will allow more air movement
into the soil. As the sod settles, a
disking or two will help more air
into the soil, the UK specialists
conclude.

July will be round-up time for
all Kentucky men who served in
the Third Marine Divis. 1 since it
was first formed in 1942.
Anyone who fought with the
Third in the World War II
campaigns of Bougainville,
Guam and Iwo Jima; during the
nearly five years it was on
combat duty in Vietnam; or who
was a peacetime member, will
be warmly welcomed at the
3dMarDiv Association's 19th
annual reunion—its first in the
Blue Grass state—to be held at
Stouffer's Inn in Louisville, July
18-22.
The five-day convention will
feature such events as Las Vegas
-gambling with play money;
evening cruise aboard The Belle
of Louisville, famous Ohio River
sternwheeler; tour of Churchill
Downs; sulky harness racing at
Louisville Downs; a cocktail
reception and banquet with
dancing; memorial ceremonies
honoring departed comrades;
and,
important
business
meetings.
As in past years, the reunion
will be a family affair with
members, relatives and friends
attending from all parts of the
country. Upwards of 500 persons
are expected. For additional
Information, write Public
Relations Officer Tom Stowe,
3427 Valley Drive, Alexandria,
Va., 22302; or call (703) 836-6163.

Drake's ship
sails again
The 962 million replica of
Sir Francis Drake's Golden
Hind, authentically re-created without a nail in her hull
) but outfitted with a propeller
and auxiliary engine for safety), will make the 50-75 day
Atlantic crossing from Devon
in October.
Square rigged on fore and
mainmast and fore-and-aft
rigged on the mizzen, the
Golden Hind was christened
recently by the countess of
Devon with a bottle of mead.
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'Where Does
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Kentucky's Consumer Advisory Council will
sponsor a public hearing on "lemon" automobiles at
Frankfort June 5. The 16 member body is inviting to
the public forum all residents who hare new
automobiles which turned out to be defective, as well
as spokesmen for auto dealers and manufacturers.
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"I think it's important that young people in
'Kentucky know they have someone to contact when
they have a problem, regardless of its nature," says
Bob Arnold, co-director of Kentucky's Office of
Youth Affairs. The office primarily acts as an
informational clearing house for opportunities
federal, state and local governments offer Kentucky's
youth. If you dial 1-800-372-2973 (toll free in
Kentucky), you'll be talking with the Office of Youth
Affairs, an agency Gov. Ford created last July by
executive order. The office is located at 854 East
Main Street, Frankfort.
• *
More than a million visitors are expected to "see
Kentucky" in Washington, D. C., during a week long
folklife festival honoring the state June 30 - July 8.
The festival, presented by the Smithsonian Institute
and co-sponsored by the National Parks Service,
celebrates the folklore of one of the 50 states each
year. Kentucky's impressive contribution to
American culture will be presented by 200
Kentuckians.
According to Tommy Preston, press secretary to
Gov. Ford, the festival will give Kentucky
tremendous national and international advertising at
little state expense.
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The cost of moving state government tenants to the
new State Office 'Tower in Fran kfort has thus far
been $398,873.

$30
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Gov. Ford has signed a proclamation declaring this
week as Life Insurance Week in Kentucky. The
governor said, "I urge all citizens of the
Commonwealth to avail themselves of the
opportunity to-learn more about life insurance and
what it can do for them."
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Prices Good Ant

Strantig/SUMMIIIIE
S'Acults
LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED

HOURS:
Except Sunday
7 a.m. til 9 p.m.

Red & White Sweet

Pickles
woz. 49'
Jelly
RED & WHITE
K raft

Apple-Grape
Apple-Strawberry
Apple-Blackberry 18-cIL jar 3/1

YELLOW CREAM STYLE CORN
WHITE CREAM STYLE CORN
YELLOW WHOLE KERNEL CORN
BLUE LAKE CUT GREEN BEANS
- Mix or Match —

JOHNSONS
* Open Noon Sundays *
Food Savings Features

160Z.

Whole

CANS

Fryers

& White as.,

Slice 39,
Ham
Toilet Tissue
Prune Juice WHeQt 49'
45'
Ju
3/89$
Towels
4/$1'
Ca
Potatoes
39'
.
_Peps
49'
Detergent
35'
99'
69'
49'
Cookies
Creamer
45'
cans le Juice 3/$1'
Rd'rn"e"ipp
/12„.,39`
Softener
3/79'
Catsup
49'
Vanilla
Kel y
Spaghetti &MeatBafts
Pear Halves

Frosty Morn All-Meat

Bologna

- -Qt

Red & W4hRitoen pkg

61
/
2-oz Can

39c

Red I White Peas

rrots 16 Oz. Cans
Red & White Instant

15 oz Pkg

JOHNSON'S
Red & White

le oz.

6 Bottle Carton
PLUS BOTTLES OR DEPOSIT

el

33$

lb.

Ground Beef -Breast
Thighs
-ter

89'

lb.

CHICKEN PARTS
896 lb.
Wings
796(b
Backs
69d b.
Necks
99* lb.
Gizzards

396m.
29611).
t
19 lb.
596 lb.

* Frozen Foods *

•

Rdit:

with coupon

Red

Shortening

Keebler
Pecan Sandies

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut
St.

10-oz.

SAVE 40' WHEN YOU BUY A
10-0Z.

14 oz.

Jar of

INSTANT FOLGER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS
SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

Red & White Coffee 11 Oz. Jar

41rzi
kilgers

Frosty Seas

>4:
ALC.

* Produce *

$129
•1

WM CRYSTAL,

Yellow

Zr

Red &White Fabric

Pure
McCormick 2 OL

15O29t

French Fries
3P1"
3Pr°
Strawberries
Breaded Shrimp 11).$169
Frosty Acres

3 Lb

Red & White 14 OL Bottles .

Ali
11
/
2 lb. bag

RIO
Expires 5/15/73

480L

White Pure

Red White

65'

Pure

Livers

Twin Pack

Lemon Or Pink QL

R(

11)

POTATO
CHIPS

Red & White liquid

12-oL pkg,

Sliced Slab

TUNA

ice 46 Oz.
Red & White Jumbo Ass'd.

Veg.

—

WienersBacon

RED & WHITE FANCY

Texun Unsweet Orange

&

79

lb.
MII•4111.•

Frosty Morn

Red &

i

lb.

le4
0
.

JOHNSON'S

Orir404ti:

itt. SAVE 10LB. CAN of

WHEN YOU BUY A

1

..0:

MILER'S COFFEE
SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

79'
MIN OilT COUPON 00c
. Ors.. me,.••• 2n of c

Expires 5/19/73

V
.
•
>4
•
•
•
)
<

Onions
Potatoes
Cabbage
Slaw
Tomatoes

Idaho Baking

Fresh

lb.

25'
65'
15'
19'
lb 29'

5 lb.

lb.

, 12-oz.
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Lakers. And Tigers Tie
For Second In Meet

ONE MORE MOUNTAIN TO CLIMB, Dale McCuiston of
Murray High takes the next to the last ouMle in the 180 yard lose
hurdles. McCuiston, who woo his heat, finished with the third best
time in the event.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Most track meets are usually
decided by the time the last
event, the mile relay, is held. As
far as first place is concerned,
this was true yesterday at
Calloway County High School.
But second place was a different matter.
Trigg County easily captured
first in the triangular meet by
rolling up 67 points. But the
second place honors had to be
shared as Calloway County and
Murray High each had 46
points.
The most unusual part of it all
was the running of the mile
relay. Trigg County took the
event with little trouble but the
second place position was a tie.
Dean Laming, running a
blistering anchor quarter, made
up a large amount of lost ground
and caught David Waters at the
finish line. The points for the
second were split between the
Lakers and the Tigers and thus
the meet ended in a tie with
each team earning 46 points.
Trigg County captured the
first two places in the 100 yard
dash with Ronnie Olive of the
Leiters third with 11.0 and Ken
Grogan of Murray High fourth
with an 11.6.
In the 220, Dale McCuiston of
the Tigers and James Gillikin of
the Lakers tied in a time of 24.4.
Olive took fourth for the
Lakers
The 440 found Dean Lanning

second in 56.7 while David
Waters of the Lakers was fourth
with 58.0.
Sophomore Ell Alexander of
Murray High took the 800 with a
2:15.7 while teammate James
Fenton was third. David Sims,
the leader for the first half of
the race, finished fourth for the
Lakers.
In the hurdling events, Alan
Moore of Murray High was
second in the 120 high hurdles
with a 17.9 while Steve Taylor of
Calloway was third and the
Lakers' Quentin Fannin was
fourth.
The 180 low hurdles found
Taylor second for the Lakers
with a 23.6 while Fannin was
fourth.
The undefeated Calloway
County MO yard relay team just
edged Trigg County for first.
The team, compoeed of Olive,
Howard, Jinner, Gillikin and
Steve Cunningham, turned in a
fine 1:40.6.
Dennis Crawford of Calloway
County and teammate Johnny
Riley placed second and third in
the mile run. Crawford turned
In a 5:14.7 while Riley had a
5:25. Dewey Sigler of Murray
High was fourth with a 5:27.4.
Steve Porter of Murray High
turnea in an outstanding 124-0

Park League
Registration

Black Hawks Stay In Race
With Unbelievable Win Stan Smith
Is Favored
By Computer

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
MONTREAL(AP) — "I can't
explain it, really. It was a
wide-open gains on both sides,"
said Montreal Coach Scotty
Bowman in the understatement
of Tuesday night's record-shattering Stanley Cup shootout.
Chicago. Black Hawks prevailed 8-7 over Montreal to cut
the Canadions' lead to 3-2 in the
best-of-seven series which now
moves to Chicago for the sixth
game. It will be nationally televised Thursday night (8 p.m.
EDT-NBC.
If a seventh game is needed,
it will be played in Montreal
Sunday afternoon.
The Canadiens started the
scoring parade at 2:47 of the
first period on a goal by Frank
Mahovlich and there was no le(up until the final gun sounded
?with the Canadiens furiously
putting on a six-man attack in
an effort to tie the contest.
"Unbelievable," was the
,word used in both dressing
--rixims after the game.
"I was sitting on the bench
praying," said Stan Mikita, the
Black Hawk star who scored
two goals and added two assists
to the Chicago total.
The two teams battled to a 2-2 tie in the first period and then
pumped in eight goals in the
second period with the Hawks
ecoring five to take a 7-5 lead
:which they never relinquished.
The eight goals in one period
and 15 in the game set Stanley
]Cup records.
"I've never seen anything

LET US ADO SOME

for first in the discus while Dean
Lenient; was second. Jerry
Duncan took third for the
Lakers.
In the shot, Porter placed
second to Selby Grubbs of Trigg
County. Porter had a 41-1 while
Wayne Holsapple of the takers
/
2.
was fourth with a 38-11
The triple jump found David
Waters of the Leiters taking
first with a 35-81'. while Lane of
Murray High was second and
Thompson of the Tigers was
third.
Waters came back in the long
Jump to claim first with a 17101
/
2 while Lane and Thompson
were third and fourth respectively.
Jerry Duncan took honors in
the high jump with a 5-4 while
Alan Moore of Murray was
second. Jimmy Gingles of the
Tigers and Kip Dyer of the
Lakers tied for fourth.
Gingles of the Tigers tied for
second in the pole vault with a
10-0 while Tony Childress of
Murray High and Doug McCann
of the Lakers shared third with
9-6.
Murray High will be in action
Saturday at the WKC meet
while the Lakers entertain
Ballard and Hickman County
today .

like it," said Mahovlich.
Registration for the Park League will be held Saturday
Bowman kept shaking his
from 9 a.m. until noon at the Murray City Park, according to
head as if he couldn't believe
the president of the league, Dave Marquardt.
what he had seen.
The registration fee for this season is ten dollars. The fee
"Do you realize that if we
will include the uniform rent, insurance and team equipdon't count those two open net
ment.
goals they got in the third
Boys aged eight and nine who have not reached their 10th
game, we had them shut out
birthday by August 1 are eligible to play in the Park League.
DALLAS AP) - The comfor 98 minutes," said Bowman.
The Park League season will begin the week of June 4.
puters say its Stan Smith all
The real victims were the the way to the finals in the
goalies—Ken Dryden of the Ca- $100,000 World Championship of
nadiens and Tony Esposito of Tennis beginning tonight, but
the Hawks.
sly old Ken Rosewall, the only
"Demoralizing?" asked Dry- Man ever to win the $50,000
den. "Yes. Good, bad or other- prize, is again lurking in the
wise, when you let in goals, you backround.
feel them. Once a game starts
The 26-year-old Smith, who
out wide open, it's hard to has won $104,000 in his first
change. Even when you take a year on the WCT tour, gets the
infield out in the eighth inning
By KEN RAPPOPORT
lead, you might think you want third annual singles champion- Associated Press Sports Writer as Texas beat Milwaukee.
to change the game, but it ship underway at Moody ColiRon Blomberg drove in four
"I found out that I can hit in
seems you just can. It's some- seum on the Southern Method- the major leagues' says Ed runs with a 440-foot home run
thing that keeps escalating."
ist campus against Australian Kirkpatrick.
and a single as New York burEsposito was so stunned by it John Alexander.
Everyone else knows that ied Minnesota under a 14-hit ofall he could hardly speak above ^ The second match pits Rod now, too.
fense. Every Yankee in the
a whisper. "Wide-open," said Laver, twice beaten by RoseThe Kansas City outfielder, starting lineup collected at
Esposito. "What else can you wall in the WCT finals, against who had a .233 lifetime batting least one hit, drove in one run
say? I think out of the 15 goals, fellow Aussie Roy Emerson.
average before this year, and scored one.
three or four shouldn't have
Roswell, a 38-year-old, 140- raised his season's mark to .389
Eddie Fisher and Terry Forgone in. But we scored eight pound marvel with a flawless with three hits Tuesday night ster combined for a three-hitter
and they scored seven. I'm sat- ground game, is favored to that helped the Royals beat the arid Carlos May knocked in the
isfied. Tonight the team carried reach the finals in Group B Detroit Tigers 7-2.
game's only run with a fourthme. I let in seven goals and against the vigorous Smith of
"I'm about the most relaxed inning single as Chicago beat
they got me the victory."
Group A.
I've ever been in the majors," Boston.
A computer which was fed added Kirkpatrick after a big
the win-loss results of 341 WCT night of two doubles and a
matches spelled out Smith and triple."Each of the three pitchRosewall as the finalists.
.es I hit was a little different. "I
Rosewall opens defense of his got in some bad habits and it
crown Thursday night against has taken me years to come
TENNIS
BOURNEMOUTH, England Roger Taylor of England. The out of them."
While Kirkpatrick played for
— the Nastase of Romania rcond match pits Arthur Ashe
the California Angels and Roy- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
scored a 6-1, 6-0 second-round against Marty Riessen.
American League
The semifinals are scheduled als in a checkered major
victory over John Paish of EngEast
Friday
night
with
W. L. Pct. G.B.
the
league
nationally
career that started in
land in the $69,500 British Hard
12 13 480
Baltimore
televised finals at noon Sunday. 1962, he never had a 14-game
Court Championships.
12 14 462 '
Detroit
hitting streak, which he has Milwaukee
11 13 458 '
12 15 444 1
Cleveland
now.
11 IA .440 1
York
REGAL COLOR TO YOUR LIFEI
In the other American New
/
2
10 14 417 11
Boston
West
League games, the Cleveland
- 16 6 727 -Thicago
Indians stopped the California Kansas
CTN- • 17 10 630 1
Angels 2-0; the Texas Rangers lalifornia
13 10 565 3/
1
2
11 11 500 5
trimmed the Milwaukee Brew- Minnesota
13 14 .481 51,1
3akland
ers 5-3; the New York Yankees Texas
9 13 .409 7
Tuesday's Games
crushed the Minnesota Twins
California
0
2,
Cleveland
14-4 and the Chicago White Sox
Oakland at Baltimore, post
tripped the Boston Red Sox 1-0. ioned
Kansas City 7. Detroit 1
Rain postponed Baltimore's
Texas 5,- Milwaukee 3
game with Oakland
New York 14, Minnesota
Chicago 1 Bostai 0
In the National League, it
was Montreal 4, Houston 3;
National League
Cincinnati 7, Philadelphia 1;
East
W. L. Pct G.B.
Atlanta 10, New York 6; Los
12 10 545 Pittsburgh
Angeles 7, Pittsburgh 4; San Chicago
15 13 536
Francisco 9, St. Louis 7 and New York
13 14 481
13 4110 1'/,
12
Montreal
Chicago 3, San Diego 2 In 12
11 14 440 21/2
Philadelphia
GimpoMW
innings.
U.MoMi7
S 20 200 81ir
441
:
.
St Louis
War
West
Kirkpatrick doubled in the
Francisco 13 9 719 —
San
second inning and scored on Marston
20 11 645 7/
1
2
Paul Schaal's single. He tripled Cincinnati
17 11 .607 4
Limited Offer • One Per Subject, One Per
16 14 .533 6
after Hal McRae's single to Los Angeles
10 17 .370 10/
Atlanta
1
2
Family • Additional Members, $2 41 Each •
drive in the first of two runs in
11 19 367- 11
an Diego
Groups Photographed at St 00 Per Additional
Tuesday's -Games
the sixth and then scored on a
Montreal 4, Houston 3
Subject
misfired squeetf play when DeCincinnati 7, Philadelphia i
troit catcher Duke Sons
Atlanta 10, New York 6
Rega Service
Chicago 3, San Diego 2. 12 ,n
dropped the ball during a runPortraits will be delivered within three weeks
down. Kirkpatrick also doubled 'rings
Angeles 7, Pittsburgh
Los
You may select from a finished package
SAin Francisco 9. St Louis 7
and scored ahead of Schaal's
homer in the eighth. .
Gaylord Perry stopped a perBASEBALL
sonal' three-game losing streak
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — The Saint
with a. four-hitter Ind Dave I ouis Cardinals traded 25-yearDuncan belted a home run as old pitcher Al Santorini to the
smoto
Cleveland beat California.
Kansas City Royals Ler Tom
Hoops 11 am-7 Om
Mike Epstein scored the tie. Murphy, also a right-handed
breaking run on Elliot Maddox' pitcher.

Kirkpatrick Discovers
That He Can Hit

Sports

North Marshall
May 14

South Marshall
Benton

SAPPING THE STRENGTH! Steve Cunningham (righti of Calloway County edges an opponent
from Trigg County at the finish of the 880 yard relay. Cunningham.a freshmam is the anchor man for
the undefeated Laker 888 relay team.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon

Murray High

DeBusschere's Hope hot Does
The Trick As Knicks riumph
By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YOFtK ( AP) — "It was
a hope shot," explained New
York Knick forward Dave DeBusschere.
"I was looking for the free
throws—it was jest luck that
the ball went in."
A horde of reporters were
gathered in the New York
trainer's room where the 6-foot6 DeBussehere, an ice pack on

Correction
The Western Kentucky
Horsemen's Association will
hold their show Saturday at the
Calloway County Jaycee
Fairgrounds and not Sunday as
was implied by an erroneous
headline in the Ledger & Times
yesterday.

Gelding Takes Race
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Samoht, 4-year-old gelding
owned by C.R. Jan-ell, came
from far back in the field at
the head of the stretch to score
a 1 1-2-length victory Tuesday
in the six-furlorg Mighty Story
Purse at Churchill Downs.
The gelding, ridden by Pete
Glenn, covered the distance in
1:12 1-5 and returned $11.20,
$4.60 and $3.20.
Glenwood Stable's Four Bagger, the pace setter until the final 16th, paid $3 and 12.40 to
place. Gary Hack's Win Ticket
paid 82.80 to show.

Standings

4

The ball went in, and the foul
was called on Chamberlain.
"It was instinct." the 7-1
Chamberlain said of the foul.
"He just had better position
than me; all I could do was
foul him."
DeBusschere calmly sank the

DeBusschere finished with 33
points, his career playoff high.
He had 22 in the first half,
when the Knicks raced in front
47-26, then took a 55-44 margin
into the lockerroom. Reed
added 21 points, Frazier 19.
For the Leiters, guards Gail
Goodrich and Jerry West each
had 23.
The Knicks led by 13 after
the third quarter and were
ahead 94-84 with five minutes to
go before the Lakers reeled off
eight straight points before DeBusschere's crusher.
How does a team blow a 21point lead?
"They have a lot of great
players, who started to do a lot
of things right," offered Knick
Coach Red Holzman. "Twenty-point leads don't hold up in
this series, "said DeBusschere
'"These teams are too good
You almost hate to get in front
by 20, because you have the
nasty tendency to let down, especially on defense. I think I'd
be scared with a 40-point lead."

is
6SHAG
EUREKA AUTOMATIC UPRIGHT WITH
DIAL-A-NAP' MADE EVEN BETTER
FOR MORE CONVENIENCE
.6 Position dial lets you clean any carpet from low,
flat pile to deep, dense shag!

Attachments Free!

-9.41

DAYS Thurs.-Sat.
\
..mar"fay 10-12

Knick forward Bill Bradley
tried a jump shot from the
right side. It missed, bounding
high off the rim. The two centers, Willis Reed of New York
and massive Wilt Chamberlain
of Los Angeles, went for the
rebound—with
DeBusschere
lurking alongside.
'Willis kept the ball alive,"
said DeBusschere. "He and
Wilt went up, but neither got
control of the ball. When they
came down, that's when I went
up. I just grabbed it and put it
backup.
"Wilt reacted by grabbing
me. The shot I threw up was
just a hope shot. I was playing
for the foul, since Wilt had both
his arms around me."

4 HIGH

REGAL
COLOR!

3 Big Days

The Lakers had cut a 21-point
New York lead down to two, 9492, with one minute to go. Los
Angeles was surging, having
scored eight points in a row.
The Knicks were disorganized.
Walt Frazier had fouled out,
and none of the Knicks was
shooting well.

free throw, and the Knicks
were ahead 97-92 with 48 seconds to go. The Lakers couldn't
get closer than three the rest of
the way, with two free throws
by Earl Monroe and four by
DeBusschere keeping the
Knicks safely ahead.
As a result, New York took a
3-1 lead in the National Basketball Association's championship
playoffs. The Knicks can wrap
up the best-of-7 series with a
victory in Los Angeles Thursday night.

MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY!

8" x 10"
PORTRAIT

F,

his sore right knee, was describing the key play in the
Knicks' 103-98 victory over the
Los Angeles Lakers Tuesday
night at Madison Square Garden.

EUREKA GIVES YOU
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First District Baseball Pairings
May 14, 15, 16 and 17

North Marshall
May 14

Marshall

Benton

May 16

Benton
Bye
Championship
Murray High

May 17

Murray High

May 15

Calloway County
Bye
BASEBALL PAIRINGS t-r the First District Baseball Tournament were announced recently. The
tournament will open Monday with North Marshall meeting South Marshall and the winner of that
game playing Wednesday against Benton. Murray High and Calloway will meet each other Tuesday
afternoon. The championship game will be held on Thursday afternoon.

McGinnis Provides Heroics As
Pacers Nail Colonels 89-86
LOUISVILLE,Ky ( AP — Bob
Leonard called it -the greatest
series" he's ever seen in the:
American Basketball Association.
The Indiana Pacer coach
could afford an optimistic outlook with his club just one
game away from another
league championship and a
chance to wrap it up before the
home folks in Indianapolis
Thursday night.
The Pacers, on George
McGirees's last-minute heroics,
edged the Kentucky Colonels
89-86 Tuesday night in game
No. 5 and, for the second time,
won on the Colonels' court for a
3-2 edge in the best-of-eeven
series.
McGinnis stole an in-bounds
pass at midcourt and dribbled
under for a stuff shot that applied the clincher with only :23
left.
before,
seconds
Only
McGinnis carne close to being a
goat, when he broke under the
basket, and a pass trickled off
his fingertips to give the Colonels possession.
Leonard said the attempt to
spring McGinnis for an open
shot had been pre-arranged,
but it failed when he lost control of the ball.
"This just gives us two more
chances to win it," he said. If
we had lost we would have had
to play for a tie at home and
try to win again down here."
The crowd of 16,779 saw the
neighboring state rivals playing
tough defense in a game that
was void of the high emotions
and rowdiness that had marked
some of the earlier contests.
The teams opened the final
quarter with the Colonels in
front 64-62, but six-year veteran
Freddie Lewis hit 11 of Indiana's first 13 points in the period as the Pacers opened their
biggest advantage at nine.
That spurt was aided by stolen passes by rookie Don Buse
that led to six of the Indiana
points.
"Here's a kid that's gonna be
around a long time," Leonard
said of Buse. "He's fundamentally sound. His shooting will
improve and he's going to be a
great pro."
The Pacers appeared to have
things under control, but the
Colonels scrapped back to tie it
oria fast break by Louie Dampier with six minutes to go.
Then it was Kentucky's turn
to take command, and a hook
shot by Walt Simon opened an
85-80 edge with only 1:45 on the
clock.
A three-point goal by Lewis
cut the Colonels' edge to 86-85
with one minute- to go and set
„the stage for. McGinnis to apply
•
the decisive basket.
Kentucky had two more

shots, but both went astray and
Lewis added the final two on a
back-court foul with only two
seconds to go.
Kentucky Coach Joe Mullaney declined to pinpoint any
particular factor in the loss.
"A lot of ttiings happen in a
ball game," he said.

'

DiGregorio was hailed Tuesday by Vladimir Kandrashin,
the Russian coach, as "sort of
the conductor of the game; one
who changes the climate of the
game."
Apparently fresh in Kendrashin's mind was the contest in
New York Monday night, when
the 6-foot guard scored 25
points and handed out 11 assists
in an overtime U.S. victory.

In the five games played thus
far, Di(.iregorio has tallied 90
points and baffled the visitors
with his dribbling and passing.
For. the last two' contests,
he's received scoring help from
Providence College teammate
Marvin Barnes, who has
pumped in 29 points. Len Elmore, a leaper from Maryland,
has grabbed 19 rebounds in the
past two games, including a
series-high 11 in Indianapolis.
The Soviets, whose lone
triumph came in the second
game of the tour, have relied
on the play of big Aleksander
Belov, who scored the winning
basket in the disputed victory
over the U.S. in last summer's
Olympic championship in Munich.
Despite missing one game,
Belov has totaled 61 points, just
a point below the leading Russian scorer, Aleksander Salikov, who has played in all five
matchups.

Time Slipping Away
For Graham McRae

Bye
Calloway County

Russia And United States
To Conclude Cage Series
By LARRY SIDDONS
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
six-game series between Russian and American basketball
teams, characterized by rugged
play on both sides, concludes
tonight, with the United States
holding a commanding 4-1 lead.
A near-capacity crowd is expected at the Civic Center when
the United States, sparked by
the shooting and playmaking of
Ernie DiGregorio, rides in on a
three-game winning streak.

Murray State University

South
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Mullaney said the loss would
bring no changes in the Colonels' plans going into the sixth
game.
Lewis scored 31 for Indiana,
with 28 coming in the second
half. His total was matched by
Kentucky's Dan Issel who hit
on 13 of 25 attempts.

dianapolis Motor Nnsedvray
Monday, one of the last drivers
offered a ride this yeast-7-7:T'
After racing Sunday in CleIV.
fornia and getting only three'
hours sleep, it yetis all McRae
could do to pass the drivers'
physical examiriatilk Moiejoy.
He waitieel until Tuesday to
roll out his Andy Granatelliowned Lota-Offenhauser. But
rain delayed the opening of the
track for 26i hotirs.
When McRae finally got..os'
the track, his engine blew after:
a few warmup laps — appar-'•
ently a broken piston.
He still has more than a week to pass his rookie tests,:
but the first of four days 0(
qualifications is this Saturday.
If he fails to pass the rookie
tests and qualify this week,
he'll have to try again next
week — the same time he is
scheduled to drive in a Formula 5000 race in Michigan.
Now, with engine and scheduling problems, McRae wilt
have to make use of every minute at the track.
"I imagine I'll be getting my
practice in while I'm taking the
tests," said McRae, who has
never driven a race on an oval
track but does have about 45
laps practice at Ontario.
At this point, McRae says he
runs and his second homer, a would "be happy just to qualithe
inning,
in
fifth
blast
two-run
f), stay out of trouble and finbroke a 3-3 tie and helped San ish the race."
Francisco send St. Louis to its
20th setback in ;5 games

By JERRY GARRETT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS I AP)—Graham McRae has always wanted
to win the Indianapolis 500-mile
race, but time is running out
for him.
The 33-year-old New Zealand
native has been racing Formula 5000 cars in the United
States and has two Tasman
championships.
"I've always wanted to win
Indianapolis and the world formula championship," he said.
"But as you get older you realize you're not going to achieve
all of your goals, so you go
about doing what you are
doing."
"I decided if I was going to
run at Indianapolis I had better
get with it," he said.
But McRae's real problem
this year is that he may not
have enough time to get ready
for qualifications for the May
28 race.
He arrived at the 10-

Matlack Belted By Ball And
Braves Belt Matlack For Win
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON.
Associated 'Press Sports Writer
y 7, 1957, a left-handed
ho broke into the mapi
by winning Rookie
jor 1
of the Year honors was hit in
the head by a line drive and
was never the same.
On May 8, W73, a left-handed
pitcher who broke into the major leagues by winning Rookie
of the Year honors was hit in
the head by a line drive and...
Memories of Cleveland's
Herb Score were vividly recalled in New York's Shea Stadium Tuesday night, but it appeared that young Jon Matlack
of the Mets suffered far less
damage than Score did. The
Cleveland star was struck in
the eye and never recaptured
the brilliance of his brief career.
Matlack, 23, got the left side
of his forehead in front of a
hard liner off the bat of Atlanta's Marty Perez in the seventh inning of the Braves' 10-6
victory over the Mets but apparently suffered nothing worse
than an egg-sized lump, although he wound up in the hospital for overnight observation
and routine X rays.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Montreal ended Houston's nine-game winning streak
4-3, Los Angeles turned back
Pittsburgh 7-4, San Francisco
outslugged St. Louis 9-7, the
Chicago Cubs edged San Diego
3-2 in 12 innings and Cincinnati
downed Philadelphia 7-1.
American League scores.
Chicago 1, Boston 0; Kansas
City 7, Detroit 2; New
Minnesota 4; Texas 5, Milwaukee 3; Cleveland 2, California 0. Oakland at Baltimore
was rained out.
Matlack sailed into the seventh inning with a 3-1 lead
when the mishap occurred with
two out and the bases loaded.
The ball caromed off his head
across the first-bav 1ir, landing on the fly neirr the Mets'
dugout and rolling in for a
ground-rule double.
After Perez' shot, reliever
Phil ?tennigan issued an intentional walk to Hank Aaron,

whose 681 home runs are second to Babe Ruth on the alltime list. That brought up Dave
Johnson, who had homered earlier and ranks second on the
Braves in lifetime homers—a
mere 611 behind Aaron. Johnson hit a fly ball that caromatl
off the top of the bullpen fence
in right field for a grand slam
home run that highlighted a
seven-run inning.
Ken Singleton scored on
Houston reliever Jim York's
bases-loaded throwing error in
the ninth inning as Montreal
snapped Houston's winning
streak just one day after the
Chicago White Sox had a ninegame string ended in the American League.
Bobby Bonds' drove in flee

STEPP Ps!' HIGH in the girls' low hurdles are Charry Pierce (left) and June Murdock I right). Miss
Pierre finished fourth in the event while Miss Murdock finished second to the winner, teammate Gale
Broach of Calloway County.
iStaff Photo by Mike Brandon

SEC To Change
Cage Calendar
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. AP)—
The over-all Southeastern Conference basketball calendar will
be shortened to nine consecutive weeks under a new
four-year schedule, Commissioner Boyd McWhorter says.
Coaches from conference
• echools approved the round-robin schedule unanimously and it
ins later approved by athletic
directors of the 10 SEC schools.
The 18 conference games, all
set for Saturdays and Mondays,
will begin Jan. 5 and end
Alarch 4. March 6 is the date
for a playoff game, if necessary, to decide the title.
The -teams will play the same
weekends in 1975 with the sites
reversed. In 1976 they will play
the 1974 cites and in 1e77 will
- play the 1975 sites.

Trigg Defeats Laker
Girls In Dual Meet

A powerful Trigg County
girls' track team defeated the
girls
County
Calloway
yesterday in a dual meet 73-45
at CCHS.
Calloway County managed to
take only three events in the
entire meet.
Sarah Calhoun, giving her
usual stellar performance, won
the discus with a throw of 931111. Carolyn Smith of the
L.akers was second with 80-11
Gale Broach took honors in
the 80 yard hurdles with a
winning time of 13.0. June
Murdock was second with a fine
effort of 13.2.
The 880 relay team composed
of Diana Lawrence, Judy
Kimbro, Peggy Rogers and
Sandy Eiibb won its event with a
May Lose Draft Pick
2:13.7.
Phyllis Adams took second in
PORTLAND, Ore. f AP) —
The Portland Trail Blazers of the 50 yard dash with a 6.6 and
the National Basketball Associ- came back for second in the 100
ation may have lost their No. 1 with a 12.1.
college draft choice, Barry
Basketball Games Will
Parkhill, to the rival American
Basketball Association.

Be At Kirksey Friday

The Portland Oregonian reported in Wednesday editions
that the Virginia Squires of the
ABA have scheduled a news
conference Thursday morning.
Squires officials said Parkhill
and his college coach, Bill Gibson, will attend.
"We are waiting for him to
inform us of his decision," said
Harry Glickman, executive director of the Blazers, who had
hoped to sign the University of
Virginia super guard.

The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
men's and
Association's
women's basketball teams will
be hosts to the Hazel ParentTeacher Club's men's and
*omen's teams in games at the
Kirksey gym on Friday, May 11,
at seven p.m.
The public is invited to attend,
according to BW Crick of the
basketball
PTA
Kirksey
committee. Proceeds from the
imtoward
go
games
provements of the schooL

Diane Olive picked up I
second place in the 220 with a
28.2 effort.
The 880 yard run found Tress
Moody second with a winning
time of 3:08.
In the 50 yard hurdles, Cherry
Pierce placed second and June
Murdock third with respective
times of 8.7 and 8.8.
Sandra Duncan took second in
the shot with a 27-4 while Phyllis
Adams was third with a throw
of 27-0.
Tina Todd earned a second
place in the high jump by',
clearing 4-4 while Sabrina
Tucker's 14-4'ot earned a third in
the long jump.
Today, the Laker girls willhost a triangular meet with
Hickman County and Ballard
Memorial.

Pro Hockey
Playoffs
NHL
Stanley Cup
Championship Finals
Best-of-7 Series
All Times EDT
Tuesday's Game
Chicago 8, Montreal 7, Montreal leads 3-2
Wednesday's Game
No game scheduled
Thursday's Game
Montreal at Chicago, if necessary
Sunday, May 13
Chicago at Montreal, if necessary

1
ee.:*:*::03:*:C4CO240:4CS:CS::*::4t.:*".4.3:40KME:400,3:4::41.33.3:4CO:41.:CC.V.4!::41:*::34

Johnny Bench drove in four
runs with his sixth home run is
and a double and Pete Rose *
singled home the other three
runs to lead Cincinnati over
Philadelphia.
Al'
3
Rookie Ron Cey slammed a 8
46
three-run homer, highlighting a $ 3
five-run fifth inning, as Los An- $1.
geles defeated Pittsburgh despite two home runs by the Pirates' Willie Stargell.
01;
Doubles by Ken Rudolph and
pinch hitter Joe Pepitone in the
12th inning gave the Cubs their
triumph over San Diego.

World Will Soon Find
Who Is Stronger Sex
RAMONA, Calif. (AP) — seniors division; she's the leadWomen's tennis? "I think it ing money winner on the wornen's tour.
stinks," says Bobby Riggs.
Tongue firmly in cheek and
Riggs has more than just
hand on wallet ready for a pride at stake. Half the prize
friendly wager, the 55-year-old money is his. The host club,
Riggs hoisted the banner of San Diego County Estates, is
male supremacy Tuesday as he putting up the other half.
prepared for his three-set, $10,The surface is cement, which
000 match Sunday with 30-year- should favor the younger playold
Australian
Margaret er. "On a fast surface MargaCourt- -a contest he modestly ret will win," predicts one of
termed "the match of the cen- per frequent opponents, Chris
Evert.
"They're fun to watch,"
But many experts figure that
Riggs said of women players. it will be Mrs. Court who is
"They hit the ball back and gasping for breath by the end
forth, have a lot of nice volleys. of the match after chasing
You can see some pretty legs. down Riggs' endless lobs, drop
But compare the caliber of ten- shots and spinning placements.
nis to men and it's night and
"I think she'll S lucky to get
day
two to three games a set," says
"I'm out to prove that a guy Don Budge, who will be talking
55 years old, with one foot .in strategy with his old foe today.
the grave, can play with the "A fellow is really stronger and
best woman in the world and able to get around better, you
maybe beat her. It'll be a big knew"
boost for men's superiority."
Riggs won the Wimbledon
GENERAL
and U.S. Championships in
BOSTON — Edv+ard .1 Pow-1939, 27 years before Mrs. ers, 66, president arid general
Court performed the same feat. manager of Boston Garden AreHe's still a top player in the na, has died.
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DOW
MAY13

51

4 Big Days of Sale!

Sleeveless, Prints, Solids, Stripes

LADIES

with Lo

OPEN-BACK CLOGS
Assortment of Sizes and Colors.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWE A RANGEMEI
Unique Floral

Reg. '3.99

Arrangement in
Real Natural Hardwood
Reg. 54.88

$38

LADIES PANTY HOSE
All Nude-100% Nylon

Jamaica

Asst
Reg.
Sizes
& Colors2/$1.00

T.SETS

One Table

S-M-L
Sleeveless
100% Nylon

Polyester
Double
Knit

"Is70.1vr
Assortment of

LADIES'
JEANS

Rig. '3.99

RLY AMERICAN

Reg.'3.88 a Yd.

Denim Flare Legs

Pitche

$ 97

Size 8-16
Blues and Off White
"Perfect for the Mom on The-tor
Reg. $3.99

1 99

STORAGE CHESTS

"SPACE SAVER"

Reg.

$1073
•Wide-tooth styling
uumb attachment

$ 26

Reg.
1.76

NISTER

Orange & Avocado

•Long contoured handle for easy reach

AmIL

$481

TURNTABLE

28x1641x121
/
2"
Sturdy reinforced construction.
Close fitting lid protects contents.

Bov

Blue, White and

GE Styling Dryer

DISNEY

Solids, Prints, Strip

..Screened air intake
•Two heat settings

"Shop Roses for the Perfect Gift
to give her on Mother's Day."

YOU'

BANK AMERICAR

AND SAVE!!

welcome

si

WASHCLOTHS

PE.11 STAINLESS

5 Blades
Reg. 68'

DNA

8 Cloths to a Pkg.
Stripes and Solids

7-oz
Reg. 77.

7E0

Bath Towel Asst
Beautiful Spring Colors
and Designs
Reg. '1.27.

.0••

&111000N

PACKAGED

$1.00

•ft•an •

•

04(

Reg.

Maalox Antacid

4-oz Spray
Reg. 77'
Limit 4

Reg. '1.27

Stove )3 Lantern
•2 Mantle Floodlight
•2 Burners, Green

z•is4s1

Your
Choice

12 fl. oz.

CO [MAN

Limit 2

Reg. '15.47

88'

$12

HERBAL ESSANCE SHAMPOO
Reg. '1.47

ONE-A-DAY
Plus IRON
100 Tablets
Reg. '2.67

88
VITAMINS
$1 99

olemon„

1.
,
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5 Thurs 'Sun. May 10-13

Oval Braided Rugs
Reg. '42.97

BISSELL

with Love

CARPET SWEEPERS
Supreme Beauty
Care for Your
Carpet

.OWE A RANGEMENTS

.88

La

00

$388

Rovorsiblo for longor woad
99% Nylon. Browns, growls, rods.

'12.97
PROCTOR-SILEX

STEAM & DRY IRON
•Fabriv Settings for Most Fabrics
•Steam Vents on Bottom

Jamaica

5-Piece Dinette Set

17:SETS
Sdids, Prints, Stripes

ion

3.99

$2
99

Reg. $39.94
42-Piece

China
Dinnerware

RLY AMERICAN

"A Gift She'll Lover

Reg. $29.88

G.E.
Red/
White/
Blue

Portable
TV
Reg.
84.95

997

MISTER

CHARCOAL LIGHTER
41110
Charcoal
lighter

Keystone

Rog. 37.

LAWN CHAIRS

$ I oo

for

2 for$500

DIXIE CUP DISPENSER
25-3-oz. cups
Reg. 19'

CAMERA
Reg. '65.95

(P

Limit Two
Reg. Size
25 sq. ft

CREMAN

10:131 Lantern

ante Floodlight
.2 Burners, Green

Reg. 2P100

Reg. '15.47

Plastic Assortment

$1284
PLASTIC
24" CHARCOAL
Easy Roll Wheels

Reg. 16.77

YU POLAROID
COLORPACK

FILM
Reg. 54.77

ALUMINUM FOIL
Rog.
33'

60 Second
Everflash

Huge savinp if you buy the
set. Sturdy tubular Aluminum frame with ciurabk
plastic Aebbing in green and
white or pumpkin and white. ,
Folds neat and flat for
storage — Light, easy to
CiTTY.

Reg. '12.88

$‘99
1 9

1 qt., 2 qt.,
Covers.
Keeps feed
Frzsh Conger!
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Williams-Bowman Wedding Vows Solemnized
Wednesday, May le
Thetordelia Erwin Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the church
at 7:30 p.m.

Help! My husband
needs spelling lessons
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my husband's spelling.
It's horrid. I swear I don't know how he ever got out of
high school.
He is just beginning his career as a policeman, and his
poor spelling has 'already started giving him trouble. He
has to make out reports in writing and when he writes,
"suspishun" and "rezizting" on a report, it raises a lot
of eyebrows.
He talks well, but his spelling is outrageous. I told him
to carry a small dictionary and to look up any words he
isn't sure of. He says: "You have to know how to spell a
word before you can find it in the dictionary so what's the
use?"
Abby, do you know where an adult can learn how to
spell from scratch? Even if it took a year it would be
WORRIED WIFE
miracle enough for us. Thank you
DEAR WIFE: Call your board of education and ask
them what is available in their adult education department.
Evening classes, 'or special tutoring could be the answer,
but first your husband should take some tests to determine
the kind of special help be needs.

Mrs. Donald Clifford Bowman
The sanctuary of the Gordon
Church,
Baptist
Road
Mableton, Ga., was the scene of
the wedding of Miss Desna
Michelle Williams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robb R. Williams,
to Donald Clifford Bowman,son
of Mr and Mrs. Jimmy J.
Bowman, all of Mableton, Ga.
Rev. Lewis Payne performed
the impressive ceremony at
three o'clock in the afternoon on
Satuday, April 21, befare the
altar adorned with an arch of
yellow candles. Centering the
altar was a large arrangement
.of tulips in various shades place
on a pedestal. Fern balls were
used to further enhance the
wedding scene.
A program of music was
presented by Mrs. Judy
Schlongen, organist, who also
Miss
Nan
accompanied
Allbright who sang "We've Only
Just Begun," -One Hand, One
Heart,- and "The Lord's
Prayer."
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Irene Garrison
and late Toy Garrison, and of
• Mr.and Mrs. J. W. Williams, all
of Murray. The groom is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
; Russell of Birmingham, Ala.,
• and Mrs. Estella Bowman of
FultoncLale, Ala., and the late
Clyde Bowman.
Bride's Dress
For her wedding the bride
was lovely in her Shell-Lynn
original designed gown of.Ivory
pe-au de sois with appliques of
Alencon lace beaded in pearls
and crystals with a cathedral
train and mantilla veil bordered
in Alencon lace. Her bridal
bouquet was posed on a white
Bible and was made of white
orchids, stephanotis, tuberoses,
and miniature carnations.
As the bride approached the
altar she gave roses to her
mother and her two grandmothers, and as she left the
altar after the wedding
ceremony gave roses to her new
her
and
mother-in-law
husband's maternal grandmother, Mrs. Russell.
Miss Juvenile Lynn Williams,
sister of the bride, was the maid
of honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Cindy Bowman, sister of
the groom, Miss Susan Yarbrough, and Miss Karen
Austan.
were
attendants
The
beautifully gowned in pale
yellow flocked swiss in an old
fashioned ante-bellom design.
The wore large garden hats and
carried nosegays of yellow
daisies.

Jimmy J. Bowman was best
man for. the groom. Ushers
were Darrell Harper, Keith
Arrington, and Kelly Pittman.
Junior ushers were Brad
Bowman, brother of the groom,
and Danny Cook, cousin of the
bride. Master Boyd Bowman,
also a brother of the groom, was
the ringbearer.
Cassandra
Little
Miss
Leeper, cousin of the bride, was
the miniature bride, and Master
Timmy Cook, cousin of the
bride, was the miniature groom.
They were dressed as the bride
and groom and preceded the
/wild of honor down the aisle.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Williams, who designed
the wedding dress, wore a long
floor length dress of mint green
lace with matching coat and
mint green accessories. Mrs.
Bowman was attired in a yellow
floor length dress under chiffon
designed with long full sleeves
and had yellow accessories.
Mrs. Garrison, maternal
grandmother of the bride, wore
an orchid, beige, and white
floral dress with beige trim and
beige accessories, while Mrs.
Williams, paternal grandmother of the bride, chose an
ivory dress with black accessories. Mrs. Russell, the
groom's grandmother, was
attired in a blue dress with
white accessories.
Both the mothers and the
grandmothers wore corsages of
white orchids with yellow
throats for the wedding.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents were hosts for
the reception held at the
Reception Salon of the Atlanta
Federal Bank.
The bride's table, Overlaid
with white linen cloths, was
adorned on the sides with mint
green bows, yellow net, and
lilies of the valley. Two five
prong candelabra holding
and
yellow
candles
arrangements of daisies and
tulips were the centerpieces.
The three tiered wedding
cake decorated with yellow
roses, mint green leaves, and
swans, was topped with a
miniture bride and groom
statuette and wedding bells tied
with mint green incision. Mint
green punch was served.
Crystal and silver appointments
were used.
Assisting in the serving at the
reception were Mrs. Bonnie
Fielder, Mrs. Elaine Howard;
Mrs. Barbara Austin, and Miss
Diane Whitmore. The bride's

Just Right for Mother's Day!!

40 MOTHER'S RINGS

- :11
0

Still Available In All Stone Sizes

Furcher Jewelry
113 S. 4th

753-2835

book was kept by Mrs. Joy
Townsend.
After the reception the couple
left for an unannounced wedding trip with the bride wearing
a yellow crepe pant suit with
lace trim and long sleeves and
the white orchid corsage from
her bridal bouquet.
The bride, a senior at Pebblebrook High School, is employed at Riches in Atlanta, Ga.
The groom, a graduate of
Pebbiebrook High School, is
employed by United Parcel
Service at Atlanta. They are
innw residing at 5801 Maxim
Road, Austell, Ga.
Among the out of town guests
at the wedding were Mr. and
Mrs. John Cohoon and son,
Mark, of Murray Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Cook and children, David,
Danny, Jamie, Timmy, and
Mark, of Dickson, Tenn., and
Mrs. David L. Leeper of
Paducah.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs Jimmy J. Bowan, entertained with a rehearsal
dinner on Friday, April 20, at
eight-thirty o'clock in the
evening at John's Restaurnant
Banquet Room, Mableton, Ga
Mint green and yellow, the
bride's color scheme, was used
in the decorations for the tables.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.
Prenuptial Events
Prenuptial parties for the
bride included a tea held at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan Association given by Mrs.
John Cohoon of Murray, Mrs.
David Leeper of Paducah, and
Mrs. Owen Cook of Dickson,
Tenn.; teas held in Mableton,
Ga., and Kennesaw, Ga.,
trousseau tea and bridesmaids
luncheon held at the home of the
bride's parents at Mableton.

DEAR ABBY: You've made references to May-December marriages, but you have never given any advice with
. regard to them. You should, and it should be one word.
DON'T!
n I have witnessed four, including my own, and all of
them have been very unsatisfactory. Especially for the
- younger partner. Older husbands make poor fathers. Children make them nervous, and they are too tired to go
anywhere with their young wives, and all too soon they are
inadequate lovers.
A young woman is flattered to be pursued by a dashing, sophisticated "older" swain But after they are married, he becomes a dull old man When she is 22 and he is
36, the age difference doesn't show much, but when she is
35 and he is 49, things start to go downhill for her.
Until a womI wish someone would have wised me
an has lived in such a marriage, she has no idea how many
SHORT-CHANGED IN KANSAS
problems arise.

up.

DEAR SHORT: I rarely give advice with regard to
marriages and age because one's condition is far more
Important than his age. Some men of 65 are in mach better
prixed, it's n•
.
shape than some men of 30. While youth is
assurance of vim, vigor, and virility.
DEAR ABBY: Today when so many marriages are
going sour, may I tell you about one which was sweet for
almost 63 years?
I married a wonderful girt in April, 1910. She was 6
years my senior. We had five children who bore us 27
grandchildren. They in turn bore us 10 great-grandchildren
—all doing well.
My beloved died last December. I have her engagement
and wedding rings and don't know what to do with them.
Would it be prudent to sell them and give the money to
the orphans? Your reply would be appreciated.
A READER: TEIKPLE,Ana,
DEAR READER: Someone in year family may place a'
high sentimental value on the rings your beloved wore for
so many years. Don't sell them before letting your family
know you want to dispose of them. If more than one wants
them, let them draw lots. And lots of luck.
nONFIDENT1AL TO "WHITE VERSUS PURPLE" IN
PANAMA CITY: Neither! To be appropriately attired for a
divorce bearing, I'd vote for BLACK. In a sense, one is
burying a dead relationship.
Problems! You'll feel better if you get a off your chest.
For a perinea' reply, write to ABBY: Box No. NM,In An
Calif. 90010. Enclose stamped. gen-addressed envelope.
please.

Wedding,"

For Abby's booklet, "How le Have a Lovely
seed si to Abby. Box 00740. Lae Angeles. CaL Nese.

Miss Jan Reagan
Complimented With
Shower By Sorority

Miss Jan Reagan, bride-elect
of Jeff Chase, was the honoree
at a delightfully planned
miscellaneous shower held on
Sunday, April 29, in the Sigma
Sigma Sigma room of the
Panhellenic Building.
The gracious hostessn for the
The piano students of Mrs.
prenuptial occasion were Miss
John C. Winter presented a Charlotte Brien,
Miss Jan
demonstration of their musical Phipps, and Mrs.
Denise Willis.
progress before a large group of
parents, grandparents, and
For the event Mis.s Reagan
friends on Sunday afternoon at chose to wear a light green and
the Murray Woman's Club yellow pantsuit with white knit
house.
top and light grean jacket
Following the recital and the
The hostesses presented the
presentation of awards, those bride-elect with a set of mixing
present were entertained at 0 bowls and a harvest gold mixer
reception.
to accompany them.
Students appearing on the
Refreshments of assorted
. program were: Claire Bell, cookies, mints, mixed nuts, and
Raysha Roberts, Carrie Rye, punch were served at the
Raymond Abbott, Steve Baker, beautifully. appointed table
Gaye Gardner, covered with a brown tablecloth
Elizabeth Stout, Charlene and
centered
with
an
Tucker, Elizabeth Hendon, arrangement of mixed dried
Smock,
Tammy flowers. The hostesses presided
Ashley
Allbritten, Carma Lisa Lovett, at the punch bowl and served
Daralina Darnell, Leslie the refreshements.
Hunter, Jeanie Hendon, Rusty
Guests of the shower were
Moore, Kevin Shahan, Heather aorotiy sisters of the Wide-elect,
Kodman,Emily Porter:Marsha
the mother of the
Robertson, Jane Suffill, Kathy
Mrs. Johnny
sister, Miss Lyn Reagan. The
Halford, Ginger
Bear, David -MIMI, honoree opened her many
icatIrf Coleman, Anne Erwin, lovely gifts for ythe guests to
and Lisa Winters.
view.
•

Mrs. John Winter
Presents Students
In Piano Recital

_Billy Smith,

Raehael

Gilliam,

Reagan,bride-eleat,
ana her

COOKING
IS FUN
A.

giOWNS TONE
.,oe fdPo,

SCANDINAVIAN SUPPER
Rye Bread
Split Pea Soup
Marinated Herring Fillets
with Beet and Romaine Salad
Swedish Meatballs
Anchovy Potatoes
Gunnell's Cranberry Cream
GUNNELL'S CRANBERRY
CREAM
A spur-of-the-moment dessert created by an ingenious
Swedish cook.
1 container heavy cream
1 cup cranberry orange relish,
from a 14-ounce jar
1/2 cup chopped walnuts or pecans
Whip cream. Fold in cranberry orange relish. Spoon into 6
small dessert dishes. sprinkle
With nuts Serve at once Makes

6servings.
NOW AT HOME
Clarence Horton is

now
recuperating at his home at 914
Coldwater Road, Murray. He
underwent emergency surgery
at Alburquerque, N.M., while
visitng his daughter and family
there.
ns PADUCAH PATIENT
Jack McLeod of Dexter Route
One -has been a-patient at-the
Western Baptist Hospital,Paducah.

Evening circles of the United
Methodist Women of the First
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Hannah with Mrs.
Peter Whaley, 802 Guthrie
Drive; Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Damon Lovett, Gatesboro
Circle; Wesleyan with Mrs.
Milton Jones, Camelot Subdivision.
Thursday, May 10
The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet at
the First Christian Church at
7:30 p.m.

of horse will be held and the
concession stand will be open.
Ken Holland, local artist will
be at the Calloway County
Public Library from ten a.m. to
12 noon to answer questions
about his work that has been on
display at the library this week.
Sunday, May 13
Ledbetter Baptist Church will
have homecoming activities
with Sunday School at ten a.m.,
preaching at 11 a.m., basket
dinner at noon, and singing in
the afternoon. Donations for
cemetery will be taken.

Rainbow For Girls
Hold Meetings At
The Masonic Hall

Russell McCutcheon
Honored At Party
On ist Birthday
Russell Gene McCutcheon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Gene
McCutcheon, 1709 Farmer, was
honored on his first birthday,
May 1, with a party given at his
home.
Several of his little friends
helped him celebrate the occession, which was held from
a.m. tn 1 p.m.
The guests enjoyed sandwiches, punch and cupcakes,
decorated on top with clowns.
The room was decorated with
"Happy Birthday" balloons.
Russ's guests, who each
presented him a gift, were:
Kelly Lyles, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Keith Lyles; Brett
Pasternak, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Pasternak; Johnny
Pasco,son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Pasco,Jr.; Scottie Rice, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Rice; Micke!,
Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Davin
Hill; and Rachel Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Smith.
Later in the day Russ was
visited by his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. G.C. Wilson and Mr.
and Mrs. D. E. McCutcheon;
two of his great-grandinothers,
Mrs. Lurleen Shekell and Mrs.
Hattie Wilson, and an aunt, Miss
Ann McCutcheon.

Pacers Homemakers
Hold April MeetAt Tate*me

The Pacers Homemakers

Linda

The

Loos t.
14,
oc
• THE
SIIIGDT1-1 KilUTY
or. *
SURE SHOE

The Junior Sunday School
Class of Independent United
Methodist Church will sponsor a
supper at the church with
serving to start at five p.m. and
continue until eight p.m. Price
will be one dollar for hot dog,
chili, dessert, and drink.
The 3rd annual Senior
Citizens luncheon, sponsored by
the Hazel Woman's Club, will be
at the Hazel Baptist Church
Education building at 11:30
a.m. All senior citizens in the
area of Hazel are invited.
Persons needing transportation
call Mrs. Gerald Ray 498-8514 or
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson 4924683.
A WICHA Horse Show will be
held at the Calloway County
Jaycee Fairgrounds starting at
five p.m. Classes for every type

Taking on a new feminine drama ...
in Spanish-crush leather.
from higher heels to slendered down
toes ... sparked with bands of
_ .metallic interest. A refreshing
fashion accent for your latest civic
project or dinner by candlelight.

mother
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Bridal Breakfast
Held At Holiday
For Miss Rogers
Miss Deborah Kay Rogers,
June 22nd bride-elect of Gail L
Doron, was the honoree at a
delightully planned breakfast
held at the Holiday Inn on
Saturday, May 5, at nine o'clock
in the morning.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mesdames
James Fain, Bobby Fain,
Jimmy Fain, Jimmy Herndon,
Dan Fain, Tommy Alexander,
and R. L. Ward.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear a long
blue and white plaid skirt, white
blouse, and navy jacket. She
was presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Carrot M. Rogers,
mother of the honoree, and Mrs.
Henry A. Doron,
of the
groom-elect, were presented
hostesses' gift corsages of
daisies.
The honoree was presented
with a wedding gift of a Sunbeam stainless mixer by the
hostesses.
Centering the table was an
arrangement of spring flowers
in a silver bowl. Player was led
by Mrs -Tommy Alexander.
Twenty-four. persons were
present,.

IPAIP.P.I.1
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Pre-registration for Headstart for 1973-74 school year will
Murray Assembly No. 19
be at the Center In the Old
Douglas School from nine a.m. Order of the Rainbow for Girls
to 12 noon. Children with 1968-69 held their regular April
birthdays are eligible according meetings at the Masonic Hall.
to economic guidelines.
Plans were made for the
rummage sale and bazaar to be
12 at the
Mothers
Day
Bazaar, held Saturday, May
starting
Hall
Legion
American
sponsored by the Senior
Citizens, will be held at the Ellis at 7:30 a.m. Clothes of all types
Community Center from nine and sizes, and hand made
crafts, made by the Rainbow
a.m. to five p.m.
Girls and some members of the
on sale.
The
Cumberland Eastern Star, will be
skating
a
Assembly
held
The
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church party at Benton on Monday,
will meet with Mrs. W. Edo April 23.
Members attending the
Glover at seven p.m. Members
note change in meeting place. April 17th meeting were Kathy
Higginbotham, Julie Spann,
Edwards, Phyllis
The Murray High School PTA Becky
will have its annual family Coleman, Barbara Sledd, Leslie
potluck dinner at the school Klein, Paula Cook, Less
cafeteria at
p.m Meat and Robertson, Debbie Nance, Club held its April meeting in
the home of Mrs. John Yates on
drinks will be served by PTA. Janet Newberry, and
Geroge. Adults present were Johnson Boulevard.
Friday, May 11
Vicki Nance, Twila Coleman,
The president, Mrs. Charles
The
North
Murray Martha Hutchens, Faye Lamb, Harrington, presided over the
Homemakers Club will meet at and Pat Evans.
business session. Mrs. Norris
the home of Mrs. Ivan Outland,
Attending the April 3rd Gorrell gave the secretary
South 13th Street, at 1:30 p.m.
meeting were Kathy Higgin- treasurer's report of the last
_
botham, Julie Spann, Sonia meeting. Mrs. John Yates,
Golden Age Club will Wooten, Becky Edwards, sunshine chairman gave a
have a potluck luncheon at the
Melissa Bucy, Phyllis Coleman, report.
social hall of the church at 12 Barbara Sledd, Leslie Klein,
The craft lesson "Rug
noon.
Patricia Hookin" was presented by Mrs.
Kalliber,
Vicki
Paula John Yates.
The Dexter Homemakers Stephens, Lagena James,
Refreshments were served by
Tina
Robertson,
Cook,
Less
Club will meet at the ComGeorge, Debbie Nance, Janet Mrs. Yates to Mesdames
munity Center at ten a.m.
Baggett,
John
Newberry, Linda George, Wallace
Mikulcik, John Watson, DurMelanie
Humphreys,
and
Becky
Saturday, May 12
Wilson, memberan George wood Beaty, Farouk Umar,
Anrummage sale will be held
Twila Coleman, annarEugene Schanbacher, Charles
Williams,
at the American Legion Hall
nor Harrington and Norris Gorrell,
Hutchens,
adults.
Martha
starting at 7:30 a.m. The sale
will be sponsored by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.

6:30
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Dream Whip
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STAMP—A
NEW
reproduction of the Harry S.
Truman commemorative
stamp to be issued May 8 in
ceremonies at the Truman
Library and the Post Office IN
Independence, Mo. May lib the
birthday suudversary of the
President.
former
(AP Wtrephete)

4-oz. box

(with our coupon
below)

DOVE

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
frCqn()nation.
Needs no refrigeration!

"Washes More Dishes"
SAVE 30'
32-oz

59*
Royal

Copley News Service
Scuba divers, snorkelers
and fishermen have a great
time at Cozumel, the Caribbean island 12 miles off Yucatan. Waters around the island
are clear down to depths of
about 2003 feet. Scuba gear
may be rented for $6 a day
with tanks $4 additional.
Thereat.air first-class hotels
on the Wand. Prices, including two meals a day, average
118-25 a person, double occupancy. The 22-room Hotel Lopez caters to the budget-conscious at $3.40 a day without
meals.
Cormorant fishing is among
the more interesting things to
see in Japan. It takes place
from May 11 through Oct. 15
about 20 miles from Nagoya
on the Nagara River at Gifu.
A visit there could be included
as a side trip between Tokyo
and Kyoto. ..
Three new air-sea cruises
are being offered to Alaska
and Canada from Los Angeles. They all feature sailing
through the "Inside Passage"
aboard the Island Princess.
They start June 14 and run until Sept. 6. Rates vary from
$745 to $845, depending on
whether a passenger chooses
the 8-, 10- or 12-day air-sea
cruise. More information is
available from Inclusive
Tours, 606 Wilshire Blvd.,
Santa Monica, California
90401.1..
One of the best ways to get
acquainted with a city is a
sight-seeing tour. In Los Angeles, you can take some 20
tours through Gray Line
Sightseeing Tours. One of the
most popular tours is the one
that visits the Hollywood
Bowl, Grauman's Chinese
Theater, homes of the stars
and Farrner's Market. ...

GELATIN DESSERT

More than 60 castles will be
opened to the public for the
first time in Burgundy,
France, the national tourist
office says. Among them is
Chateau de Bazoches, owned
by Count de Vibraye. It is
framed by two 15th Century
towers and dominates a village of 300 inhabitants. ... The
Nights of Burgundy Biennale
will be celebrated June 1-29 in
Dijon with dancing and
musical events.

a.
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Alexander
•

-Sheriff
of
Calloway County
"Your Candidate for
Law and Order"
Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G.
'Alexander. RR2, Murray.

All Flavors

(with our coupon below)
3-oz. box

4 boxes 29c

Blue Bonnet

Margarine
Ruby Red or White

Yellow Quarters

Frosty Acres

'At

20-oz.
cello bag jj

:
GRAPEFRUIT.
5,--1-69` CUT CORN
Fresh Tender Yellow

SWT. CORN

oie Smith Fruit
3ears 29t

Carnation

*Chicken of the Sea
LIGHT CHUNK

SLENDER
liquid Diiit Food

"Asst. Flavors"

COBBLERS 32-0z. 79

10-oz. can

19(

K ea thley's
New Texas YelmytkampA

Frosty Acres Frosty Whip

iiittARTIES_
Box of 1 doz.
Mix or Match

ONIONS-

3kr$1(4

Hunt's
Yellow Cling

PARKER'S MKT.

ROYAL GELATIN DESSERT
(with coupon)
4 3-oz. boxes 291

PEACHES

39$

Lge. 21
/
2 cap

Good Only at
Parker's Market
Offer Expires 5/16/73

A color-illustrated paperback describing wildlife in
Yellowstone National Park
has just been published.
Called "Yellowstone Wild-life," it describes 17 mammals, six prominent bird species and two amphibians
found in the park.
It includes maps showing
best points for observing the
niajor wildlife species. It's
written by Bill Perry, wildlife
specialist, and is on sale for 45
cents by the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402. ...

•
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Liquid

Cozumel
caters to
divers

for

59'

33-oz.

39$

SAVE

TOWEL
ER
Asst Colors
Jumbo
Roll

3 89*
for

Flavorite Brand

With This Coupon When
YOU BUY A 12-0Z. JAR of
INSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSE°COFFEE
PARKER'S MARKET
n ON
12-oz. Bonus
29 rou;
Only
I
Pack Jar
°MC C°UP
"
PU1 FAMILY • Offer Expires 5/16/73
VALUABLE COUPON
AT

Choice

Fresh Dressed

Hein
lb.

with this coupon

25'

5 to 7 lb. Avg.

59;

1
CASHMERE 0
BOUQUET
(with
cou this
0
Pon)
0 Bath
Size Bars
0
0
Good Only At Parker's
0
Offer ExDires 5/19/73

Leaguer

4forP

WITHOUT 704

coupoN i 4
0

Parker's

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICED"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

5/22

I— GOOD AT_
--GOOD THRU
Lima one coupon per ferrule Gov t resulahons aopa Div, riltit I 20 of one cent

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE!!
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May Is Proclaimed As Senior Citizens Month
Dan Smith and Elsie Honkala,
Mary Stolz, Frank Greenblatt
and Blance Cleveland, May is
your month.
And more than 20 million
other Americans will lay
rightful claim to the 31 days. By
Presidential Proclamation,
May is Senior Citizens Month.
President Nixon has called
upon the nation "to renew the
recognition, the respect, and the
active concern which properly
belong to older Americans."
Declaring -Older American
hi Action" the theme for this
year's observance of Senior
Citizens Month, the President
emphasized that most of our
elders -remain vital, versatile
and highly valued contributors
to American life."
Personifying vitality and
versatitlity, Smith, Elsie
Stolze,
Honkala,
Mary
Blanche
Greeblatt
and
Cleveland have more in common than their age: they are all
volunteers in the citizens service corps ACTION.
They are among 30,000 men
and women age 60 and over in
ACTION's older volunteer
programs,according to Michael
P. Blanzano, ACTION Directordesignate. The programs are
Senior
RSVP ( Retired
Volunteer Program ),the Foster
Grandparent Program and
Score( Service Corps of Retired
Executives).
In addition, about 800
volunteers are 50 and over are
active in VISTA (Volunteers in
Service to America), the Peace
Corps and University Year for
ACTION. Blazano said.,

jCO SOU REALIZE
P1113312
THAT YOU'VE
THIM-FIVE
BATTER5 IN A ROUP

IT'5

To P
Ledge!

Ernest Himingway ones
argued that retirement was the
most loathesame word in the
language. To lose what shaped
the center of one's identity was,
he decided a king of annihilation.
While Hemingway's view
may be shared by millions of
retired people who occupy what
they might call "roleless role",
ACTION's older volunteers
have discovered an alternative.
who
Williams,
Pearl
celebrates her 104th birthday
May 22, is ACTION's oldest
volunteer. She serves four
hours, five days a week in the
Foster Grandparent Program.
The Foster Grandparent
Program, in which over 8,000
low-income men and women are
serving, offers opportunities to
people age 60 and over to
comindividual
provide
panionship and guidance to
physically, mentally and
emotionally handicapped
children in institutions.
"I enjoy the Foster GrandMrs.
Program,"
parent
WWaims says. "The kids are
lovely and they are crazy about
me." Mrs. Williams cares for
two mentally retarded children
at The Willows Resident School
and Day Care Center in Compton, Calif.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
IN GATES130ROUGH by owner,
brick home,carpeted,three large
bedrooms, living room den,
kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
two baths, double garage with
storage room, patio, central heat
and air, nice lot. Shown by apSEVEN ACRES of land in nor- pointment only Phone 753-8742
theast Calloway County. Phone after5:00p.m
MIOC
Bank of Marshall County, BenM9C BY OWNER: three bedroom
ton, Kentucky 527-1383.
brick, 11
/
2 baths, family room,
ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay, fully carpeted, all electric Five
off Kentucky Lake, across from miles west of Murray in LynnLakewav Shores and Panorama wood
Heights. Immediate
Shores. Good private location. possession. Phone 753-5609 or 753Adjoining T.V.A. boundary. 5469 after 5:00p.m.
M15C
$6,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753June 5P
8997
MUSIC
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. Ce..:1
Sam Harris 753-8061 or your USED BALDWIN organ. Baldwin
realtor
May 24C grand pianos, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
TWO STORY cottage on lake
from Post Office, Paris, Tenfront lot in small private subnessee.
M11C
division. Four bedrooms, 13(4
baths, electric forced air heat,
central air, $42,500.00. Phone 436PIANO TUNING and Repair.
5574.
M12C
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
COTTAGE - PANORAMA ShorTFC
Guild.
es. Central air and heat, one
bedroom,lake view, all carpeted.
PIANO
TUNING-RepairPhone 436-2160 evenings. M11C
rebuilding.
Prompt expert
service. 15 years experience.
HOUSE AND lot in Alrno. Phone
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
753-5472.
M15C
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone
TFC
753-8911
TVI'0 LARGE water front lots in
BALDViIN
PIANOS
and
organs.
$4500.00
Subdivision.
River
Blood
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
MayllP Piano Company, across from
6:00 p.m. 753-8997.
Post Office, Paris,Term. MIIC
TWO BEDROOM frame house
and furnishings for immediate
HELP WANTED
sale Located near court house,
319 North 5th. Phone 753WANTED CARETAKER for
M1OC New Concord Cemetery. For
6669
information call Bruce Ferguson
BY OWNER; three bedroom 436-2217 or C.I. McCulston 753brick, bath and half, carport. 3175.
Ml5P
$19,750.00. Equity and 53o, per
cent F.H.A. loan. Two blocks NEED TO work full time or part
from university. Phone 753time? If you are a housewife,
Ml4P student, man, or retired person,
8089.
see Mr. Settle at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, Ky., between 6:30 p.m.
APPROXIMATELY 50 acres and 8:30 p.m. on Thursday, May
with two bedroom house, six 10.
MIOC
miles from Murray, two miles
from Kentucky Lake. Phone 436MIOC WAITRESS, DAY shift, top pay
5423-after 6:00 p.m.
plus excellent tips. Kentucky
Lake Lodge Restaurant on Highway 68, Aurora , Ky. Phone 474=9.
MIOC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
MI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
large rooms, central heat and air
(gas), good well, 9 miles from
Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m.
June 4C

Mrs. Pearl Williams, who will be 104 on May 22, walks on the
grounds of the Willows Resident School and Day Care Center in
MOST POPULAR
The most popular car colors Compton, Calif. with Denise, one of two mentally retarded
for the 1973 models are blues children she cares for as a Foster Grandparent. Mrs. Williams,
and greens. In 1940, 90 per cent ACTION's oldest volunteer, visits her "grandchildren" for four
of the new cars were black, ac- hours a day, five days a week. She is part of the Foster Grandcording to a leading manufac- parent Program operated by Pepperdine University in Los
Angeles.
turer of automotive finishes.
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HELP WANTED
AUTOMOBILE DETAIL
EXPERT
A good paying spot with
all fringe benefits awaits
you, if you know your
business and if you are
reliable.
This is a new and used
point
in
car
sales
Madisonville, Ky.
See or call collect:
Mr.Tom Dockery or Don
Miry
502421-7879
North City Ford
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AD

FOR RENT
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
house, 1 block frohi campus.
Stove and refrigerator furnished.
$110.00 per month. Available May
11. Phone 753-7802, if no answer,
MI1C
753-4099.
TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide.
Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at
314 Sycamore Street or phone 7531551.
M 10C

SERVICES OFT

BOB'

Prompt Si
*

Douela
ONE BEDROOM small trailer,
air conditioned. Fine for one
person. $40.00 per month. Phone
MlOC
489-2595.

411111=11n=n1W

LEGAL NOTICE

Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Department of Finance, has filed
a civil action in the Callowa)
Circuit Court condemning the
real estate described below and
any persons claiming an interest
in said real estate are required to
make an appearance in the action
and assert their interest and the
basis therefor to Frank Ryan,
Master Commissioner of the
Calloway Circuit Court, within
twenty ( 20) days. If such appearance is not mede, all claims
in and to the property described
below shall be forever barred.
The property referred to above
is situated in Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, and is more
particularly described as follows,
to-wit:
"A tract of land situated in
the City of Murray,County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky;
being a part of the Southwest
Quarter of Section 22,
Township 2, Range 4 East,
also being Lot No. 8 of the
George Washington Wall will
and plat as recorded in Will
Book "F", Page 285; and
being further described as
follows: Commencing at a
concrete Monument located
35 North of the centerline of
Chestnut
Street,
said
monument also being located
30' North of the section line
between Section 22 and
Section 27 and 6130.00' West of
the half section line between
the East and West half of
Section 72, said monument ia.
further described as being a
common corner between
Murray State University and
Edward M. Shroat; Thence
North 2 degrees 43'13" West
HOUSEKEEPER FOR family of and following the property
two elderly adults. References. line between Murray State
Prefer to live in. Write to P.O. University and Edward M.
•
Box 32-Z, Murray,Ky.
M9C Shroat 627.70' to a concrete
monument marking the point
of beginning; Thence North 2
WANTED SOMEONE to baby-sit
degrees 4313" West 104.00' to
in my home. Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. a concrete monument;
Phone 753-1585 after 5:00 p.m. M9- Thence North 85 degrees
1000" East 201.85' to a
•
concrete monument; Thence
•
•
North 85 degrees 23'00" East
• WANT A second income? For
113.15' to a concrete
▪ If you want to wish • opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial
monument located on the
• someone a happy bir• thday....congratulate
security. Phone 753-1470. MayI1C
West line of. a 30' dedicated
•
•
street; Thence South 2
their •
On
• friends
degrees 4310" East and.
anengagement...send
•
following the West line of said
1S• 1
• niversar) greetings to your 1
30' street 104.00' to a concrete
new •
folks...congratulate
Monument; Thence South 85
parents...or just say I:
degrees 14'41" West 315.00'
:
• "hello" in a special way,
to the point of beginning. This
use a "HAPPY AD" In The •_
tract contains 0.752 acres."
Apply In Person
:Ledger -Times want ads. •
JAMES BLALOCK,CLERK
• They're fun....and Inez-:
•
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
▪ pensive too. Just $1.15 for I
•
TC
▪ inch. Call 753-1918 and •
So. 12th Street
make someone Happy.
•
•
•
FOR RENT

HAPPY ADS

YET Ti-tESE.
PYURITANS
ARE ALL
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NICE TWO bedroom trailer for
men. Water, trash pick up and
yard mowing furnished. $75.00
per month. Phone 753-9773. MlOC
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment near university, $75.00
per month. All utilities furnished
Phone 753-8452 after 5:00 p.m.
MIOC
LARGE THREE room apartment, furnished. No pets. $8000
per month. Phone 753-1203. MlOC
UNFURNISHED HOUSE for
rent or lease. Two bedrooms,
study, living room, dining room,
kitchen, utility room and bath.
Carpets, storage building, large
yard with fence and swing set.
One block from university
Available June 1. $135.00 per
month. Phone 753-8807 for appointment. 1606 Ryan.
M I4C
TWO FURNISHED apartments,
located at 3081
/
2South 15th Street.
For information phone 4354465.
MIOC
CLEAN-AIR conditioned three
bedroom trailer on private lot,
near campus. Phone 753-1817
after 5:00p.m.
MIOC
NICE SMALL apartment, 300
Woodlawn. Phone 753-6044. MlOC
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
apartment, two bedrooms, fully
carpeted. Available now. Phone
753-4331.
June 12C
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
occupied less than one year
Carpet, range, disposal, dishwasher, washer and dryer hook
up, patio. $125.00. Phone 7537550.
M15C
NEW TWO bedroom apartments,
carpet, refrigerator, range,
disposal, dishwasher, Washerdryer hook up, carport, patio,
large yard. 8140.00 . Phone 7537550.
M15C
HORSE TRAILERS for rent, and
sale at 641 Super Shell.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone Max
at 753-9131.
ITC
MOBILE HOME,two bedrooms.
Private location. Air conditioned,
water furnished. Two miles south
of Murray. Phone 753-4645 after
4:00 p.m. or anytime Saturday.
MlIC

MOBILE HOME, 60'112'. Water
furnished. Phone 753-0957 after
5:03p.m.
MlIC

WANT TO BUY
ONE BEDROOM efficiency
BUYER OF Standing timber,
apartment, air conditioned,
also
Phone 753-3139 after 6:30 p.m. M94147 logs, pulp wood. Phone 753June 4C

WANTED ANTIQUES and
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished treasurers in
excellent condition.
duplex apartment, central heat Write giving
details to Box 637,
and air, ceramic tile bath with
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
June 7C
shower. Carpet throughout, builtin oven. $125.00 per month. Pho
miec
ne, WILL BUY your furniture and
753-7850.
antiques. One piece or house full.
Phone Paris, Tennessee 642,0919,
ONE BEDROOM furnished Gary
Beecham nights.
M9C
apartment, near college. Phone
753-5079.
M9C WILL BUY or trade old guns,
used guns, or ne• guns. Will buy
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May
apartment. If interested phone 16C
M9C WANT TO BUY small load of
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, manure for flowers. Phone 753furnished, private entrance, air 5483.
MIOC
conditioned,
refrigerator.
FOR SALE OR FOR RENT
Zimmerman Apartments, South
1691. Phone 753-6609.
M12NC MOBILE
HOME, 10' wide, two
bedrooms, air conditiovd. Nice.
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
Located in University Heights
apartment, air conditioned. Mobile Home Park. Phone 753Phone 753-6045,
MIOC 8408 or 753-1566.
MIOC
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, EXTRA NICE trailer, located 1
living room, kitchen, bathroom mile from college, fully carpeted,
and shower and bath. One or two Early American furniture, color
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- TV., matching drapes and
ments, South leth Street, 753- bedspreads, air conditioned,
6609.
May9C electric heat, underpenned. Refit
BEAUTY troop; completely $100.00 per month. Gas and water
fuinlithed. and in good 'location. furnished. Deposit required
Couples preferred. Phone 753Phone 753-0099.
M9C 7358 or
753-5191.
M11C

SCARBOROUGH PI
Electric. Repaies me
and submersable we
hour
emergency
Authorized Myers di
753-5543.

YOUNG WOMAN ex
clerical work and
desires summer job
5411.

FOR ALL your
remodeling, resii
commercial. New c
estimates. Call 75341

ROY'S LOCKSMI1
Phone Paris,8424551

JERRRY'S REFI?
Custom Built Furnit
South of Murray a
Jerry McCoy, owne

KELLY'S TERMIT1
Control, phone 753-39
13th Street, "Ever
delay lets bugs have

FREE ESTIMATE o
Installation. Phone?
WILL DO trash
hauling. Reasonable
753-6130.

PAINTING. EXT1
tenor. Commercial
tial. All work quality
For free estimates
mie
Atkins
P
Decorating, Hardir
4534.

DEPENDABLE-E1
care. Phone 753-5211
accordingly.

ASPHALT PAVING
parking lots, seal i
free estimate phon
Construction
Mayfield,247-6937.

WILL DO any type
work. Large or snis
or remodeling. Phon
7955
AUTOS FOR

1970 TORINO GT,
hardtop, power stet
brakes, vinyl roof.
dition. Reduced 1
Phone 762-2557.

THUNDERBIRD-1
and air, white with
Mechanically sot
minor repair. Only $
753-7704.

HEY
VACATION
Dodge truck and c
equipped and con
contained. Low mile
6840 after 5:00p.m.

FORD GALAXIE
door hardtop. Oil
Excellent
condi
mileage.
Phone
evenings.

MONTE CARLO 191
9997.

BUICK 1970 GS
transmission, fac
power brakes ar
Phone 753-3473.

DODGE VAN-196'7
stereo, automatic
polished aluminum
condition. Phone M
2611.

CAMARO-1967-2
steering and brakes,
tires. Excellent
Phone 753-55

PEST COY

FOR THE best-1n
service and termite
Superior Extermil
pany, 753-7286.

WAN
LIAM

A WORLD
RESUIJ
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To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Prompt Service on All Major Brands
* 23 YEARS EXPERIENCE *
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
Phone 753-5191
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247TFC
7201.

YOUNG WOMAN experienced in WILL BABY-SIT at night in my
clerical work and as waitress home. Ages from 3 up. Phone 7531111C
desires summer job. Phone 43E- 3939.
M11P
5411.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
FOR ALL your addition?- borne. Prefer only one child.
remodeling, residential or Phone 753-4759.
M11C
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
JERRRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492TFC
E837

Just Dial A
friendly, Experienced
--Ad-Visor at .

WANT-A

BOB'S TV SERVICE

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Electric. Repairs made on all jet
and submersable well pumps. 24
hour
emergency
service.
Authorized Myers dealer. Phone
753-5543.
May 31C

WEDNESDAY--MAY 9, 1,73

THE LEDGER & TIMES- MURRAY. KENTUCKY

BOAT REPAIR
Let us repair your
damaged boat, wood, glass
or metal, small or large
boats.

Call 436-2211 or
-- 753-0224
FlornIng-Go PAbrinci

Another View

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE, Friday night,
Highway 641, Paris, Tennessee,
at 7:00 p.m. This week we have
glass,furniture, lamps, iron, nice
three piece bedroom suite, nice
hutch, old radio and T.V., air
conditioner, banpuet lamp,
depression glass, cut glass,
dough tray, butter mold,
chocolate set-Germany, drop leaf
table and four chairs to match,
trunks, wash kettle, cast iron
stove, electric range, tools and no
telling what else. Shorty Mc
Bride-247 and James E. Travis278.
1TC

GARAGE
SALE
BLOCK5

18' BOAT,1972 inboard-outboard,
165 H.P. Mercury outdrive, full
top, walk through windshield,
heavy duty trailer, also 1968
Chevrolet pickup truck. Phone
MIOC
753-4487.

4E'
SalooL

CANDIDATES:
ATTENTION
one used mobile P.A. system.
Contact Tucker T.V. Sales &
M1OC
Service, 753-2900.

st
LEM F
:5.4
ARELA6
2
6

BEDROOM SUITE, three pieces
with bookcase headboard and
mattress and springs. Phone 753MlOC
E078.

6ARAGE
BLOCK

.4414416..

SfEC-5,

WONDER HOW RALPH NADER FEELS

ABoirr ALL 11-115? 1,

AC FOUR row corn planter. Good
condition. Phone 753..4731, or can
be seen at 305 North 12th
M12C
Street.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

****************************1
; HOLSTEIN CALVES

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. M9C

- BULLS or HEIFERS

IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
M12C
Shopping Center.

_

From 1 Week to Weaning Age

1

AUCTION SALE,Saturday, May
12, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine, 306
South 4th Street, Murray, Ky., at
Trellis McCuiston home.
Will offer beautiful oak table,
54", refinished. Queen Anne and
chairs,
with
new
other
upholstery, 3 clawfoot dining
chairs, large picture frames,
water mill picture-29"x50",
needlepoint picture, beautiful
small trunk, cake stand with
grapes on it, hull pottery duck,
glass pitcher, oil and mineral
lamps, guitar, penny beam and
brass front scales, 12 gauge
Savage automatic shotgun, over
100 clay pigeons, bayonet, Coca
Cola thermometer, electricSinger harness and upholstery
machine
with
table and
upholstery material, butane gas
Royal
camping
burner,
typewriter, check writer, electric
adding machine, old toys, 29
volume
Americana
encyclopedias, organ stool, pocket
watch, ice cream freezer, brass
bell, jars, skillets, level, and
small tools. Nice pieces from
stores and business places. Dozen
new electric lamps, also two nice
10'xIl' rugs, Indian Head penrues, 2 cent, half dollars and
silver dollar, folding table, 8'
long, glass jugs, jars and junk,
some modern furniture.
For information phone 753-3375.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
MI1C
sale.

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Further Information
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
13th Street, "Every day you
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,
Phone 489-2161 After 5:00 p.m. I
delay lets bugs have their way."
carpeted, fully furnished. It
TFC PAINTING-HOMES, churches,
Court.
Number 23, Hales Trailer
commercial. Reasonable prices Phone 436-2224. This would make J****************************
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
and guaranteed quality. For free good rental property.
M9C
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
detailed written estimate call
ICAF WEIGHT with New Shape STARCRAt'l CAMPERS.Shasta
tablets and Hydrex water pills. and Golden Falcon, travel
Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712
brush
WILL DO trash and
Say-Rite Drug.
( Wadesboro).
M9C trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
FOR SALE
June 5P
TFC
7534130.
ARMSTRONG'S best tine ut e piy BEAUTIFUL ARC registered toy
NICE USED two bedroom
poodle puppies, white, black or
PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
nylon whitewall tires.
12'x60' mobile home.
PAINTING. EXTERIOR, in- Exterior
silver. Male or female. 6 weeks
Free
Painting.
$2.11
$16.60
+
15"
or
14
775
x
Excellent condition. Total
terior. Commercial or residen- estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00
825 x 14 or 15" - $17.11 + $2.27 old. Price $50.00 to $55.00. Phone
gas with
almost new
MI1C
tial. All work quality guaranteed. a.m.to 4:00p.m.or 753-7484, after
855 x 14 or 15" - $18.14 + $2.43 753-4469.
furnace.
Large
living
For free estimates phone Sam- 4:00p.m.
supreme
4
Custom
June 5C
Armstrong
room, with new couch and
Painting
&
Atkins
mie
ply polyester 78 series whitewall SKI BOAT - 1968 and runabout
chair. Carpeted throughout
Decorating, Hardin, Ky., 437- PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
with 60 H.P Johnson motor and
tires.
FOR SALE OR TRAliE
except
kitchen.
Large
front
June 7C carpets, furniture, floors and
4634.
trailer. Has sun roof and ski
$2.42
+
-$17.40
15"
or
x
14
F78
kitchen with coppertone
equipment All in excellent GRAND PRIX 1971. Phone 753wed* Service Master, all you. appliances. Storm i windows
G78 x 14 or It" - $18.27 + $2.60
DEPENDABLE-EXPERT lawn need to know about cleaning.
condition. If Interested call 753- 8606.
M14C
H78 x 14 or 15" $19.51 + $2 30
throughout.
Also
included
care. Phone 753-5238. Price set Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333.
3376.
MIINC
$2.89
+
$19.70
or
15"14
J78
x
mini washtleand dryer In
M14P
accordingly.
June 5C
LOST & FOUND
bath. Can be seen anytime
Armstrong's best line of
RABBITS:
FRYERS
and
polyester glass belted whitewall
day or night. I am not a
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways, JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
breeding
stock.
Reagan's
Rabtires.
dealer, so there will be no
parking lots, seal coating. For Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
M11C LOST NINE week old black and
E78 x 14 or 15" - $20.30 4- $2.54 bitry. Phone 753-4011.
sales tax to pay. Phone 753free estimate phone Joe Ford carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
brown German shepherd wearing
4469.
TFC
Construction
Company, 753-7625 nights.
'178 x 14 or 15" - $20.89 + $2.73
GOLF CLUBS, men's and green collar. Lost in vicinity of
Mayfield, 247-6937.
May 30C
$21.98 + $2.96 women's. Also
H78 x 14 or
antique iron bed Pottertown Road and Highway
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
and chest of drawers. Phone 753- 94. Reward offered if returned.
TESTED,
WILL DO any type of carpenter also bank gravel, fill dirt and PERFORMANCE
or 15" - $22.43 • $3.02 7292.
378
x
14
MIIC Phone 753-6306.
M11C
work. Large or small jobs. New topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, Simmental, Maine-Anjou, L78 x 14 or 15" - $24.73'4- $3.13
Limousin and
Brown Swiss,
or remodeling Phone 753or 3544161,after 5:00 p.m. TFC
Armstrong's best line of
breeding age bulls for sale.
formica top,..eut
7955
May 30C
polyester steel belted egifewall METAL DESK,
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.,
condition, thg,
NOTICE
drawers,
excellent
phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- tires.
$2.68 60"x30." Business machine,'
15" - $23.13
F78
x
14
or
•Papering
ALTOS FOR set e
5170.
M15C
Victor, adds, subtracts and MARCIA-ANOTHER year has
multiplies. Excellent condition. passed. We can thank the Red
Painting
•
$24.27
12.87
1970 TORINO GT, two door
G78 x 14 or 15"Phone
CUTLER
71,
york
753-4888 between 1:00 p.m. Geranium at Lake Barkley' for
and
dare
seed
hardtop, power steering, power
H78 x 14 or 15" - $25.58
$3.10
•Panelling
M11P another year of wedded
soybeans. Broadbent Seed
and 6:00p.m.
brakes, vinyl roof. Good conArmstrong Polyester glass
MlOC
•
Company,
Cadiz,
Ky.,
Phone
235Ceilin
bliss
Tile
dition. Reduced to $1000.00.
belted wide 70 series with raised
registered toy
5182.
MCC
BEAUTIFUL
M15C
Phone 762-2557.
M9C
,omp e e ome
white letters.
poodle puppies, 8 weeks old,
G70 x 14 or 15" - $23.01 +$2.86
liemodeigng
black, silver and white. All male.
FOUR PEEK-A-Poo puppies, 6 H70 x 14 or 15" - $23.81 + $3.09
THUNDERBIRD-1965, power
NOTICE
Take your pick for $50.00. Also
FREE
11
weeks old. One white toy poodle, Armstrong nylon glass belted
and air, white with red interior.
black toy poodle 1 42 year old
Something New Is at 107
four months old. Phone 753wide 60 series with raised white
Mechanically sound. Needs
oug on
male, and a beautiful female toy
North 3rd St.
5649.
MlOC
letters.
minor repair. Only $575.00. Phone
753-0961
Pekingese breeder. Will take
G60 x 14 or 15" - $25.53 + $3.18
M14C
753-7704.
$40.00 for either one of these.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my HONDA 1970 SL100, good con- L60 x 14 or 15" - $28.44 + $3.66 Phone 7534469.
M15C
VACATIONEERS!!!1968 home,900 Story Ave.
HEY
M9P dition. For further information Armstrong's best highway
FREE BOOT give away, every
phone 753-3557 after 6:00 p.m.
tread truck tire, tube type.
Dodge truck and camper, fully
Friday ( women's, men's or
M14C
equipped and completely self
FOR SALE
300 watt bass girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
650 x 16 -6 ply, $20.93 + $2.58 EXTRA NICE
contained. Low miles. Phone 753large column with Western Store and Shoe Repair.
amplifier.
Also
M14C LATE MODEL boat, beautiful TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $20.69 + $2.40' 2 heavy
6840after 5:00p.m.
duty 15" bass speakers. Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC
6 ply, $21.67 + $2.80 Cost
condition. Complete for $1850.00. Edison air conditioners. 10,000 700 x 15
over $400.00, will sacrifice
BTU,;184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. 750 x 16 - 8 ply, $28.07 + $3.69
FORD GALAXIE 500-1967, two Phone 753-6262. You must see.
for $150.00 for complete set. Can
20,000
BTU,
$260.62
23,000
BTU,
825
x
$6.14
20
$54.16
+
10
ply,
door hardtop. Original owner.
U.S. Coast I
May 21C
anytime. Bring
$265.00 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby 900 x 20 - 10 ply, $65.43 + $7.33 see and try it out
Excellent
condition.
Low
your own guitar or I have a nice
Guard Auxiliary
753-7769 KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag Sales, Highway 68, Benton, 1000 x 20- 12 ply, $76.68 + $9.10 Fender bass guitar you can use.
Phone
mileage.
June 11C 1000 x 22 - 12 ply, $80.26 -l- $9.98
evenings.
M9C rug specialist that adjusts to any Kentucky.'
Courtesy
M15C
Phone 753-4469.
Armstrong's best lug or
carpet. New and used vacuums
Exam
Motor
Boat
MONTE CARLO 1971. Phone 753- for sale. For demonstratioh MOBILE HOME,24'x60'(double- traction type truck tire.
the
Central
Will
be
given
in
wide).
Five
months
old.
Cwner
600
x
local
16
--6
your
ply,
Hutchens,
$21.83
+$2.5f
phone
Mike
9997.
M14C
STRAWBERRIES; will be ready
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- must sell, leaving town. Parked 670 x 15 - 6 ply, $22.09 + $2.89 in about a week or terf days. Shopping Center Parking Lot
Saturday, May 12, 1973 from
Mayl9C at Riviera Courts. $1,000.00, and 700 x 15 - 6 ply, $23.30 + $3.33
BUICK 1970 GS, automatic '0359.
Phone Stuart Huckady, 753$4.12
+
take
over
payments.
Phone
753750
x
16
$30.18
8
ply,
transmission, factory wheels,
MI1C 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
1455.
Bring Your Boat and Have A
M9C 825 x 20 - 10 ply, $63.89 + $7.25
power brakes and steering. COMPARE, SAVE Seamless 2284 after 5:00 p.m.
aluminum gutters. Atkies Gutter
900 x 20 - 10 ply, $69.92 + $8.51
Free Cheek-Up.
Phone 753-3473.
M11P
7 H.P. SNAPPER Comet riding
Installation "Financing CHEVROLET CAMPER van, 1000 x 20 12 ply, $83.21 + $10.52
Excellent condition
available". Phone 753-8407 or 753- refrigerator, paneling, shag 1000 x 22- 12 ply, $87.61 -4- $11.50 lawn mower.
DODGE VAN-1967, 1970 engine,
Also 25 H.P. Johnson boat motor,
8992.
May
23NC
68,
carpet, radio, tape player, built- Roby Sales, Highway
stereo, automatic transmission,
like new. Phone 753-4823 after
If
May 9C
polished aluminum wheels. Good USED TRAILER, 10'x50', two in cabinets and storage area. Benton, Ky.
M11P
4:00p.m.
Paper
Your
condition. Phone 753-2997 or 489- bedrooms, air conditioned, Also pair of beagles. Phone 753from
2611.
MI1P electric heat, washer. $1800.00. 6086 or see Allen Polk, 1208 South NICE JERSEY heifer
One
LAWN MOWERS for sale.
Please Phone
16th Street after 3:00 p.m. week- artificail breeding and ar- Homeco with steel heavy duty
M14C
Phone 436-5412.
June
calf
tificially
bred.
Due
to
CAMARO-1967-250, power
M9C
Your
days.
Homeco self
20. First calf. Good sized heifer. frame. One 22"
steering and brakes,Sears radial
condition. Phone
propelled.
Good
21" BRIGGS & Stratton engine
See G.W. Tidwell, L. mile north of
tires. Excellent condition,
M11P
mower, 649.88 5 H.P. tiller, CLEAN expensive carpets with Lynn Grove.
M9P 753-7863.
Phone 753-5509.
Ml4P
the
best.
Blue
Lustre
is
Briggs & Stratton engine with
favorite.
Rent
FORD LTD-1966, hardtop,
power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. America's
DECORATE YOUR home,
If No Results:
PEST CONTROL
riding mower, Briggs & Stratton shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, cottage, or commercial building factory air, vinyl top, power
M12C
brakes and steering, low
engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding Five Points.
Phone
with
Coronado
Stone.
For
FOR THE best-iii pest control
owner. Real clean.
mower, Briggs di Stratton engine,
fireplaces, exterior or interior mileage. One
service and termite control call
BUNK
BEDS,
hand
operated ice
self-propelled lawn
$323.95. 7 H.P. mower, eleetitte
walls. Contact Coronado Stone of 20" Yazoo
Superior Exterminating Commower, motor practically new.
start, Briggs & Stratton engine, cream freezer, 4 quart, Sears Hi- Paris,
Route
Tenn.,
Before 5:00 p.m.,
pany,753-7266.
TFC
$399.95. Roby Sales , Highway 68, Fi, needs work. All items real 1, Springville, Term. Phone 593- Phone 753-1603 after 5:00 p.m.
M11P
Then
June IIC cheap. Phone 753-0920.
Benton, Ky.•
3005 or 593-3534.
May 17C
M9P

•
* For

1

NOTICE

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

SIAMESE KITTENS. Phone 753MIOC
9475.

SET OF Wilson staff irons, two
through wedge. Flemington Field
rifle.
Master 22 pump action
MlOC
Phone 753-7410.

753=1916
"PENNYRICH"
Your consultant Hilda Whitoell will be at

"THE CLOTHES CLOSET"
Located behind Jim's Shoe Outlet.

Thursday & Friday Afternoon
From 1:30 to 4:30
Come by and let her help you with your Bras, Girdles &
Lingerie needs

We've Changed Our Name!
We're Now . . .

The Clothes Closet
Formerly Ladies Fashion Outlet

-

Everything Is Still The Same!
Same Owners- Same Discount Prices. . .
Just The Name Is Changed!
This Week We're Celebrating Our
.*

1st Anniversary -44-

Come In and

Register for afREE!
pair of PANTSI a TOL To Be Given Away _

-

SATURDAY, MAY 12 -

We Now Honor Bank Americard
THE

CLOTHES CLOSET
--Behind Jim's Shoe Outlet

Ph. 753-9882

NOTICE
The City of Murray is accepting applications for the
Fire Department, starting salary of $432.50 per month,
with excellent retirement and insurance programs. Other
benefits include liberal vacation. , sick leave and uniform
allowance. Applications forms are available at the City
Clerk's Office.

4

INVITATION FOR BIDS
Sealed bids will be received by the City of Murray, Kentucky,
at the Murray City Hall, until I On p.m., C.D.S T , Thursday,
May 24, 1973, for the furnishing of all labor, materials and
services required to construct an Addition to Fire Station. At
the appointed time and place, all bids will be publicly opened.
Copies of plans and specifications may be obtained from the
City Clerk or the Architects by interested general contractors
A certified check made payable to the City of Murray, Kentucky, or a Bid Bond in an amount not less than 5 per cent of
the bid shall accompany each proposal
The successful bidder will be required to furnish Performance
and Payment Bond for the full amount of the contract
No bid may be withdrawn for a period of thirty days
The Owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids
THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HOLMES ELLIS, MAYOR

.....m...,............u........m1
r
Before You Buy See...
t
0

,
0

.1

fou

E
i
P
E
P

kkorris 81 Sons,
Mobile
ile. Pt
Home Sales
214 N. Main St, Benton, Ky. - 527-8322
Or Our New Location:

753-1916

4)BILE HOME 1972-64Ix12',
central gas heat and electric air.
Underpenned and carpeted 13' CAMPER -trailer, excellent,
throughout. Phone 753-1952 for $700 00 Also Chevrolet pickup,
M14P runs good, $150.00.7534628. M9P
appointment to see

4

GUTTERING BY 'Seat's. Sears'TWO COMPLETE sets of maple
seamless getters, installed per twin beds, two sets bedspreads,
your-specifications.' Call Larry some bed elothes. Also
Lyles
at 753-2310 for free matching chest of drawers. Real
MION(
May 12C nice. Phone 753-1407
estimate

After 5:30 p.m. and
Until' 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

0,
P

• 21
/
2 Miles North of Murray ;
(Formerly Neal Starks & Sons)
g
t
753-9636
t
t "Your Volume Dealer" :
4..0............,..................w.......4

Miss

Paper Carrier
First

$

JANICE BARRETT
Invites Her Friends To:

Lottie's (Futrell) Keep-4,
You-Neat Beauty Salon
Located on the Dr. Rob Mason Road
near, Steqa

Or

753-5197
COE 753-4353
Wet' hru Sat for Appointment

TH

PAGE TWELVE

Watergate .. .

Committee Formed To Supervise
Use of GrourRIS At Murray Club
A permanent, four-member
committee has been established
by the directors of the MurrayCalloway Country Club to set
guidelines fir and to supervise
the use of its clubhouse and the
surrounding area.
Set up Monday night at the
monthly
board's regular
meeting, the committee will be
made up of the current club
president, the immediate past
president, the vice president
and one member of the board.
Named to the initial committee were President Jimmy
Boone, who will serve as
Dale
Jimmy
chairman;
Clopton, the immediate past
president; Vice President Ted
Billlngton and Director Don
Robinson.
The committee, scheduled to
meet each May and December,
will meet for the first time
tomorrow at 6 p.m. at the
clubhouse
In other action, the board:

applications had been approved
earlier for Travis and Betty
Webb, Route 7, and Rick and
Vicki Miller, Route 7. Webb
operates Murray Datsun, Inc.,
while Miller is associated with
Murray Auto Parts.
—Approved the redesigning
program for the 125-yard llth
hole at the club to include a sand
trap in front of the green and an;
"L" shaped tee.
—Took under advisement a
proposal that three additional
temporary greens be planned
for the 10th, llth and 12th holes
for use during the 1973-74 winter
season.
—Directed mere strict control
of the use of riding carts on the
course during periods of excessively wet grounds.
Following the meeting, Club
Pro Jimmy Sullivan said the
summer greens could be opened
for play this weekend provided
the wet, cool weather ends.
"There is only a fair amount
of grass on the greens now," he
said "and for fast, good growth
the bermuda needs a relatively
high humidity, plenty of sunshine and at least 70-degree
temperatures. If we can get this
type of growing conditions, the
greens will be in excellent
condition within two weeks."

WEDNESDAY—MAY 9, 1973

KENTUCKY
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

(Costumed from Page 1)
though prompted by what was
then my highest sense of right.
Its consequences, to my eternal
regret, have proved injurious
both to a number of innocent
persons and to that reverence
for law on which our society is
founded."
In an affidavit filed last week
with Judge Matt Byrne of the
Pentagon Papers trial in Los
Angeles, Krogh revealed that
he sent Watergate conspirators
E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon
Liddy to Los Angeles to burglarize the office of Dr. Lewis

Richardson To Go
Before Committee
WASHINGTON (AP) — Elliot rather a move to speed up apL. Richardson goes before the pointment of a special proseSenate Judiciary Committee to- cutor.
day for questioning on his nomRichardson announced two
ination to be attorney general
days ago that he will appoint a
on
his
focused
with attention
special prosecutor, as Nixon
plans to name a special Waterauthorized him to do, but said
gate prosecutor.
it may take "some time to find
to
surfaced
No opposition has
the right person."
President Nixon's nomination
"He must not only be an indiof Richardson, now secretary of
Defense, to succeed Richard G. vidual of the highest character
Kleindienst as head of the and integrity but be widely so
recognized," Richardson said.
Justice Department
Senate Democratic Leader "He must not have been associMike Mansfield told newsmen ated with any of the persons alhe assumes Richardson will leged or suspected to have had
win the unanimous approval of a part in matters under investigation."
the Judiciary Committee.
Richardson said he would
But Mansfield said serious
consideration should be given give the outside prosecutor,
to delaying Senate confirmation who would report only to him,
of Richardson's nomination un- "all the independence, authortil an outside prosecutor is se- ity, and staff support needed to
lected to take over the Justice carry out tasks entrusted to
Department's investigation of him."
nuttier', - he invited the
the Watergate case and related
charges of political espionage Judiciary Conu-nittee to hold
and sabotage in last year's hearings on the prosecutor he
selects and said he also would
presidential campaign.
Mansfield said this would not welcome "an expression by the
be an expression of any lack of Senate as a whole of its conconfidence in Richardson but fidence in him."

"My overriding desire now is
to accept full responsibility for
my acts and decisions and to
assist in bringing all the facts
and circumstances into tkie
open so that a fair judgment of
this activity can be rendered,"
Krogh said in the resignation
OVER THE JUMP—aboard "Re In" goes Jean Gowanfif111nreay,student In a Jumping class at
letter.
the University of Kentucky that is part of a sequence of courses la bersemansillp.Some 500 to 600 UK
students, most of them Kentuckians, are enrolled in horsemanship courses, taught in the Colleges of
He said public confidence in
Agriculture and Education.
government already is shaken
by the Watergate affair.
"I cannot remain in the administration while my role in
the special investigative unit is
—Approved tmembership
submitted to the legal scrutiny
applications for : Mrs. L.
It must now properly receive,"
Stallons, 412 North 7th Street;
Krogh said.
Royal C. Kain, who will be
"It is the right that the men
moving to Murray soon to
Funeral services for Mrs.
"It's hard to be a horse here," specimen horses of every breed
and women of the Department
manage the new Fisher-Price
Lois Irvan Miller were held this said Prof. Kob Ryen, standing He would also like to have one
of Transportation have an unplant, and his wife, Phyllis; and
morning at ten o'clock at the in the ring as 20 young riders, group of horses set aside for the
dersecretary who enjoys full
Membership
Homer Branch.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill with varying degrees of skill, use of Advanced Dressage
public trust and can devote full
Funeral Home with Rev. guided their mounts over a low students, rather than the
time to his job."
Richard E. Walker and Dr. H. jump. Four were men; the other present supply of 20 horses used
His resignation was effective
for all classes
C. Chiles officiating. Music was 16 were women.
at 11 a.m. EDT today.
Further, Ryen would like to
by Mrs. Joe Prince, organist,
It was the jumping class
The so-called plumbers' team
and Gus Robertson, Jr., soloist. taught at UK, using 20 see the horsemanship program was set up to investigate leaksLOS ANGELF-S f API -- DeActive pallbearers were John -University horses reserved for incorporated into a single unit,,. of the Pentagon Papers. The inattorneys in the Pentagon
fense
Holland,
Genesis
rather
than
being,
as
at
present,
Preston
Ty
the
only
T.
Irvin,
At the ties,
the horsemanship program.
vestigation was ordered by,,
NASHVILLE,lenn.(IlP.)._!_
papers trial have served notice
P... 'Russell, Gillard Ross, - "These horses are probably scattered here and there across- President Nixon.
—d man'sirreation
Tennessee's "Genesis" MIL Bible verilin
on the judge that they will apThe White House planned
which says all teachings on could be taught legally in the Wells Purdom Jr., and Dick more used than any in Ken- the University campus and
peal to a higher court immeTenpallbearers
farm.
1967,
Honrary
In
Stout.
schools.
state's
ask a federal judge today for
tucky. They have to go from
man's origin must be given
Raphael beginning, to intermediate, to
"We try to help," he said, return of a packet of classified diately if he rejects their deequal emphasis in school text- nessee repealed its law which were Wade Crawford,
"not only UK students, but such documents secreted away by mand to throw out the case bebooks, became law Tuesday declared that teaching Dar- Jones, Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., advanced riders."
cause of Watergate and White
Ryan,
Maurice
illegal.
Tolley,
Bryan
was
theory
The horses, Ryen, and 500 to organizations as 4-H, Future counsel John W. Dean III bewithout the governor's signa- win's
The so-called "Genesis" or Marvin Whitriell, Clarence Rob- 000 students are the core of the Farmers of America, and Block fore he was fired by the Presi- House involvements.
ture.
The defense acceded to the
Gov. Winfield Dunn had the -monkey law" bill stipulates wedder, Burman Parker, Dr. University of Kentucky's un- and Bridle (animal science)." dent.
of U.S. District Court
wishes
man's
off
campus
of
Dr.
Hugh
The
professor's
version
Clark,
Charles
Bible
the
that
debank
safe
The keys to the
dergraduate teaching program
option of vetoing the conJudge Matt Byrne to clear the
troversial bill, signing it or creation be emphasized equally Houston, and Tom McElrath. in horsemanship, an 18-hour time is tied up with horses. posit box containing the docuInterment was in the Murray sequence of courses Ryen calls Owner of Twin Brook Acres, his ments was turned over by Dean trial record of all pending mowithholding any action on it. By in biology textbooks with
of
theory
the "the best at any college or own farm in Fayette County, he to Chief US. Dist. Judge John tions, and agreed to be ready
with
ape-man
Cemetery
Darwin's
choosing the latter course, the
theory.
H. university in the United boards student's and other J. Sines last week. The govern- by Thursday to argue the most
other
by
the
J.
arrangements
bill automatically became law evolution, or any
privately-owned horses, and ment's motion will be made to Important remaining trial moIt will not become effective until Churchill Funeral Home.
at midnight Tuesday.
States."
tion—that for judgment of acteaches
private lessons in Sirica.
of
Tazwell
Miller,
widow
Mrs.
1975.
The bill rekindled memories
Graduates of the program,
quittal.
horsemanship.
resident
of
1401
Miller,
a
H.
of Tennessee's fabled "Monkey
operated at UK since 1950, go on
The measure, described by a
Byrne told defense attorneys
Prof. Ryen is on the advisory
Thal" in Dayton in 1925. In variety of lawmakers during Main Street, died Monday at to manage horse farms, work at
Tuesday that after hearing arHorse'
committee
for
the
new
Westview
p.m.
at
the
6:20
that trial, John Scopes, a young the year's session as a "ridicuthe race tracks, serve on tile
guments on their motions he
biology teacher, was convicted lous" bill, aroused controversy Nursing Home,She was 86 and a staffs of horse magazines, and Park that will be built in
will announce Thursday his deiCautiaaed from Page 1)
of violating state law by teach- at the state capitol. It drew na- member of the First Baptist teach horsemanship at camps Lexington with state funds. He
cision on whether to dismiss
also
is
president
of
the.
Midand
Crafts
and
the
Arta
Church
theory
of
Darwin's
ing
'and junior colleges.
•
tionwide publicity and network
Combined Training and locating hidden oil and the charges against Daniel
Club.
evolution.
The Jumping class is held at South
television coverage during the
Ellsberg and Anthony J. Russo
Combined mineral reserves."
Association.
daughters,
Survivors are two
Scopes was defended by state Senate's limited debate on
UK's Spindletop Farm where
More than 90 principal inves- because of White House enMrs. John T. Moore of the horses are stabled. Classes Training, involves teaching
famous Chicago attorney it.
Franklinton, La., and Mrs. in Equitation and Dressage are both horse and rider dressage, tigators from the United States tanglements in the case.
Clarence Darrow, an agnostic.
At one point, the bill's sponand 20 from other nations are
No court session was schedThe prosecution was headed by sor, Sen. Milton Hamilton, 13- Charles L. Tuttle of Murray; also held there. For classes in cross-country and stadium Involved in Skylab's earth re
uled for today, although the
William Jennings Bryant, who Union City, said debate was one son, Robert I. Miller of Light Horse Science and Light
A native of Norway, Prof. sources study, which involves judge promised to summon atdied five days later, and earlier held to a minimum because Kirbyton; ten grandchildren; Horse Husbandry, Prof. Ryen
Ryen
served in the Norwegian the use of multispectral, opti- torneys if there are any new
fifteen
great
granchildren.
had been nominated under the backers of the measure didn't
conducts his lectures in a
cal, infrared arid photographic revelations in his protLo of the
Populist banner for the want to make the legislature
Agriculture cavalry and earned a BS from sensors.
College
of
Watergate and White House
of
Oslo
and
an
the
University
presidency
classroom and his laboratories
"look like a bunch of barefoot
A total of 132 targets have links to a burglary of the office
agriculture from Winter
MA
in
at the farm. For Dressage
Tennesseans."
College, Oslo. He is also a horse been selected for study by Sky- of Ellsberg's psychiatrist.
classes the lectures are in the
"They wanted another Scopes
Ellsberg's chief attorney
and thoroughbred lab. They range from farm
College of Education's Seaton breeder
trial," Hamilton said, referring
fields in Michigan to a timber Leonard Boudin, contending
trainer,
Building and the labs back at
to the media's presence.
stand in Georgia to an oil field that Byrne is trying to conduct
the farm with those same muchScopes was fined $100 as a rein Oklahoma to a volcano in "two trials at once" objected to
Patrick
H.
McHood,
73,
of
used
horses.
sult of the verdict, but the state
Italy. Entire regional systems switching the focus of the case
Decatur, Dl. died at 1:30 a.m.
Dressage classes involve teaSupreme Court later dismissed
such
as mountain ranges, river back to the espionage, conMonday of an apparent heart ching horse and rider to work
basins and crop production spiracy and theft charges on
NEWPORT, Tenn. AP) — the case on a technicality attack. He is survived by
together
in
something
as
simple
areas will be surveyed and which Ellsberg and Russo were
The pastor of a church where which arose because the trial relatives in the Murray area.
as halts, backing, serpentines,
analyzed.
members practice snake-han- judge set the fine and not the
brought to trial.
Funeral
arrangements are circles and forehand turns
Most of the zones of interest
dling and drink strychnine has jury. A short time later, Scopes incomplete, but services will be
Boudin said he could not see
Beginning
Dressage)
or
as
are in the United States, but the point of "making believe
been cleared by the Cocke went to Louisiana and became held in Decatur.
complex as the maneuvers of
several foreign countries asked we are before a jury" in going
County grand jury of in- an oil geologist.
He died in 1970.
A Stewart County native, the Olympics in which the rider
that the Skylab astronauts in- ahead with the trial motions.
voluntary manslaughter and of
McHood was a retired employe guides his horse by almost
Mrs. John (Cordie M.) vestigate various locations.
using serpents during services.
But the judge said he would
of Stanley's plant in Decatur. imperceptible signals of hands Buchanan of 302 South 5th
Iran, Brazil, Sudan, Colombia consider the government's arThe jury returned no true
and legs, in more intricate
bills in the case of the Rev. LisStreet, Murray, succumbed and the Philippines asked for guments and decide the moMrs. McHood is the former
movements (Advanced
ton Pack, a truck driver who
Tuesday at 11:40 a.m. at the Agricultural Surveys and Israel tions whether or not the deRuth McGee.
Dressage).
also is pastor of the tiny HoliWestview Nursing Home. She requested an inventory of ma- fense chose to participate. He
In addition to his wife,
Among the most specialized
of age and her jor soil types by vegetation, added that an earlier written
ness Church of God in Jesus
McHood is survived by two of Prof. Ryen's courses are was 70 years
followed an extended identification of potential wheat defense motion might be adeName.
death
sons, James 0. McHood and those
in
Jumping
and illness.,
and date palm land and detec- quate.
Dist. Atty. Henry F "Dutch"
Patrick H. McHood Jr., both of Equitation Teaching.
tion of crop disease and insects.
Byrne sent jurors home until
Swann sought the manslaughter
a
was
woman
Murray
Decatur; two brothers, Rob
The
He would like to see the UK
Brazil and Argentina have next Monday without a hint of
indictment in the deaths of two
and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — McHood of Murray, and horsemanship program ex- member of the Seventh
asked for minerals exploration the week's explosive developmen who died after drinking Gov. Wendell Ford leaves for Creighton McHood of Nashville,
panded to include, besides the Poplar Church of Christ. Born evaluation studies, Italy for a ments and
indicated he will
strychnine April 8 during servCalloway
in
1902,
16,
Washington today to confer Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. stable of riding horses, an inside August
look at thermal patterns associ- press his probe further. But he
ices at the church, which has with federal officials in several Loman Nance of Dover, Tenn.;
riding hall, a stud barn, and County, she was the daughter of ated with a Tuscany volcano, expressed
doubt that there is
about 40 members.
and Mrs. Mattie Parker and
the late James Myers and
agencies.
Greece for a mapping of water legal precedent to stop the case
One of the jurors said testiMyers.
Mrs.
Miller
Hettie
Cable,
both
of
Martha
He is expected to return to
resources.
from going to the jury.
mony showed the death certifi-,
Murray; and seven grandSurvivors are her husband,
The astronauts will study waHis demand for arguments
cates of the Rev. Jimmy Wil- Frankfort Thursday night.
children.
(Continued from Page 1)
John Buchanan of 302 South 5th terborne pollution along the immediately on the acquittal
Ford was scheduled to meet
liams and Buford Pack, brother
stepsons, north coast of Venezuela, water motion
of Liston Pack, listed their with heusing and urban develsuggested that he might
statistics of the Murray Post Street, Murray; three
Robert Buchanan of Metropolis, currents off Japan and dune be thinking of ending the case
deaths as suicide.
opment officials in regard to
Office:
Paul
and
fields in the Namib and Kala- on another basis—specifically
He said jury members felt training of paramedical personThe receipts for the Murray 111., James Buchanan
Murray; six. hari deserts of South-West Af- that the government
that the Rev. Mr Pack could nel and that reduction of federhad not
post office will be about $550,000 Buchanan, both of
grandchildren, Neal rica.
not be charged in incidents in al funds for a proposed vocaproved the defendants' guilt befor this fiscal year.
• step
Mrs
Hopkinsville,
Jerry
Graham,, parts
which persons take their own tional technical school in Jefyond a reasonable doubt.
The annual payroll for the Sellars of
manager at Parker Ford, Inc., office is $325,000, with Federal Robert (Nancy) Bryan and
lives.
ferson County,
Judges may acquit defendMurray, will taxes amounting to 45,000 Miss Patricia Buchanan, both of
Swann also sought an inants on their own motion if the
The governor also planned to 701 Main Street,
Jimmy
(Continued
from
Pagel(
Ill.,
dictment against the Rev. Mr. meet with an Environmental receive a Silver Medallion dollars and state taxes almost Metropolis,
evidence is legally insufficient
Jane about three feet from the small to
Miss
Buchanan,
Pack for handling dangerous Protection Agency official on plaque presented by the Ford $9,000.00.
sustain a guilty verdict.
Rebecca bird feeder and a Titmouse
Customer
snakes.
The judge has not yet decided
We have nine city carriers Buchanan, arid Miss
Kentucky's air pollution stand- Parts and Ford
three
Murray;
comes sailing in. He lights on whether to hold a fullscale
We knew Mr. Pack had han- ards and availability of air pol- Service divisions of Ford Motor who will walk approximately Buchanan, all of
grandchildren, John the feeder, cocks his head and hearing
dled snakes," the Jury member lution abatement equipment for Company
to establish whether
30,000 miles per year, deliver step great
Stephanie Jo takes a good look at us, then there was
said. "But there was no proof utility firms.
2,750,000 pieces of mail and David Buchanan,
"misconduct" by the
The
award
is
Leigh
part
of
a
Jennifer
goes about the business of government investigation of the
that this has endangered any30,000 packages a year. The ' Sellars, and
program
to
honor
parts and
Ford was scheduled Thursday
rooting out a Sunflower seed. case.
one's life."
eight Rural Carriers will drive Sellars.
service managers at Ford and
Handling poisonous snakes at to confer with Job Corps offiByrne has said he wants to
almost 160,000 miles per year,
are being He's a sharp little bird.
services
Funeral
a religious service is a mis- cials about Kentucky's pro- Lincoln-Mercury dealerships deliver 3,600,000 pieces of mail
get to the bottom of the burtwo p.m. at the
at
today
held
across
the
country.
Our Rose Breasted Grossbeak glary by Watergate condemeanor in Tennessee, punish- posed project to reclaim "orand 60,000 packages. chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
able by a fine up to $150 and .a phan" strip mine banks in
The award is presented ,anOur window clerks will handle Funeral home with Bro. Roy was missing yesterday, so we spirators E. Howard Hunt and
Western Kentucky. There have nually to those managers who 275,000
presume he contihued his way G. Gordon Liddy of the office
jail term up to six months.
window transactions per Beasley, Jr., officiating.
of
on to Canada.
After the deaths of Williwns been reports money from are judged outstanding in year, sell 2,150,000 eight-cent
Ellsberg's psychiatrist office in
Pakbearers serving are J. H.
'Washington
would
be
with•
and Buford Pack,
customer service, sales and ataniPs.
1971. He says such activities
Walston, Jim Wilson, Edgar
drawn from the program.
George R. Shepheiti of C.
management ability.
The clerks in our office handle
Hargis, "Blackberry bushes are In. could have "tainted" „evidence
Frank
Rowland,
•
bloom, and Poke is coming up In the case.
Court ordered the Rev. ler. _Fort one of nine governors
He Will receive his plaque and 9,000,000 pieces of invining_ Kenneth GrOgilill, and Rue N
Pack and church 'trvernhers-not
Ike defense wants a hearing,
'Denioaittic Advisory pin at a special Medallion mail per year and-- 8,500,000
The Ledger and Times will outside the jury's pr
to handle serpents at their 'Council of Elected Officials, Awards
Interment will be in the
banqUet. Later, he will pieces of outgoing mail.
services. He also banned their also will attend a council meet- .lie given
Murray Cemetery' with the publish on Memorial Day, May with testimony .by numer
Our office serves ap
an all-e.xpense paid
arrangements-by the -Blalock- 28, since the electioh Is on the Watergate principals including
offering poison to anyone'RV 'ffia-g-In Washirigtorgter Thurs- weekend
vacation for two to a proximately 35,000 peotile Invery next day
tending the services.
Coleman Funeral Home.
cluding the college
Hunt and Liddy. •,
day.
well-known resort.

Mrs. Lois Miller's
Funeral Services
Held This Morning
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Attorneys To Appeal If
Byrne Rejects Motions •

Tennessee 'Genesis' Measure
Becomes Law Without Signature

Skylab . . .

P. H. McHood
Passes Away

Pastor Cleared
By Cooke Jury

Se

Mrs. Buchanan
Dies Tuesday
At Westview

Ford To Confer
With Officials
In Washington

Postal . . .

Jerry Graham To
Receive Ford Honor

Seen & Heard .. .

Ellsberg's attorneys said they
would try to show that Presidant Nixon personally is "liable
for subpoena" at such a hearing. Defense attorney Charles
Nesson said "We are actively
considering calling President
Nixon to testify if a hearing is
ordered."
Boudin said, "... He is among
the potential witnesses because
he injected himself into this
case" by ordering a special
White House investigation. The
lawyer also cited reports alleging that Nixon had resisted 'efforts to notify the judge last
month about the burglary.

4-H • • •
(Continued from Page 1)
Crawford, Lynn Grove Club,
2nd; Less Ann Hoke, Almo
Club, 3rd; Belinda Smith,
Kirksey Club, blue ribbon;
Tammy Lax, New Concord
Club, blue ribbon; Tammi
Crouse, Kirksey Club, blue
ribbon; Charlottte Coursey.
Almo Club, blue ribbon;
Theresa L. Dillon, Faxon Club.
red ribbon; Jennifer Ann
.Willairns, Faxon Club, blue
ribbon; Kim Bogard, New
Concord Club, blue ribbon;
Karon Walker, Almo Club, blue
ribbon; Sharon Walker, Almo
Club, blue ribbon; Laura Lee
Fones, Penny Club; blue ribbon; Sharon Boggess, Kirksey
Club, blue ribbon; Joy Kelso,
Lynn Grove Club, blue ribbon;
and Karen Bynum, Faxon Club,
blue ribbon.
Unit III, Skirt and Blouse;
Kathy Jo Black, Penny Club,
1st; Janet Rowland, Almo Club,
2nd; Sheila Blakely, Hazel Club,
3rd; and Dawn Sledd, Stella
Club, blue ribbon.
Unit IV, First Dress; Treasa
Gail Garland, Kirksey Club,
1st; Jo Beth Norwood, Kirksey
Club, 2nd; and Penny Lockhart,
Almo Club 3rd.
Unit V. Play Clothes;
Deborah Tucker, Kirksey Club,
1st; and Margaret McCallon,
Kirksey Club. 2nd.
Unit VI, Mix and Match;
Dianne Harrison, Teen Club,
1st; and Melanie Norwood,
Kirksey Club, 2nd.
Unit VII, advance Dress;
Janet Usrey, Teen Club, 1st;
and Alene Paschall, Teen Club,
2nd.
Those serving as judges were
Mrs. Fred Garland, Kirksey:
Mrs. June Crawford, Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Debris Boggess,
Kirksey; Mrs. June Lockhart,
Almo; Mrs. Henry Blakely,
Hazel; Mrs. T. G. Curd, Jr.,
Kirksey;iMrs. Gerald Coles..
Hazel; Mrs. Alice Lax, New
Concord; Mrs. June Norwood,
Kirksey; Mrs. Cecil Like,
Kirksey; Mrs. Darrell Mathis,
Hazel; Mrs. Glen Kelso, Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Mary Lawson,
Itinerary Teacher Trainer,
MSC; Mrs. Sue Fairless,
Associate Professor, MSU; and
Mrs. Calvin Morris Murray
Middle Club. ,
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Coldwater News . .
Human Guinea Pig Many Homecomings
are Featured During the Easter Weekend Here
Makes Good Money
SEATTLE (AP) — David
Cargo, 72, is a University of
Washington senior in mathematics. He works as a computer operator. And he's one of
the most popular human guinea
pigs around.
In the past two years, he has
popped pills, smoked marijuana, swallowed lengths of
rubber tubing and been poked,
pinched, prodded and examined—all for about $500.
-It was fairly easy money. It
helped pay the rent," he said
Another reason is curiousity,
he said. And as a fringe benefit, "for most of the past couple
of years, I've had one doctor or
another looking over my health
very, very carefully."
His first experiment paid $5
and was required for credit in
a beginning psychology class.
He had to maneuver a ball
through a tilting maze, estimating before each attempt how
far he thought he could get the
ball to go.
His next Job was drinking dissolved sugar at 30-minute intervals over a two-hour period
while researchers took blood
samples to see how fast the
sugar was being absorbed by
his body. He got $30 for that.
But what really sold him on
selling himself as a guinea pig
was when he was paid $20 for
smoking a single marijuana
cigarette.
"They did have people in the
study who had been stoned before," Cargo said. "They wanted to test whether having one
person who had been stoned before affected the people smoking the dope."
Another project paid sin for
Cargo to wear "nylon-like underwear, just like the Apollo
astronauts used" to,control Ids
skin temperature while he was
inside a device that forced his

YOUNG STIT('HER—Chris Fazi, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Fazi, seems to be concentrating deeply on his newly learned
activity of mesh stitchery. Chris is a student at University School.

Eastern Tent Caterpillars
Infest Trees In Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky.—This is
the time of year when ugly,
web-like nests show up in many
trees in Kentucky. These nests
contain large numbers of
eastern tent caterpillars. The
population of these insects
seems to have increased this
year, according to Wesley W.
Gregory, Extension
entomologist at the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture.
The young caterpillar's
become active in March, when
they gather in the forks and
crotches of trees to spin their
webby nests. They leave the
nest during the day to feed on
the leaves of the trees.
Gregory says black cherry.
and apple trees are the favorite
food trees of the hairy brown
worms. However, if those trees
are scarce, the insects will
make nests on hawthorn, pear,
plum, birch, elm, maple, oak,
willow and other fruit and ornamental trees.
The defoliation caused by
these worms is usually not
harmful enough to kill the host
trees, says Gregory. Also, the
trees are not subjected to
continuing attack, since there is
only one generation of the insects per year. The worms will
be gone by mid-May and will
not ruturn again for another
year.
Gregory does not recommend
using control measures for the
insects unless they infest ornamental plantings, In this
case, homeowners may want to
rid the trees of the ugly nests for
aesthetic reasons.
Spraying with malathion,
Sevin, or methoxychlor will
control the caterpillars, notes
the-IJK specialist. Also, nests
can be manually removed and
burned. Burning out nests in
the trees, however, is almost
always harmful to the trees.
Gregory says infested trees in

farm woodlands should not be
treated. Treatment can be
expensive, and as mentioned
earlier, is not necessary, since
trees recover from the attacks
of the caterpillars.
Gregory emphasizes that
homeowners interested in using
chemical control methods
should read and understand the
insecticide label. Information
on safe handling, mixing, applying, storing and disposing of
insecticides is available from
local county Extension agents.

Groom cancels
Sicily wedding
When Michele Fodera, 74, of
Sicily, learned recently that
his 84-year-old fiancee,
Teresa Garmesi, had had an
affair with another man in
1923, he broke the engagement — five days before the
marriage.
Fodera told the marriage
registry official, "Tear up the
wedding banns. This is an affair of honor — I have just
learned about her affair 50
years ago."
The medieval mariner who
last a ship through carelessness
or ignorance had to give financial satisfaction or lose his ,
head. When a shift in the wind
gave a weather-bound shipmaster an opportunity to Sail, he
had to assemble his- crew and
ask, "Gentlemen, what think
ye ofthis wind?" If they thought —
.
It an ill wind the ship did not
saiL

blood into his legs.
The purpose was to find out if
"you should cover a shock victim and keep him warm," he
said.
He now is taking four colchicine pills daily in a test to see
if the compound, long used in
treating gout, is effective as a
male contraceptive.
Then there was the time he
swallowed some quarter-inch
rubber tubing. Scientists moved
It up and down in his throat to
measure the strength of the
sphincter muscles in his
esophagu.
He said the only offer be has
refused was $100 to remove
three grams of muscle tissue
near the shoulder It would
have been painful and required
his arm to be in a sling for a
week, he said.
"Maybe I would have done it
for 1200. But $100? Never!"

By Mrs. °plias Brinell
April U, 1973
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hopkins were Mr.and Mrs.
Newell Hopkins and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Cody Darnell, Mr and
Mrs. Truman Turner and
others.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
were guests one afternoon the
past week of Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Darnell. They
and Mrs.
Hopkins visited her brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Turner
and other friends, Cletie Black,
Mrs. Ola Haneline and Mr. and
Mrs. Revel Haneline, all of
Coldwater.
Recent guests of Mrs. Lillie
Benet]and Erett were Mr. and
Mrs. Noel Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs.
Theron Crouch, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Darnell, Mrs. Newell
Bailey, Mrs. Bernice Bazzell,
Mrs. H. Tabers, Jr., and
children and Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell.
Recent guests of Mrs. Sarah
M. Sanderson were Mrs. Ruby
Rowden, Mrs. Dixie Pogue,
Miss Carlene Lamb, and Mrs.

Euia Cowell of Michigan is
spending a few days with her.
Others have called.
Mrs. Kathryn Ovey spent one
day with Miss Carlene Lamt
the past week, also Miss R.
Reed. Monday evening guests
this week were Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Christenberry, Mrs.
Hattie Watson spent the night
with her. Others have called.
Mrs. Lynn Winchester and
children were recent guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Lamb.
Mrs. Maggie
Glass and
Tommy, Mrs. Dovey Peay and
Miss Carlene Lamb all had
lunch with Mrs. Hattie Watson
of Murray and in the afternoon
they visited Mrs. Effie Beanand
Miss Ruby Turner.
Mrs. Ruth Watson has
returned to her home and doing
fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Perich
and family of Michigan have
returned home after a few days
visit with his brother Mr and
Mrs. Roy Perich.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Joe

Bazzell of Michigan are visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell. All of their
children and grandchildren
were home Easter Sunday.
Mrs. Hugh Dowdy returned
home Wednesday from a visit
with relatives in Michigan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Dowdy
and three grandchildren of
Michigan were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Dowdy.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman McCoy
of Michigan spent Friday night
with Mrs. Mattie Jones and
Loise Marine. Mr. and Mrs.
McCoy are visiting relatives in
Kentucky.
Steve and Julie An Baker
spent the past weekend with
their grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Relda Watson.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. G.L. Bazzell were Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Bazzell and
daughter. In the afternoon
Tommy Patterson and girl
friend called.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
Bazzell and Mrs. G.L. Bazzell
were recent callers of Mr. and

Mrs. Lexie Lamb.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Adams of
Florida were called home to
attend the funeral of his
brother, Rayburn G. Adams.

Recent guests of mine were
Mrs. Wayland Mitchell, Miss
June Shattorr, Miss Edith
Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Dixon. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McGee, Mrs. Edan Duncan,
their sister, Mable °little, Miss
Lisa Winchester, Kenneth
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. B.A.
Davis, Mrs. Attie Carter and
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Carter and
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Billington
and family of Michigan are
visiting home folks.
Mrs. Lillie Bazzell and Errett
were callers one afternoon the
past week of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Tabers, Jr. and children. Others
have called.
Flavill Pendergrass has
returned home from Murray
Hospital and improving.
Miss Treva Peay spent one
night recently with Mrs. Cathel
Wilkerson. Lenice Hargrove
called and others have called.
Bun H. Hughes is home from
Memphis hospital and is improved.
Mrs. Fred Tucker of
Michigan is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Algie Tabers. Monday
evening callers were Mr. and
Mrs. J.T. Tidwell, Mrs. Freed
Tucker and two daughters,
Stanley Tucker, Miss Edna
McNese, and Mr and Mrs. J.
Tucker. Tuesday guests were
Mrs. Hattie Watson, Miss
Carlene Lamb and Mrs. Fred
Tucker.

'Ara.......
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LBI.CHAPLAINS At Workshop -Ministers from West Tennessee and Western Kentucky gathered at Paris Landing Inn May 3 in
•workshop for volunteer chaplains in the Land Between the Lakes Ares Ministry's summer program. Ministers served a week at '
each of three cm:filling aegis *pie LBL daring the summer-months. Here,Donald Burchfield of Marry, with the TVA,addresses
group. Seated left of Burchfield Is Bev. Wright Pillow of Benton, chairman of the I.B1. Area Ministry's coordinating council.
Photo by Bill Williams
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We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James Black were Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Edwards, Miss
Barbara Landry, Miss Terry
Riddle, Mr. and Mrs. Gser
Black and sons, and Billy Lan*,
and children.
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Pain Tablets
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RADIO
Portable Radio.
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Dual power. Sigid state instant
sound. Vinyl leatherette cabine
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Model FPR-1274
harvest gold.

Reg. '21.95
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Reg, -"-1.69 Sale
INGRAHAM DUKE ELECTRIC

LADY SUNBEAM ELECTRIC

Gillette Super
Stainless Steel Double
Edge BLADES

SHAVER
Sculptured contour shape. Comfortable
grooming. Choice of white,
$995
pink or blue.
Model LS-8

Pack of 10

Reg. 51.69
Sale

SaleReg.. 119.00
Model F-63.
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Little camera, big pictures. Easy
drop-in film loading. Flash pictures
without flash batteries!
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1-oz. Tube
Helps shrink hemorrhoids,
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and
helps
Reg. 51.45 Sale

INTENSIVE
CARE'

EXTRA DRY ANTI-PERSPIRANT
Choice of Regular or Unscented
6-oz. can

Reg.'1.2959
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ARTHRITIS

Pain Formula

Choite of medium or hard bristles.

Analgesic Tablets
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THE LEDGER _it TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Coordinator for the State
Department of Mental Health,
was present for the meeting and
03inplimented the council for its
outstanding work on drug
education - stating the Calloway
James D. Willoughby, CanCounty Council was doing the
best work of any in the state. terbury Estates, London Drive,
license
Willard Ails, president, Murray, was a regional winner
McGovern
Conrad
in New York Life Insurance
at the meeting.
presided
Western
Drug
Program
Company's national Spring
Ming sales campaign, according to Michael Petrovich,
general manager of the company's Evansville general office.
Willoughby will meet next
month with other winners at a
company educational conference in Dallas, Texas.
He joined New York Life in
1966, and was named Evansville
general office Salesman—Of—
The—Year in 1967. He was
Kentucky state sales leader that
same
year, and he has
earned the Health Insurance
Award and the Centurion
Award.
He and his wife Jane have
two sons.
Mr. Conrad McGovern, Western Drug Program Coordhsator
for the State inspects local Drug Council. Picatred with Mr.
McGovern is Don Brock, local Mental Health Director and Mr.
Willard Alls, Council President.

Willoughby Is
Regional Winner

Calloway Council On Drug Education
Holds Monthly Meet Here Recently

Blind Salesman
Does Well At
Chosen Trade
DETROIT (AP) — Ed Casmer isn't allowed to drive the
cars he sells, and sf:ice he's legally blind, he even has trouble
seeing them.
Neither he nor his employer
consider his blindness a handicap, however, since he's been
selling cars for more than 35
years.
"Need a new Chevrolet,- or a
good used car or truck? See Ed
Casmer—he's the one with the
white cane." That's how the
company advertises the 59year-old former insurance
salesman.
Even with the strong glasses
he wears, Casmer still has only
five per cent vision in his one
eye and is considered legally
blind.
Caviler injured his left eye in
1930 while hammering a nail. A
chip from the hammer hit his
eye and eventually it had to be
removed. Due to the lack of antibiotics at the time, the other
eye also became infected.
For the past seven or eight
years I can just barely get
around," Gamer said. But that
hasn't stopped his sales.
One man has bought 11 new
cars from Casmer over the
past 22 years.
His biggest problem is showing potential customers the
cars in the used car lot across
the street from the dealership.
But he said the customeo
are usually understanding and
don't mind wandering over by
themselves to look at them.

Jan Hammond
Places Fifth
In Contest
Miss Jan Hammond, senior
speech major at Murray State
University, recently placed fifth
at the third annual National
Forensic Association competition at Ypeelanti, Michigan.
The competition included sixtysix schools and eighty-three
contestants from coast to coast.

The Calloway Council on
Drug Education held its
monthly meeting recently
with seventeen members and
six guests present.
Dr. Robert Daniel, member of
the Board of Directors,
presented the program which
Included a slide program
developed by the council and
sponsored by Holland Drug for
use by schools teaching drug
education. This slide series is
available by contacting Willard
Alls, pharmacist at MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
president of the Drug Council.
The council in cooperation
with the Murray Jaycees have
obtained clearance for and
placed into operation a poison
control center at the local
hospital.
Copies of Articles of
Association along with the

Constitution and By-Laws were
presented each member of the
council. James Overby was
presented a Certificate of
Appreciation by the council for
his services to the council in
preparing the documents.
Buel Stalls presented the
council a check for $100.013 to
help further the work of the
council on drug education. Ails
expressed sincere appreciation
to Stalls for his efforts with durg
education.
Ails reported that the
Calloway Council on Drug
Education has received its
license permmitting the council
to operate as a drug education
organization. The license is
necessary for the protection of
Kentucky residents as well as
control drug education. The
council is pleased to have been
approved and to receive this
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PLAZA TOURS BEGIN—Susan Hodges (left), capitol
tour guide, is-shown pointing out the sights on one of
the Capitol Plaza tours. The tours run daily 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. and include the sports center, plaza tower, and
other points of interest.

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-1273
*
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Have it—We Will Get it—Or It Can't Be Bad

OTASCO
James Overby is presented Certificate of Appreciation from
Drug Council President Willard Ails. Also pictured are Dr Robert
Daniels, left and Johnny Bohannon, members of the Board of
Directors.

Typical Shopper Is
Usually Stamp Saver

Seven out of ten supermarket
shoppers save trading stamps,
according to a nationwide
survey just released.
The study, conducted by
Benson & Benson, Inc., of
Princeton, N.J., shows that
stamp saving is a way of life in
American
typical
the
A native of Louisville and household. Some 47 million
graduate of Waggener High families save them.
School, Miss Hammond chose
Even among those who do not
Interpretation of Poetry as her save, 12 per cent say that they
category. Invitations to the would like to if they were
national tournament were of- available, the poll indicates.
fered only to those who were
The study of public attitudes
ranked in the tap three in toward trading stamps has been
regional tournaments during conducted annually for 16
the 1972-73 school year.
years. Over the past 15, it
Miss Hammond selected a showed stamps saved in at least
variety of poems utilizing 70 per cent of all U.S.
conflict as the general theme households.
award-winning
her
for
It shows women to be better
presentation. Her study and savers than men. According to
preparation was under the the results, 72 per cent of
direction of Mrs. Polly Zanetta, American women save, while 60
instructor in the Department of per cent of the men either save
personally, or contribute to the
stamp saving efforts of
Included
among
Miss someone else in the household.
Hammond's accomplishment at
The poll also shows most
Murray State are recognition in consumers appreciate the extra
"Who's Who in Amencarr-----value of trading stamps. Two
Colleges and Universities," out of three households report
past president of Pt Phi Delta, they like the stamps. This figure
outstanding member of Pi Phi has not changed in recent years,
Delta, and extensive work in the report notes, although the
interpretation tournaments, availability of stamps has
festivals, civic activities, and declined in some areas.
Readers Theatre productions.
The study shows enthusiasm
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. is the highest where stamps are
Lee Hammond of Alcott Road, readily available. In those
I kuisville, Jan plans to enter areas, up to one-half of the
graduate school at Nor- consumers give stamps the
thwestern University in the highest favorable rating and
one-third go out of their way, or
summer.

try to shop where they get
stamps.
The 1972 survey shows that
people in all age brackets have
trading stamps. For example,
70 per cent of the 21,140,000
persons from 18 to 34 years of
age save trading stamps. At the
other end of the age scale, 71 per
cent of the 16,614,000 persons 55
years and over say they save
them, according to the poll.
Stamp saving is popular at all
occupational levels. The survey
shows that 74 per cent of the
households headed by someone
or
professional
the
at
managerial level are stamp
saving families, and 67 per cent
save them among service and
labor households.
The typical rural or farm
family saves stamps. The study
shows 80 per cent of the farm
households save, while 73 per
cent of families who live in rural
areas, but are not farmers, are
savers. Stamp saving is also
carried on by 60 per cent of the
families in and around cities.
Consumers continue to take a
dim view of interference in their
right to save trading stamps.
Only 6 per cent of American
households favor governmental
action to eliminate trading
stamps, the poll shows.
This year's survey, conducted
in the summer of 1972, supports
previous findings on the
stability of attitudes toward
stamp saving. It shows 77 per
cent of all stamp saving
families have been saving
stamps for five years or more.
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FREE MOUNTING AND ROTATION

USE YOUR CREDIT!

SAVE NOW DURING CAR CARE MONTH
FOR A SMOOTHER, SOFTER
RIDE INSIST ON

***

TUN( tip
HITS
466

A ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TYPE SHOCK
1244.1 614,1
ABSORBERS. For snow t

Sof*
Price

El 1-2 RIDE GOLDIN ULNA SHOCK
ASSORSERS. For .1 011emNill, ride untie,
all driving coriditotitni 11-660 ,1

5 p.m. - May 26
Court House Lawn
*
a
*
*
*
* • Box Supper will be served, '5 per person
*
*
** • The Candidates will be given an opportunity
*
*
*
*
to speak at $5.00 per min.
•«
*
*
.
*
by Local Groups will be
Entertainment
*
4"
*
*
later.
announced
'p*
*
*
:
p All Candidates Are Asked To Call.*
'
753-1474
*
*
: This Will Be A "First" In Calloway County!! *
*
*
*
Re-registration for the Fall Election may .
*
*
be accomplished at this Rally_ __
1***********************************************-i

DIS

WHITEWALLS $2.50 MORI EACH

Posseragor Tim Choorameee
•

*****************,(**********************
OLD FASHION ...

C. 11-2 RIDE SUPER ROAD MASTER OVERLOAD
SHOCKS. Levels car or irut k hr stable.
4 cos
,
olme.lh mit i24

Includes Heavy nut‘ preassembled Point*. Rotor and
condenser. For most Ford. GM
and Chrysler groups 1.160 16i

'*1

it
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• Grerrnted Vibe •Ovehty Irtqwed
ong/hple
101•00/
11,11
1
.9
enforolel %epees
Teet

WIS

VAP
BABY SW

FAB

REBUILT CARBURETORS
127-4/13S-S

•

'
LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

WHEELS
Longlife bonded
brake shoes give
25% mare braking
area; 50% morn
lining depth.

REBUILT WATER PUMPS
113o/,311-3
NEW FUEL PUMPS
13-16o-2 c72-2
-REBUILT GENERATORS
moo4/101-3
REBUILT ALTERNATORS
11-920 922

PRICES GOOD AT AU OTASCO STORES

Prices Good Thru Saturday Only!

REBUILT
STARTERS
It

14.19
I. 6.65 mg.
19._95.
I. 72.411 is.
IS 77.211 ex.

USE YOUR CREDIT!
4plon:Sat,
9.41

24-1

is 7 51 os.

13 194 1 III

INSTALLATION
$10 SET, meal Lori

10.95...

5 5,10 T

Or
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Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

JIM ADAMS
•0 D MKS.

'Gil

3

's

Shank Portion Tenderized

11.

V:

1.) 41

a

AM

ol
Df
to
vzi

lb.

means

ROUND

BUYING POWER
AT YOUR ICA STORE
U.S. Choice Rump or Tip
Boneless

Roast

STEAK
Field's

One-Quarter Sliced

$12

Ham

lb.

RIB$119

STEAK

BACON

DOVE

49'
59'

22-oz.

AM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY
Just Low Prices!!

DISHWASHER ALL

PRUF PRAY STARCH
Texsun

59'

2-1b. 3-oz.

2"z

51'

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases
GERBER
BABY FOOD

Grapefruit

JUICE

0
;

3 lbs.

VANISH
BABY SWEETHEART

FABRIC SOFTENER

79'

12-oz. can

33

99'

Salad Bowl

59

MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S

69'
SYRUP
RAFT
& CHEESE 7-°z. 21'
'i
MACARONI
24-oz.

Showboat

PORK 8t
BEANS
No 300 Can12

24-HOUR DEODORANT 14-oz. 59'
Orange Juice

48-oz.

Mayonnaise

B-oz.

55'

(Reg. 89`)

Frosty Acres

VEGETABLE OIL

69;

39*
Qt

39'

8-oz.

TABLE RITE

Giant Size

IGA
BISCUITS

20-oz

KRA
ITALIAN
DRESSING

t)1

32-oz.

29'
25'

No. 300 can

FRUIT COCKTAIL
I.G.A. BREAD

FAB

Unsweetened

WISK

HAM

Detergent

46oz. can

5;

Tenderized

HUNT'S

9
lb.-7

BAip
.
$

1-lb. pkg.

Whole

b.

10 Trash Size

lb.

lb.

Wieners

lb.

Hermitage

U.S. Choice

09

No. 303

PINK APPLE SAUCE

can

13'

HEINZ

BABY FOOD
Ripe, yellow

RADISHES

BANANAS

Cell° Bag 1 0
•

9ct

Florida

GRAPEFRUIT
1 0.1

•

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDA1 ,
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ings, there really is no true
market in the traditional
sense.
Intensely aware of this,
c•erned. He suffered drastic
his 80 per cent or so inwith
as
the
decade
disillusionment
now in DuPont Glore
terest
of the sixties ended and the
Forman, Inc., Perot has come
decade of the seventies began.
up with the idea of bringing
He is extremely reluctant to
public back by linking
the
again.
stocks
invest in
compensation to the
brokers
Stock prices these days are
degree of financial success
being determined pretty
they achieve for their custommuch by institutional traders,
ers.
mutual
funds,
pension
as
such
The details aren't quite
funds, insurance companies,
clear at this writing, but it is
trusts, etc. But with the pubassumed that this means a
lic, as personified by the
broker will make money if
small investor, sitting on say-

Help on way for small investors
By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
When a man makes millions
at an early age, we should asstone he is blessed with original thought. And when there is
a problem, we should assume
he will address himself to it
most directly.
So it is with H.ItOss Perot.
This wiry Texan made millions quickly in electronics
and got involved in a number
of things including i broker-

age house that suffered such
severe losses in the hotrendot's market of 1969-70 that it
was on the verge of going
down the drain. Perot rescued
it, first with a $10 million financial transfusion and later
with a $20 million one.
These days he is addressing
himself to another problem:
the small investor,
It is no secret that the little
guy is sitting this one out, so
far as the stock market is con-

whoever he advises makes
money. And vice versa.
Maybe each year his selections will be reviewed to see
how well he did and a bonus
might be forthcoming in the
event he did well
A series of losing propositions, it may be assumed,
could result in the broker being sent packing.
As viewed in its present embryonic stage, the formula for
success apparently could include brokers telling their
customers to go short in a
bear market or at least go
short with weak individual

WEDNESDAY—MAY 9, 1973
Other brokerage houses are
understood to be formulating
thoughts along similar lines.
In a recent issue of the magazine, Financial Executive,
Winthrop Neilson of Georgeson & Co. wrote: "If the small
investor is further abused and
driven from the market, it
could be the end of the free enterprise system." He suggested it is high time to marshal the energies of the little
guy and "stop feeding him
sugar pills."
-Aunt Jane is a power, but
neither she nor business have
acknowledged that fact,"_

stocks.
The biggest brokerage
house of them all, Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, is thinking largely
along the lines of Perot: God
bless and care for the little
guy."I'm bullish on America,
all right, but what are some
safer ways to take advantage
of the growth?"
Merrill Lynch has put together a kit called "Sensible
Suggestions for Uncertain Investors." It advocates nothing
but high-quality stocks yielding at least 5 per cent.
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By ALA
Copley Ne

VIENNA —
intellectuals I
ported sent to
from the Ultra:
the Soviet KGE
carry out Kre
stamp out a gr
for national rik
Soviet republic

MAY 10, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20 )
You can begin to take action
now,can start making decisions
in pending issues—but not until
after noon.
TAURUS
tj
lApr. 21 to May 211
You get a splendid idea for
increasing your income. Act on
it promptly. Otherwise, doubts
as to its feasibility may creep
in, and vacillation will get you
nowhere.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) '
Fine Mercury influences. A
good day for expansion
generally, acting on unusual
ideas, launching new projects.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
An excellent day for considering a new business commitment, but keep future objectives in mind. Don't base
decisions in the light of immediate gain.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Another day for ACTION! No .
matter how off-beat your ideas
for advancement, don't let
others discourage you.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Routine matters may not go
as planned. A "lesser light"
may offer much needed help.
Don't underestimate his ability.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
An excellent day for making
new contacts, putting unique
ideas into action. On the personal side, there's possibility of
a new romance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Accept the fact that, temporarily, differences of opinion
are inevitable. Thus, you'll
watch your step and do nothing
to increase tensions.

2.1...r1

KRAFT MARGARINE

PARKAY

CI

LARGE EGGS

L
A

C

IW9
it
DOZ.

MARKET BASKET

U.S GOVT GRADED CHOICE

.OR BONE-tte
SWISS

CUTUP, MIXED PARTS

U.S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

$28

ROUND
STEAK

m,AV,

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good day for activating
ideas regarding financial expansion. Opportunities for
advancing, career-wise; also
indicated.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
Some confusion in a job
situation. However, With a little
"sweet talk" you can get
associates to see things your
way.
AQUARIUS
J
:4
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
stimulating
day!
An exciting,
Act with confidence. Luck is
with you in dealing with
superiors.
PISCES
1-1
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some ups-and-downs in
financial matters. However, a
stroke of luck in the late afternoon will compensate for an
unexpected morning expense.

U.S.D.A. GRADE A KROGER

RIB
STEAK
$188

FAMILY PAK Or:
3 BREAST ceTwill.
- .3 LEO QTRS. 4
3 WINES
,
3 GIBLETS

FAMIL \ PAK
OF 3 OR MORE

LUCK'S

BledleYe I
KROGER

Fruit Cock
KROGER
U S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Cubed Round Steak•

Bnls. LC. Steak

L8.

S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Kroger's "Pro
Beef & Hydrated
Soya Flour Mix
A delicious blend of 75%
fresh beet and 25% hydrated vegetable protein.
A totally new food pre
duct that LOOKS...
COOKS. AND TASTES
LIKE HAMBURGER...
yet is jucier and cooks
with less f ry away! Good
LB
Nutrition Good Taste...
Tremendous Economy!

Bids. Round Steak

Bnls. Strip Steak

PULL-CUT.

LB.

Boils. English Roast

U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE
loophelt

8

LB.

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Boston
Roll
139

199

Slit

KROGER

PORK
BEAN

LB.G9

•ONISLESS ROAST

Cube
Steaks

BREAST
QUARTERS

LEG
QUARTERS

LB

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

Club Steak

129

Fryer Quarters

LB

U S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Rump
Roast

Apple

U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE

V AC -VA C

3-LBS OR MORE

Rib Eye

WHOLE

FryerFryer
Breasts
Legs

PET PRIDE GO

Chunk Doi

WHITE OR COI

Fleece No
HOME PRIDE

White Plc

LB

SHOWBOAT

YOU BORN TODAY are a
persistent and determined
Individual, extremely active
and enthusiastic about life in
general. Persons born under
Taurus are tops in many fields,
and their avocations are
numerous. Your natural pace is
too much for some, but you go
plowing along tenaciously while
others wonder at your stamina.
Extremely versatile, you could
succeed in many fields, but
especially in science, the arts,
the law, jurisprudence or
teaching. Birthdate of: Claude
Rouget de Lisle, composer of
"La MarseMaise"; James
(Viscount) Bryce, Eng. jurist,
statesman; Fred Astaire,
dancer, stage and film star.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR PM For • personal 140 PPM
forecast on health. wealth, love end
marriage, send SI 00 plus 25 cents in
coin Sc, postage and 11401011n0 to
Horoscope Booli D•Partfnenti Bos 73.
Old Chelsea Station. New YOrk, N
10011, mOnt'CHAS this newspaper
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP,and DATE OF BIRTH (toile sure
you get the right forecast for your
zodiac sq.')

RAILROAD IN THE RED
America's biggest railwai,
rthe bankrupt Penn Central,
,had a net loss of $22,800,000 in
1972, $560 million in 1971.
MONEY'SAVERS.
The state of Pennsylvania
_reducing welfare costA By distributing benefit checks.through banks, and by computerized auditing.

FAMILY PAR OF
1 L•5 OP ...ORE

Turbot
Fillets

stmts.*sokvi
COOKED

KROGER ALL-MEAT

/IFFY MAIN DISH

39
Fish
Sticks

FOX DELUXE

SPAG

Pizza
SOFE WEVE

Bathroom
SCOTT!ES
ECONOMY BUY!

FRONTIER

FRESH PICNIC-STYLE

Smoked Sausage

Pork Roost

LEAN

MEATY

Boiling Beef

Pork Neck Bones

Facial Tit
JOHNSON

Pledge
KROGER F

SALAD SIZE

TOMATOES

39c

ORA
JUIC

WATERMELONS
10c

FRESH ESCAROLE OR

KROGER CI

Crysanthemums

Fresh Endive

Leaf Spl
BANQUET

FRESH GREEN

Macaror

Asparagus

BANQUET
ANQUET:
B

CA i (FOR NIA

Oranges

Dinners

12

Dinners

SWEET

Cantaloupes

FROSTY AC
READY TO WEAR

JUMBO TEXAS

TENDER. FLORIDA

GRAPEFRUIT

YELLOW CORN

si

8FAR

88
c

Baby Li
AVONDAL E

CRIN
POTA

•
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measures. The series of socalled trials in Ukrainian
cities recently point up their
fears. Late last year a
Ukrainian art teacher, Alexander Sergienko, was jailed
for seven years at hard labor
to be followed by a further
three years in exile for demanding selfdetermination
in the Ukraine

The Ukrainians, forming
non-Russian popu-

Russian secret police strike in Ukraine
One of the leading critics of
Russian rule in the Ukraine,
Vyacheslav Chornovil, arrested during the present polige campaign, has been senttiticed to 12 years' jail.
ehornovil had an exemplary
record as a dedicated Canmunist until 1967, when he
was jailed for three years for
compiling and sending to the
authorities an expose of judicial violations perpetrated by

By ALAN DEAN
Copley News Service
VIENNA — More than 200
intellectuals have been reported sent to prison camps
from the Ukraine this year as
the Soviet KGB,secret police,
carry out Kremlin orders to
stamp out a growing struggle
for national rights in the vast
Soviet republic.

liNet

AUNT JEMIMA

te.
1E1E1

CORN MEAL

NMI

INII

movement.

couPoN

VALUABLE KROGER

ir(Ner

mAyomilliAlsE
KROGER SALAD DRESSING OR

sin

IONS
ONO
SNP

C

=El
M▪ E▪ I
MIMS
90

-LB
5
BAG

EM▪ I
111.1
WiTH THIS COUPON THISU 'naps MAT
SUBJECT TO ApPLIC AGUE TAXES

s

LIMIT ONE

OMM

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

O▪ MB
ONE

ISM

=In
OMNI

MID
INN

OMMI

ci.................................
INN

00,3er

WITH THIS COUPON AND $LOG ADDITIONAL PURCHASE, EXOR VROZOIN MILX PROCLUDING TOBACCO i AND
DUCTS IN TH.) AND IN ADOITIONTO ANY OTHER PURCHASE
• GOOD TrINU TUE111., MAY IS. LIMIT ONE.
REGUI
SUBJECT TO APPLICAELE TAXES.

100

MiTibbniblebbMMWW,

EXTRA FREE

TOP VALUE STAMPS
with this coupon and $5 purchase

MEP

EXCLUDING TOSACLO AND IN ADDIT.OA TO ANY OTHER
PURCHASE REGUIREMINTS GOOD TPOIlu TUES.. MAY IS.
LIMIT ORE

Y7:7
,

1
1
1
l
1
1
ia1
1
1
1
1
1
1
in
1
1
1
1
1
a
1
1
nnl
i
1
1
1
1

I

AVONDALE

Tomatoes

Saltines

4
1

InoiC

VALUABLE KROGER COUP0

$t
Les

BREAD & BUTTER
970
PLATE
EA

2-LB
PKG:T4

wor
in.

"WEEKLY FEATURE"
COUPON THRU
- MAY '5
"
YU
s SUBJECT To A pPLEICAELE
ONE.
LIMIT In

WITH

arab

tnIt4

Free.Sauceboat & Tray
*1114 THIS COUPON AND PURCmASE OF

E

SUGAR AND CREAMER. $2.99

LUCK S

1
296
$1

I-LO.
1-0Z.
CANS

4

Blackeye Peas

$

KROGER
1-0Z
CAN
1.LS
S-OZ.
CANS

Fruit Cocktail
K ROGER

3

Apple Sauce

/11K &
BEANS

KROGER PINK OR REGULAR

1.0T
14-0Z
CANS

Grapefruit Juice
AVONDALE CUT AND SHELLED

89`

6
3

Green Beans
Kroger Drink

5

LUCK'S PINTO OR

OT.

Burns4

KROGER

$1

VALUABLE COUPON

t
CAtilL— •

311-0z. $
Pictas

Toaster Treats

BUSH

CHOPPED
KRAUT

OR DILL
H 5555HOER
SLICES

Great Northern

S%
Z
CANS
I-0T.
14-0Z
CANS

PINE A PP L E-GR APE F RU I T

Pickles

GOOD THRU TUES.. MAY

53C

KROGER KOSHER DILL, DILL

5 si

WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN OR
WHITE

CREAM STYLE

KROGER
CORN

PET PRIDE GOURMET

Chunk Dog Food
WHITE OR COLORS

4

14%-0Z
CANS
SO-CT
PKG.

Fleece Napkins
HOME PRIDE

100-CT

White Plates

PR G.

SHOWBOAT

$1

SPAGHETTI

SOFE WEVE WHITE OR COLORS
PKG. OF
2 ROLLS

Bathroom Tissue
SCOTTIES

200 CT
PKG

Facial Tissues
JOHNSON

7 OZ
CAN

Pledge

25

ORANGE
JUICE
Leaf Spinach

69'
29;

GAL.

CARNATION
10-0Z
CAN

Slender

WORTH 104 CASH

4

10-0Z.
PKGS.
I I -0Z
PKG

Macaroni &Beef

BANQUET MACARONI & CHEESE
11
OZPKG
BANQUET BEANS & FRANKS

Dinners

• PartaY

OR SPACH4ETT,

FROSTY ACRES TINY GR

5

11 OZ

PKG

89`
39`
39`
39`

EN PEAS OR
10-0Z.
PKGS.

AVONDAL E FR,

CRINKLE-CUT89c
POTATOES H‘E

BUSH

Spanish Rice
BUSH

1,,i16,,,e0,

LIMIT ONE

0000 THRU TIJES mAy IS
SUB.,Ec T TO APpLICA•Lt

Bean Pot Beans

7

Chili Hot Beans

15-0Z
CANS

$

kfroqiw'
', will). k r
Qt.,1.11.1.1.1a.M.441

1 LB
CANS

4 $1
CAN

KROGER CHUNKS. SLICED
--uSHED

4

FLAKY

2

KROGER

Cream Cheese
EATMORE SOFT

19
65`
$1

29c

3

1 -LB
TUBS
KROGER COLBY MILD CHEDDAR
PI0K-GOZ

Margarine

Longhorn Cheese

29C

$1

71 f;
5c
8- 4
"
peK-0.z 55

KROGER HOME STYLE PIMENTO

Cheese Spread ,
KRAFT DELUXE AMERICAN

Sliced Cheese at

PKG

COUNTRY Ci tin

ICE CREAM
HALT
GAL

It

r

envoi trues 4.VPON
,

•

THRU TUits

oer
III

KROGER INSTANT

Non-Fat Dry Milk

J PIE10

NpuC

SPOTLIGHT

Coffee
C
KROGER

-LB.
3 LB
BAG $229 BAG
1 -LS

3

B-B-O Sauce

2-0Z
BTLS

MISSY

Fabric Softener

GAL

OR 7-07 1,E000RANT

Mennen E

89c

WITH
OUR
OUPON

IN

Peanut Butter

245
89'
79`
59'
59'

MAKES
20 OTS
LB
i 202
JAR

K ROGER

Black Pepper

5-0Z
BOX

BIG VALUE
2-LB
PKG

Cookies
COUNTRY OVEN

Sugar Cookies

7-0Z.
PKG.

GIANT MEL 0 SOFT

SANDWICH3
BREAD

1 L
802
LOAVES

ERTS and new earth-f)
quake counters and tiltmeters, Dr. Ward says, USG9
hopes to develop an automated global monitoring system to zero in on volcanoes
showing signs of unrest.
I>ays or even hours of warning to residents of volcanic
areas can save lives and property, he points out.
Sensitive instruments tied to ERTS observations Nivel
been installed in such known
potential volcanic sites as Mt.
Lassen, Calif.; Mts. Baker,
Rainier and St. Helens in
Washington state; Mts. St.'
Augustine and Martina in'
Alaska, and on Kilauea in Hawaii.
Volcano watches also Nivel
been placed in Iceland,'
Guatemala, El Salvador and
Nicaragua.
The electronic volcano
"sleuths," bouncing their observations back to earth re-'
ceivIng stations off ERTS,are'
relaying more than 4,000 mes-I
sages a montht many of them'
indicating small earthquake&
are occurring at most poten-'
tial volcano areas.
"By themselves, these'
quakes don't mean that eruptions are likely in the near future," Dr. Ward points out.
'Rather, they are just anoth-•
er sign that these volcanoes
are not dead and bear further'
watching."

TWIN, FLAKE OR COMBO

JUST WONDERFUL
OZ
1
CAN

Hair Spray
ALBERTO BALSAM

Shampoo
P

79`
$1
69`

MAY Is

.
11614111/1 alai 2121111141111111411
"

........

KROGER

I VA -OZ
CANS

8-0Z
PKG

0000 THRU TUES., MAY IS LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

/
3-0X.IIMPOR IOWA,

389,

1 Lb
1 OZ
CANS

Shortening

hfr&ier
'
, k

Mennen E

NORTHERN
TOWELS

BELDALE

$1
53c

LOAF

VILLAGE BAKERY WHITE BREAD

WIPEIIIIIN4111/4121

SWEET
PEAS

Big K Drinks

( CASH
WORTH 10
TOWARD THE PURCHASE Or A 10-0Z

14-0Z,
PKG.

WHITE OR COLORS

I PINT
1 Z-02.
CAN
--3-1.8.

II I

1721123111.0711,7•Ill

IS OZ
CANS

Rich 'n Chips

KROGER GARDEN

Pineapple

II.;

5
5

DTL

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 2,0Z

KROGER PANCAKE SYRUP

LEt
I OZ
CAN

KEEBLER PECAN SAND1ES OR

BUSH

PKGS

BANQUET FROZEN

Baby Limas

Drink

PUNCH OR
LEMONADE

ALL FLAVORS

29`
29'
79`

Aw

SPRINGDALE ORANGE, GRAPE,

KROGER FARMSTYLE

KROGER FROZEN

KROGER CHOPPED OR

$1
35`
59`

Mi

ng
es;
tivu

64 66666 4644

Dinners

"

WEEKLY SPECIALS

with leery $3 in purchases

1 -LB
BOX

/E

IRONSTONE

Cascade
am
=
•

'60

Natural gas eruptions in
and around the tiny cornrnunity of Williamsburg, Mich., #
have stirred fears that the,..,,c
earth could burst open just
about anywhere and catch i#
hundreds or thousands unprepared for the phenomenon.4
So Dr. Peter L. Ward, geophysicist of the U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park,',,,,
;
Calif., thinks it's time to teil
the public that the survey has'.5
.
launched a volcano "watch'''
covering 15 volcanoes in the
United States and four foreign •
countries.
The vigil IS made possible,
;
through use of the federald
space agency's Earth Re-.11
&AIM% Technology Sat.ellitej
.
as its orbiting cameras stare,
down at earth from space and
its radio transmitters send
additional data.
iv
Dr. Ward, chief of USGS's4,
volcano surveillance project"
says the system monitored ,
the early rumblings of Fuego
volcano in Guatemala six
days before it erupted lastn
Feb. 27.
.1
Earthquake counters installed in the Fuego volcano,
Feb. 13 sent back evidence via.'
the ERTS satellite Feb. 17,
that a large swarm of earth-4
quakes was active in the areav
-During the next few,.
days," Dr. Ward recalls, "the?
rate of earthquake activity,•1
was high and finally, on Feb.k
23, Fuego erupted with ashl
clouds and ash flows.
•'Such telltale signs, includ-';
ing changes in seismic learth-0
quake) activity anelin kround "
- tilt,' often precede erup-:'
uons," he explains. "By picking up such seismic and la
data via the satellite, we hope's
to obtain an early warning of4
when apparently dormant°
volcanoes are becorrung &No

3-LBS
I -0Z
PKG.

NIN▪ I
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KROGER

beginning of April of Isaak
Shkolnik, who was originally accused of being a "British
spy." Part of the "evidence"
introduced at the trial, held in
the social club of a brickworks
in Vinnitsa, was a radio
"tuned to the frequency of a
hostile station" and a five-dollar bill.
Dissident sources say
scores of intellectuals have
been sentenced to lengthy jail
terms for far slighter evidence.

GNP

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
AND PERSONAL
SATISFACTION...

III
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VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

GIANT FAB
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Other defendants in the trial
received sentences ranging
from 3 to 15 years.
Several Jews have been arrested in the current clampdown. The trial opened at the
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e Soviet Union,
the
have long struggled for more
political and cultural freedom. In the late fifties many
Ukrainians were alarmed by
Soviet
Premier
Nikita
Khrushchev's plans for a
gradual "coming together"
and even "merging" of the
Soviet nations.
They now fear that Brezhnev will attempt to systematically destroy all national
feeling in the Ukraine through
extremely repressive police
p.

Ortion
in
e

year as Ukrainian overseer.
At the Kiev meeting,
Shcherbitsky ordered party
activists to work in the "spirit
of mercilessness" toward any
"manifestations of bourgeois
nationalism" in the Ukraine.
Like Brezhnev, he fears
that dissidents in the Ukraine
and other republics will form
an active alliance with the
.persecuted Human Rights

At a receibt Communist
Party meeting in Kiev, the
new Ukrainian party boss,
Vladimir Shcherbitsky, accused historians, archaeologists, artists and writers in
the republic of stressing
Ukrainian history and "national exclusiveness."
Slicherbitsky is a close Lssociate of Soviet party boss
Leonid Brezhnev and repiece(' Pyotr Shelest late last

the KGB in the Ukraine in
1966.
Dissident sources say anybody vaguely suspected of resating forcible Russification
and demanding more cultural
and political autonomA for the
Soviet Union's 40 million
Ukrainians has been interrogated. Many have been sent to
the infamous -psychiatric"
hospitals to be drugged into
subnussion.

_
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Aggression may be
cured by operation
Dr. Earl Walker, a neurosurgeon at Johns Hopkins
University, says abnormally
aggressive people may be
-cured by operations on a part
of the brain concerned with
fear, sex impluses and mem•
•• ory.
The professor made the
claim when he gave evidence ..„„
in a Detroit court case involving a confessed-killer-rapist,
Saying he thought 'a "careful
study" should be carried out
on humans
at
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Independent dealers
will hurt the most
and now they don't have it to
deliver," he said.
"I had to raise the price of
my gas 1 cent and lost 15 to
per cent of my business."
The young businessman
seemed distressed over the
By RALPH MOSELEY
situation-et extremely short Copley News Service
supplies.
"It's going to be dog-eat-dog
SUITLAND, Md. - Mike"
the next few months and
Gordon, an independent gas
that's not the way humans
dealer, is a self-avowed optishould have to live," he said.
mist.
"Three months ago I would
"ill wasn't I wouldn't be in
have been lucky to get ten
this business," the young
cents on the gallon of anything
owner of 3 stations (2 in New
I had in storage, if I went out
Jersey, 1 in Maryland) said in
of business. Today, I would
WI interview.
Gordon's station is literally_ get what I paid for the pre&
surrounded by many majors.
Gordon agreed that many of
His nearest competition is an
the independents will be buyAmoco station with several t.9ing their product from other
lands and pumps, right next
independents that have to go
door.
out of business.
Gordon is already feeling
"We have to jump around
the pinch.
and get gas where we can,"
"I closed the one station in
Gordon said.
New Jersey," he said, "but it
Around the block, less than
was a marginal operation and
6 blocks away is a Redhead
the lease is about to run out
station. They are one of the
anyway.
"I've cut back on help, largest independent dealers
dosed my doors on Sunday, around Here in the Suitland
section, they only have gas
. and cut down my hours of opand oil, with a station that has
eration.
4 islands with 4 pumps per is"If things get worse, I could
land.
land up dosing one more sta"We haven't been cut back
tion, and ptsnping gas at the
yet, and don't expect to be,"
other .myself," the darksaid the attendant working at
'llaired young college graduthe station.
ate mid.
There's not much sympathy
Girdon Itnneried with
around for the independent,
three children, he*a B. A. in
unless it's from his custom-accounting and has been acern
quainted with the gasoline
Darrel M. Kent, acting dibusiness for 16 years.
rector of the Office of Emer"like a few others, I've tied
gency Preparedness (DEP)
myself to a tag independent
had this to say about the indefor 90 per cent of my product
Editer's Note: This is the
second of two articles on the
gasoline shortage, and bow it
will affect dealers and consumers.

Weapon Collection
Given To Society
CRANKS, Ky.-The Kentucky Historical Society was
presented with the Henry
Siackleford Weapon Collection
recently in ceremonies held
lure.
. The collection is owned by the
Alfred Byrd and Hairy Harold
Link families and was
presented to the society by
fliaddeford's grandchildren.
The weapons, collected
by
years
the
through
Shackleford, were passed down
to his children, who felt that
many people would enjoy
viewing a collection of this
nature. nay have loaned the
collection to the Historical
Society for ten years with an
Option to renew the loan at the
sod of that time.
According to Gen. William
Buster, coordinator for the
sate Historical Society, the
collection will be placed on
display at the State Arsenal
when it is opened as a military
history museum later this year.
"These are the first military
artifacts procured specifically
kw display at the military
museum." said Buster. "They
will be displayed along with
other weapons and objects of
military historic interest that
belong to the society."

New S

Publications On Bicentennial Planned

GAS CRISIS II

pendents:
"The people who dealt with
contract purchases over a
long period paid more, but
they got security of supply.
The person who did not pay
for that security is finding the
spot supply is not there."
Apparently neither is the
contract purchaser.
Both Mobil and Texaco
have already limited their
Supply to their dealers. Others
are expected to follow.
Gordon pointed out that the
independent refineries could
order tanker loads,"but there
Is a shortage of tankers, plus
the high price and storage
problems."
The American Petroleum
Institute has confirmed the
shortage of tankers.
A Texaco officer, in a recent
Interview, said the price of
gasoline is going to rise.
This is but another phase of
the energy problems that the
United States is going
through.
If independents can no
longer compete pricewise,
they will fall by the wayside.
This is only part of the story
of how the oil shortage affects
the average American, who
generally thinks of oil in the
fassa of gasoline.
ti reflected in the price of
feed that is transported by
- chesel fuel is up 20 to
per cent in the last two
years.
It is reflected in the price of
electricity - which will have
to rise in many sections of the
country if the companies are
to stay in business.

Bicentennial the challenges of designing and
Kentucky's
Plans include quite a treat for implerrkenting a publications
those who enjoy reading about program to project the
the heritage of the Com- philosophical Ideas in the
monwealth.
American heritage. "We're
"The University Press of hoping for a reaffirmation of the
Kentucky has lined up a Ideals which started our nation,
promising list of authors and a reaffirmation of pride in its
titles for the Bicentennial deniocratic institutions, a
period. We look to them to better understanding of all the
emphasize the finer things we people and backgrounds and
have going for us," said Dr. reasons for the greatness of
Louis Smith.
Kentucky and the nation."
Dr. Smith, William J. HutThe University Press of
chins Alumni Professor of Kentunky plans a number of
Political Science, Berea major works on Kentucky and a
College, was addressing the series of approximately 50
Kentucky books, not to exceed 112 pages in
conference on
Bicentennial Publications and length, which will range over
teaching of Kentucky History. the whole spectrum of Ken"We enter our third century tucky's history, according to
with a considrable and con- Bruce Denbo, director of
tinuing decline in faith in our University Press.
institutions, in trust in our
Authors who have agreed to
leaders, and confidence in our contribute to the Press'
ability-T6 make our ideals "Bicentennial bookshelf" inmanifest in our national life, clude Ms. Harriette Arnow, Dr.
and in optimism in regard to the Thomas D. Clark, Joe Creason
future," Dr. Smith said.
and Jesse Stuart. Topics will
Dr. Robert Hartje discussed Include special areas of the

A new servic
veterans and the
was inaugurate(
Kentucky, May
L. Roudebush, A
Administrator a
Administra
Congressman T
were principal 2
inauguration a
in the parking a
the Alumni Cob
Kentucky Uni
marked the begii
throughout the
next two montl
As:
National
Veterans Mob]

state, its industries, and
biographies of some of its
outstanding leaders.
Dr.
Tapp,
Hambleton
assistant director and editor of
Historical
Kentucky
the
Society,
reported
his
will
organization
have
researched, for publication, the
entire history of the Commonwealth-fully treating the
social, cultural, political and
economic aspects of Kentucky
life. The Society will also encourage and aid in-research and
writing of county histories as
well as needed biographies.
A series of maps from the
Historical Society's collection
will be published.

A HEAVY LOAD-Each neatly tied bundle on the
desk of Chief Justice John S. Palmore constitutes a
single case that must be considered by Kentucky's
Court of Appeals. Justice Palmore takes time out
from assigning these cases to a member of the court
to check a legal point on a case for which he will be
writing the opinion. It's a -tall" order, but all in a
day's work for Kentucky's highest court. (Photo by
Ray Krause)

The two-day conference at
Eastern Kentucky University
was sponsored by the Kentucky
Historical Events Celebration
Commission assisted by the
Kentucky Historical Society,
Filson Club and editorial board
of the University Press of
Kentucky.
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OUTDOOR DAYS. . . that special
time of the year for relaxing and
•nleying nature. Stop by today
1.44•Itie your OTASCO man for all
your camping and fishing needs
Your next camping trip will b•
more enjoyable . . . and you'll save
money, tool

Solid State, tuner control
Works thru dirt, rock, wood
and water Complete with
battery 55.600

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D
Consultant, National Dairy Council
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windows ond
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SLEEPS 4 . . . Even more with double
decker cots. Easy set up with outside
frame. DuPont water-proof & mildew-proof floor. Insect-proof door.
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a 9 ft. Cabin Toot. 4-992.9
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MITCHELL 300
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Items)
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Anti - reverse control,
drag adjustment, push
button spool release
94 259

A. 7-ft. SPINNING ROD
Graduated guides, cork grip, fast
tip action. Mahogany blade with
Maroon wraps. ci i2kr
11154-ft. RY ROD
Stainless steel guides, positive
locking red seat, cork grip. 91-115-6
USE OTASCO
C$fOCT

C. 5-ft. ULTRA UTE SPINNING ROD
2-piece mahogans color blade, graduated
spin guides ni ill 4
2-ft. SPINCAST ROD
1
D. 6/
Chrome guides, positive non-slip reel clamp,
fast tip action. si.ios-s

Prices

Good Thru
Sat.. Only
Bel-Air Shopping II oer
753-8391
Mon-Sat

OTASCO

CI

Fonc
tha
By JOHN PI
Editor,Copley

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

• Calories measure how much Abraham providing butter as part
energy the food we eat will give of a meal. It seems that all
us Thus, a calorie is not, In itself, through the ages, peonle have
a nutrient But since you need en- loved butter and regarded it as
ergy you need calories, but not one of the great delicacies.
too many If you are fat it means • Everybody talks about losing
you are storing too much future weight. But some people need to
energy, or that you are lugging pia weight. How can they do it?
aroung energy in the form of fat ! Underweight people should eat
more, and more often they should
that you'll never use.
• Do you live alone and find eat more of the foods that furcooking for one a problem? There' nish more calories in small bulk
are ways to get more variety in --meat, eggs, sweets, chocolate,
your meals Take ground beef. fats, and oils Ask your doctor
You don't have to use it all on about physical activity and more
successive days. Wrap ground rest_
beef into separate small portions • People ask me so here's my
and store in your freezer. Meat answer. 'There is a difference beloaf or spaghetti sauce doemet tween chocolate milk and chocolate dairy drink. Chocolate milk
have to be eaten all at once.
• Adults, too, could improve is made from whole milk and
their snacks The typical morning chocolate dairy drink is made
coffee break is a case in point. from skim or partially skim milk_
And for some people, its not Just Otherwise, the two milk drinks
a break, but their breakfast and are made with similar ingredia poor one at that. Coffee break ents.
snacks would be improved if they • From the simple one-celled
included items such as cheese plant to highly complex human
wedges, oranges, fruit juices, beings, all living things need
milk, cottage cheese with fruit, food. Food is necessary to supor ready-to-eat cereals.
port growth, to repair tissues,
• How far back in history is but- which constantly are wearing out,
ter mentioned' Well, butter dates and to supply energy for physical
back as far as recorded history activity U your meals do not furand undoubtedly beyond. There's nish all the elements you need
a Biblical reference in Genesis, your body will not operate at
Chapter 18. the 8th verse—about peak efficiency for very long.
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New Service To State Veterans Inaugurated
A new service to Kentucky
veterans and their beneficiaries
was inaugurated in Richmond,
Kentucky, May 7. Mr. Richard
L. Roudebush, Assistant Deputy
Administrator of the Veterans
Administration, and
Congressman Tim Lee Carter
were principal speakers at the
inauguration ceremonies held
in the parking area adjacent to
the Alumni Coliseum, Eastern
Kentucky University. This
marked the beginning of service
throughout the State over the
next two months of the new
National
Assistance
for
Veterans Mobile Van. This

mobile VA office will provide
one-stop service to veterans and
their beneficiairies, providing
assistance in filing claims or
furnishing needed information
about veterans benefits.

action in the North African and
Italian campaigns in World War
II and was awarded five battle
stars. He has long been interested in veterans and their
benefits, having served as
Indiana VFW Department
Dr. Carter, a native of
Commander, and as National
Tompkinsville, Kentucky,
Commander-in-Chief in 1957. He
served as a combat medic in
has served as Congressman
World War II and was
from Indiana during the 87th
decorated with the Bronze Star.
through the 91st Congress. He
Elected to
Congress in 1964,
was appointed to his present
he has served in the 90th, 91st
Post _with the Veteran.. Adand 92nd Cr:ingress from the
ministration in June 1971.
Fifth District of Kentucky.
The mobile van that was
Inaugurated is designed to take
A service to points and people
it is needed most. This
van is one of several being used
to bring directly to VA
beneficiaries the opportunity to
take advantaged the variety of
benefits and services available
from the VA. The van is staffed
by Veterans Benefits Counselors and will be visiting the
following communities during
May: 7th & 8th, Richmond; 9th,
and you may never get to the
Corbin; 10th & 11th, Mid,
drugstore again."
dlesboro; 14th, Harlin; 15th,
Most of us obviously wished
Hazard: 18th, Birdman; 17th,
we were at the corner drugstore, or neighborhood bar,
but Rose's voice had the opposite result intended. The likes
of "Pvt. Horton" were proud
to be mentioned on her program and officers and enlisted men would gather
around a radio intended for
tactical activity only for
laughs when their name
might be mentioned. She gave
a tough war a light touch, one
of the greatest morale boosters of the Pacific.
However, at war's end, in
- the fall of 1945 she was picked
up by U.S. military authorities in Tokyo. She was held in
infamous Sugamo prison until
Oct. 26, 1946, then freed by
Gen. of the Army Douglas
MacArthur for lack of evidence.
This did not end her
troubles.
Returning to the United
States i as an American citizen ),she was re-arrested, and
tried again for treason in San
Francisco. After a 12-week
trial and four days of jury deliberations she was convicted
of one of eight charges. Foreman John Mann of the jury
jurors woul4 haven
said
- liked .1a..acquit her but "We
Ad die ofily,thing we tboug4
positible-under the Judi*? instructions."
Her $10,000 fine and 10-year
sentence on the one count was
a shock to her and to many
others -- even though technically she had wronged her
country. She said, "I can't understand it. I couldn't believe
they would send me to jail.
I've already been in jail two
years."

CHANGING WORLD

Fonda fares better
than Tokyo Rose
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service

Mrs. Iva Toguri D'Aquino
must be muttering in her saki
these days - if she can afford
saki - as she contemplates
her own past and Jane Foncia's present.
Mrs. D'Aquino, as all World
War II Pacific veterans know,
was at that time Tokyo Rose,
the gal who thought she was
broadcasting Japanese propaganda that would damage
our morale. Instead, her jibes
came out as hilarious comedy .
and the music she played
topped anything Armed
Forces Radio had to offer.. For her trouble - or her
heresy - she served two
years in jail before conviction
for treason, then about seven
years of a 10-year sentence at
the Alderson, W.Va.. federal
women's prison.
Miss Fonda, on the other
hand, has it much better.
She over many months denounced her own country in
its efforts to save South Vietnam from Communist invaders. She visited the enemy
on his own ground -- North
Vietnam - and with her enthusiasm for the foe, she
flight well be tabbed -Hanoi
Hannah." She capped this, to
say the least, "unusual" becing the
TiavicIr by
rs of war,
ctErn
Anierican pri
just returned from months
and years of torture at the
hands of their North Vietnam
captors. She called our POWs
-liars and hypocrites."
For all these deeds, or misdeeds as some see it, she still
has an American passport to
go anywhere in the world she
pleases to denounce the country her citizenship responsibilities require her to defend
and uphold. She has not been
arrested and, under the totally permissive system that
both our people and our goveriiiiient have curie to accept,
she is in no danger of arrest.
The information industry,
particularly the television
people, gives her every opporturuty to mouth flashes about
America and its fighting men
- all, I suppose, in the name
Officials of the Kentucky
of freedom of the press.
Press Association has anSuch is the difference in nounced that headquarters of
public and official attitudes the organization will move
between the 1940s-'50s-'60s within the next 30 days into a
and the roaring '70s.
suite of offices in the new
Differences in attitudes notPlaza in Frankfort. The
Capital
withstanding, Mrs. D'Aquino,
are
offices
Association
now working in her parents'
presently located at 203 West
Chicago produce business,
Lexington, Ky.
must wonder about standards Second Street,
The 103-year-old organization
in U.S. justice and public attioccupied offices on the campus
tudes.
Rose, and we will call kg of the University of Kentucky
that because that is how the from 1942 until 1967 when it
Gls knew her, was an Ameri- moved to the West Second
can citizen ihalf Japanese) Street location. The new ad‘risiting a sick relative in dress for the headquarters will
Japan when Pearl Harbor be 63 Capital Plaza.
Officers of the Association
was bombed on Dec. 7, 1941.
She was 25 at the time and she are: James L. Crawford,
W.E. Ill
was persuaded, compelled or Corbin, president;
perhaps volunteered to use .Crutcher, Morehead, vice- 111
her seductive voice on Radio president; Albert P. Smith, Jr., ..
Tokyo broadcasts beamed at Russellville, chairman of the III
U.S. soldiers, sailors and air- Executive Committee, and UI
men fighting across the Pacif- George M. Wilson, secretary- III
ic.
manager.
Whatever her intentions Also making the move to
and they were to damage GI Frankfort will be Kentucky
Ill
morale - she was the hit of
Press Service, Inc., advertising III
line,
favorite
Her
Pacific.
the
representative for Kentucky
and I recall many of her
newspapers and operators of a III
somebroadcasts well, went
clipping service, and The School
thing like this.
"Pvt. John Horton, Co. B, of Jeurnalism Foundation, Ill
annual
awards
708th Amphibian Tank Bat- which
talion, don't you wish you scholarships to students in
were back in Stratford. Conn., Kentucky journalism schools. tit
163 Kentucky Ill
the
Of
enjoying a chocolate sundae
newspapers 132 are active nt
at the corner drugstore ininembers in the Kentucky Press
stead of wallowing in the mud
*Association.
-war
If Saipan" It's a long

State Press
Association
To Relocate

YOU AND THE DRAF1ff

Whitesburg; 18th, Pikeville;
21st, Inez; 22nd, Paintsville;
23rd, Prestonsburg; 24th,
Salyersville; 25th, Jackson;
29th,
Winchester, 30th &
31st, Morehead.
The schedule for June is
tentative at this time but the
van is expected to visit the
1,
June
following:
Flemingsburg ; 4th, Maysville;
6th,
5th,
Cynthiana;
Georgetown; 7th, Harrodsburg;
WI, Lebanon; 11th, Cprnpbellsville; 12th, Columbia; 13th,
Glasgow; 14th & 15th, Bowling
Green; 18th, Russellville; 19th
& 20th, Hopkinsville; list &
22nd, Murray, 25th, Madisonville; 26th, Henderson; 27th &
213th, Owensboro; and 29th,
Elizabethtown.
The public is asked to watch
for the time and place in their
local newspapers.
Mr. J.G. Ratliff, Director of
the Louisville VA Regional
Office, said this is an excellent
opportunity for veterans, their
dependents, or widows to obtain
information and assistance with
their VA benefits.

BY

FOR
READY
LAUNCHING --The Kentucky
Department of Public Safety's Division of Water
Safety is ready for the boating season as officers try
out one of the new boats that will be seen on the
state's waterways this year. Only six are ready for the
water, but 15 more are to be purchased through a
Federal grant of $81,112, with a portion of the grant
also to be used for equipment and supplies for the
division's educational program. Trying out the new
boat are, Ben Wright, senior officer of the eastern
division, at the wheel, and Glen McCann, boating
officer on the Kentucky River, Frankfort. (Photo by
Ray Krause)

COLONEL T A Y LOR L DAVIDSON
Late registration continues to In a holding classification until
be a serious concern of per- the calendar year when be turns
sonnel administering the draft 19. At that time there will be a
law
national lottery for his parThis problem caused our ticular age group.
Washington office to publish a
Those with a lottery number
new pamphlet entitled But I above the 1-H cut-off number
thought the draft had ended." will remain the Class 1-H and 4
The pamphlet emphasizes that not be subject to further draft'
draft inductions were ended on processing unless there is
Jan. 27, 1973, but that this action national mobilization.
did not end the registration and
Those with a lottery numberclassification process.
below the cut-off number will be
Under the draft law, a young processed for
possible induction man must register with
and unless deferred or exernp-ft
Selective Service within the 60 ted, will "Stand ready" for,
day period beginning 30 days induction during the calendar'
before his 18th birthday. When year of their 20th
birthday.
it has come to the attention of
The President has indicated this office that a young man has that he will
not request an exrefused to register, his name is tension of the
draft authority.
referred to the U. S. Attorney
Congressional action would be
for further investigation and for
required before drafting could .
action.
If begin after July
appropriate
1, 1973.
prosecuted and found guilty, he
With full knowledge of what is
can be fined, sentenced to
required of them, it is hoped all
prison, or both.
young men will fulfill their.
If the young man registers on
obligation regarding timely
a timely basis, he will be
draft registration.
classified 1-H and will be placed

14,

MOTHERS DAY
IS SUNDAY
git3wIllAY THIRTEENTH
See our Complett
Selection of Mother's Day Cards.
On Her Day she deserves

BUBBLE Lady Sunbeam
-UMBRELLA ELECTRIC SHAVER

the very best!

V'ezioteizr4
Big Apple

Timex

Watches for Ladies

Clear Plastic with Colored
Handles & Trim

Decorator
Wall Clock

• and Hair Line.
Easy to clean
and use!

by Ingraham
A clever Addition to a
Bare Wall!

Regular Retail Price
Values to '19.95

For legs, underarm

'9.95 $
Choose Your Favorite Color/
2.49 Value

Value

8 Pieces

10.95 Value

Club Aluminum

Fine Fra rances for Fine Ladies

Cooking Sets - In Color
Set Consists of:
2 Qt Sauce w/Lid
/
11

SPRAY
ESTEE LAUDER
Vali'.

$338

SPRAY
ESTEE LAUDER
$6.50 Value

$588

$3.75

2 Qt. Sauce w/Lid
in Poppy-Harvest Gold ...Avocado

SPRAY
ESTEE LAUDER
Value
$7.50

CHANTILLY SPRAY MIST
$5.00 Value

688
$

THE SUBTLE
$188 COMPLIMENT OF
FINE PERFUME
11.

1 88
,
EMERAUDE FLACON M1ST$
$2.75 Value
1•IM • 1•••• m•••••

IMO OM =NI • •••

• MO
OM ••IMI .1 •

MID

Om• • •••..
••••

••••
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m.7

MI•IM •••=. ••I•OM MO•IM1
••= an.
•••
=I•.= SO•OM MID•IOW MD ••••
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i
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A Great Selection for
Your Favorite Gal!
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Independent dealers
will hurt the most
Eater's Note: lIde is the
second of two articles ea the
gasoline shortage, and how it
will affect dealers and eonSIM:Mrs.

By RALPH MOSELEY
Caigey-News Service
SUrTLAND, Md. — Mike
Gordon, an independent gas
dealer, is a self-avowed optinun.
"If I wasn't I wouldn't be in
this business," the young
owner of 3 stations (2 in New
Jersey, 1 in Maryland) said in
an interview.
Gordon's station is literally
surrounded by many majors.
His •111141nt competition is an
Ameeselition with several islands ad pumps, right next
door. '
Gordon Is already feeling
the pinch.
"I dosed the one station in
New Jersey," he said, "but it
was a marginal operation and
the lease is about to run out
anyway.
"I've cut back on help,
dosed my doors on Sunday,
and cut down my hours of op-

pendents:
"The people who dealt with
contract purchases over a
long period paid more, but
they got security of supply.
The person who did not pay
for that security is finding the
spot supply. is not there."
Apparently neither is the
contract purchaser.
Both Mobil and Texaco
have already limited their
supply to their dealers. Others
are expected to follow.
Gordon pointed out that the
independent refineries could
order tanker loads,"but there
is a shortage of tankers, plus
the high price and storage
problems."
Gordon agreed that many of
The American Petroleum
the independents will be buyInstitute has confirmed the
ing their product from other
shortage of tankers.
independents that have to go
A Texaco officer, ins recent
out of business.
Interview, said the price of
"We have to jump around
gasoline is going to rise.
and get gas where we can,"
This is but another phase of
Gordon said.
the energy problems that the
Around the block, less than
United States is going
6 blocks away is a Redhead
through.
station. They are one of the
If independents can no
largest independent dealers
longer compete pricewise,
around. Here in the Suitland
they will fall by the wayside.
section, they only have gas
This is only part of the story
and oil, with a station that has
how the oil shortage affects
of
isper
pumps
4
with
4 islands
average American, who
the
land.
generally thinks of oil in the
"We haven't been cut back
Nun of gasoline.
yet, and don't expect to be,"
at
wofking
attendant
It is reflected in the price of
the
SO
food that is transported by
's not much sympathy - truck — diesel fuel is up 20 to
per cent in the last two
for the independindr-.
witless it's from his customyews.
It is reflected in the price of
ers.
electricity — which will have
Darrel M. Kent, acting dito rise in many sections of the
rector of the Office of Emercountry if the companies are
gency Preparedness (OEP)
had this to say about the indeto stay in business.

and now they don't have it to
deliver," he said.
"I had to raise the price of
my gas 1 cent and lost 15 to 2S
per cent of my business."
The young businessman
seemed distressed over the
—..ntuation of sattremoly short
supplies.
"It's going to be dog-eat-dog
the next few months and
that's not the way humans
should have to live," he said.
"Three months ago I would
have been lucky to get ten
cents on the gallon of anything
I had in storage, if I went out
of business. Today, I would
get what I paid for the prod-

"If things get worse, I could
land up closing one more station, and pumping gas at the
other myself," the darkhaired young college gradulate said.
Gordon is married with
-three children, holds a B.A. in
occounting and has been acquainted with the gasoline
business for 16 years.
"Like a few others, I've tied
myself to a big independent
for 90 per cent of my product

CRANKS, Ky.—The Kentucky Historical Society was
presented with the Henry
Shackleford Weapon Collection
recently in ceremonies held
bare.
The collection is owned by the
Alfred Byrd and Henry Harold
Link families and was
prorated to the society by
4Stacideford's grandchildren.
The weapons, collected
by
years
the
through
Shacideford, were passed down
to his children, who felt that
Many people would enjoy
Viewing a collection of this
isture. They have loaned the
collection to the Historical
Society for ten years with an
drption to renew the loan at the
sod of Llipt time.
According to Gm. William
Buster, coordinator for the
*ate HIslorkal Society, the
lipedon-Bon will be placed on
Ow* at the State Arsenal
when it is opened as a military
history museum later this year.
'These are the first military
artifacts procured specifically
for display at the military
museum." said Buster. "They
will be displayed along with
other weapons and objects of
military historic interest that
belong to the society."

New

Publications On Bicentennial Planned

GAS CRISIS II,

Bicentennial the challenges of designing and state, its industries, and
Kentucky's
Plans include quite a treat for Implementing a publications biographies of some of its
those who enjoy reading about program to project the outstanding leaders.
the heritage of the Com- philosophical ideas in the
Dr.
Tapp,
Hambleton
monwealth.
American heritage. "We're assistant director and editor of
"The University Press of hoping for a reaffirmation of the the
Historical
Kentucky
Kentucky has lined up a ideals which started our nation, Society,
reported
his
promising list of authors arid a reaffirmation of pride in its organization
have
will
titles for the Bicentennial democratic institutions, a researched, for publication, the
period. We look to them to better understanding of all the entire history of the Comemphasize the finer things we people and backgrounds and monwealth—fully treating the
have going for us," said Dr. reasons for the greatness of social, cultural, political and
Louis Smith.
Kentucky and the nation."
economic aspects of Kentucky
Dr. Smith, William J. HutThe University Press of life. The Society will also enchins Alumni Professor of Kentucky plans a number of courage and aid in research and
Political Science, Berea major works on Kentucky and a writing of county histories as
College, was addressing the series of approximately 50 well as needed biographies.
Kentucky books, not to exceed 112 pages in
conference on
A series of maps from the
Bicentennial Publications and length, which will range over Historical Society's collection
teaching of Kentucky History. the whole spectrum of Ken- will be published.
"We enter our third century tucky's history, according to
The two-day conference at
with a considrable and con- Bruce Denbo, director of
Eastern
Kentucky University
tinuing decline in faith in our University Press.
was sponsored by the Kentucky
institutions, in trust in our
Authors who have agreed to
leaders, and confidence in our contribute to the Press' Historical Events Celebration
ability to make our ideals "Bicentennial bookshelf" in- Commission assisted by the
manifest in our national life, clude Ms. Harriette Arnow, Dr. Kentucky Historical Society,
and in optimism in regard to the Thomas D. Clark, Joe Crenson Filson Club and editorial board
of the University Press of
future," Dr. Smith said.
and Jesse Stuart. Topics will
Dr. Robert Hartje discussed Include special areas of the Kentucky.

A HEAVY LOAD—Each neatly tied bundle on the
desk of Chief Justice John S. Palmore constitutes a
single case that must be considered by Kentucky's
Court of Appeals. Justice Palmore takes time out
from assigning these cases to a member of the court
to check a legal point on a case for which he will be
writing the opinion. It's a "tall" order, but all in a
day's work for Kentucky's highest court. (Photo by
Ray Krause)

that special
OUTDOOR DAYS .
time of th• year for relaxing and
enjoying nature. Stop by today
and see your OTASCO man for oil
your camping and fishing needs.
Your next camping trip will be
mom enjoyable . . and you'll save
money, tool

Solid State. tuner control.
Works thru dirt, rock, wood
and water. Complete with
battery. 54-60(1

DOME
MIME
COMM

NUTRITION A LA CARTE

59.1p" ll99
USE OTASCO CREDIT

tHERMOs
Gallon JUG

Foe Camp Stoves,
Lanterns and Heaters

Finorglas insulation

s,„„,

With pour 144
3.37

(;aft o

111

,411

CNN
TENT

• Nylon screened
windows ond
door.

SLEEPS 4. . Even

more v.ith double
decker cots. Easy set up with outside
frame. DuPont water-proof & mildew-proof floor. Insect-proof door.
wish full length zipper. 99-912-q

17 ft

9 ft Cabin Toted ,v462.9

69 97

MITCHEtt 300
(Limit On
Some
Items)

A n ti - re ve rse control,
drag adjustment, push
button spool release.

A. 7-ft. SPINNING ROD
Graduated guides. ,.,rk grip, fast
tip,action. Mahogari‘ blade with
Maroon wraps

icket Total
*Watch
for
Further
Ad!

Meats, Dairy, Eggs,
Bakery, Tobacco, Drinks,
:Candy Bars Not Included

Swarms Market

14 259

EXCLUSIVE "GOLDEN 50" RODS

i26.7

a. 11Y3-11. FLY ROD
Stainless steel guides, positive
locking reel seat. cork grip."I

/399

C. 5-it. ULTRA UTE SPINNING ROD
2-piece mahogany color blade. graduated
spin guides hi III 4
2-ft. SPINCAST ROD
1
D. 6/
Chrome guides, tiositive non -slip reel lamp
fast tip action hl 10/1

USE OIASCO
CREDIT

WORMS
by S'embrodg•

Rd -Air Shopping ( titer
75.3-839!
Mon-Sat

OTASCO

'Choke ofcolors.
Fliptoil Worms By Stembridge. 61-150-,

res.

0Fond
thai
By JOHN PIT
Editor, Copley.

Doctor
in the Kitchen'

• Calories measure how much Abraham providing butter as part
energy the food we eat will give of a meal. It seems that all
I through the ages, people have
us. Thus, a calorie Is not, in
a nutrient. But since you need en- loved butter and regarded it as
ergy you need calories, but not one of the great delicacies.
too many. If you are fat it means • Everybody talks about losing
you are storing too much future weight. But some people need to
energy, or that you are lugging gala weight. How can they do it?
aroung energy in the form of fat Under-weight people should eat
more, and more often! they should
that you'll never use.
• Do you live alone and find eat more of the foods that furcooking for one a problem? There nish more calories in small bulk
are ways to get more variety in --meat, eggs, sweets, chocolate,
your meals. Take ground beef. fats, and oils. Ask your doctor
You don't have to use it all on about physical activity and more
successive days. Wrap ground rest.
beef into separate small portions • People ask me so here's my
and store in your tremor. Meat answer There is a difference beloaf or spaghetti sauce doesn't tween chocolate milk and chocolate dairy drink. Chocolate milk
have to be eaten all at once.
• Adults, too, could improve is made from whole milk and
their snacks. The typical morning chocolate dairy drink is made
coffee break is a case in point., from skim or partially skim milk.
And for some people, it's not just Otherwise, the two milk drinks
a break, but their breakfast and , are made with similar ingredia poor one at that. Coffee break ents.
snacks would be improved if they • From the simple one-celled
included items such as chow plant to highly complex human
wedges, oranges, fruit juices, beings, all living things need
milk, cottage cheese with fruit, food. Food is necessary to supor ready-to-eat cereals.
port growth, to repair tissues,
• How far back in history is but- which constantly are wearing out,
ter mentioned? Well, butter dates and to supply energy for physical
back as far as recorded history activity. If your meals do not furand undoubtedly beyond. There's nish all the elements you need
a Biblical reference in Genesis, your body will not operate at
Chapter 18, the 8th verse—about peak efficiency for very long.

SI
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SUMMER FUN

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
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New Service To State Veterans Inaugurated
A new service to Kentucky mobile VA office will provide
veterari and their beneficiaries one-stop service to veterans and
was inaugurated in Richmond, their beneficiairies, providing
Kentucky, May 7. Mr. Richard assistance in filing claims or
L. Roudebush, Assistant Deputy furnishing needed information
Administrator of the Veterans about veterans benefits.
Administration, and
Dr. Carter, a native of
Congressman Tim Lee Carter
were principal speakers at the Tompkinsville, Kentucky,
inauguration ceremonies held served as a combat medic in
in the parking area adjacent to World War II and was
the Alumni Coliseum, Eastern decorated with the Bronze Star.
Congress in 1964,
Kentucky University. This Elected to
marked the beginning of service he has served in the 90th, 91st
-throughout the State over the and 92nd Congress from the
next two months of the new Fifth District of Kentucky.
National
Mr. Roudebush, originally
Assistance
for
Veterans Mobile Van. This from Noblesville, Indiana, saw

CHANGING WORLD

Fonda fares better
than Tokyo Rose
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
Mrs. Iva Toguri D'Aquino
must be muttering in her saki
these days - if she can afford
saki -- as she contemplates
her own past and Jane Fonda's present.
Mrs. D'Aquino, as all World
War 11 Pacific veterans know,
was at that time Tokyo Rose,
the gal who thought she was
broadcasting Japanese propaganda that would damage
our morale. Instead, her jibes
came out as hilarious comedy
and the music she played
topped anything Armed
Forces Radio had to offer.
For her trouble - or her
heresy - she served two
years in jail before conviction
for treason, then about seven
years of a 10-year sentence at
the Alderson, W.Va., federal
women's prison.
Miss Fonda, on the other
hand, has it much better.
She over many months denounced her own country in
its efforts to save South Vietnam from Conununist invaders. She visited the enemy
on his own ground -- North
Vietnani - and with her enthusiasm for the foe, she
might well be tabbed "Hanoi
Hannah." She capped this, to
spy the least, "unusual" beicing the
haviot • by
American pricns of war,
just returned from months
and years of torture at the
hands of their North Vietnam
captors. She called our POWs
-liars and hypocrites."
For all these deeds, or misdeeds as some see it, she still
has an American passport to
go anywhere in the world she
pleases to denounce the country her citizenship responsibilities require her to defend
and uphold. She has not been
arrested and, under the totally permissive sy•stern that
both our people and our govetionent have come to accept,
she is in no danger of arrest.
The information industry,
particularly the television
people, gives her every opportunity to mouth nasties about
America and its fighting men
all, I suppose, in the name
of freedom of the press.
Such is the difference in
public and official attitudes
between the 1940s-'50s -'60s
and the roaring '70s.
Differences in attitudes notwithstanding, Mrs. D'Aquino,
now working ,in her parents'
Chicago produce business,
must wonder about standards
in U.S. justice and public attitudes.
Rose, and we will call her
that because that is how the
(;Is knew her, was an American citizen (half Japanese)
visiting a sick relative in
Japan when Pearl Harbor
was bombed on Dec. 7, 1941.
She was 25 at the time and she
was persuaded, compelled or
perhaps volunteered to use
her seductive voice on Radio
Tokyo broadcass beamed at
U.S. soldiers, s&lors and airmen fighting across the Pacific.
Whatever her intentions and they were to damage GI
morale - she was the hit of
the Pacific. Her favorite line,
and I recall many of her
broadcasts well, went something like this "Pvt. John Horton, Co. B,
708th Amphibian Tank Battalion, don't you wish you
were back in Stratford, Conn.,
enjoying a chocolate sundae
at the corner drugstore instead of wallowing in the mud
of Saipan' It's a long vt.ar -

and you may never get to the
drugstore again."
Most of us obviously wished
we were at the corner drugstore, or neighborhood bar,
but Rose's voice had the opposite result intended. The likes
of -Pvt. Horton" were proud
to be mentioned on her program and officers and enlisted men would gather
around a radio intended for
tactical activity only for
laughs when their name
might be mentioned. She gave
a tough war a light touch,one
of the greatest morale boosters of the- Pacific.
However, at war's end, in
the fall of 1945 she was picked
up by U.S. military authorities in Tokyo. She was held in
infamous Sugamo prison until
Oct. 26, 1946, then freed by
Gen. of the Army Douglas
MacArthur for lack of evidence.
This did not end her
troubles.
Returning to the United
States la 411 American citizen),she was re-arrested, and
tried again for treason in San
Francisco. After a 12-week
trial and four days of jury deliberations she was convicted
of one of eight charges. Foreman John Mann of the jury
jurors would have
said Jibe ar
likedr> qiut her but "We
elltritl)(18 we tbougl*
ptissilsie under the judge's instructions •'
Her $10,000 fine and 10-year
sentence on the one count was
a shock to her and to many
others - even though technically she had wronged her
country.She said, "I can't understand it. Lcouldn't believe
they would send me to jail.
I've already been in jail two
years."

action in the North African and
Italian campaigns in World War
II and was awarded five battle
stars. He has long been interested in veterans and their
benefits, having served as
Indiana VFW Department
Commander, and as National
Commander-in-Chief in 1957. He
has served as Congressman
from Indiana during the 87th
through the 91st Congress. He
was appointed to his present
post with the Veterans Administration in June 1971.
The mobile van that was
inaugurated is designed to take
VA service to points and people
where it is needed most. This
van is one of several being used
to bring directly to VA
beneficiaries the opportunity to
take advantage of the variety of
benefits and services available
from the VA. The van is staffed
by Veterans Benefits Counselors and will be visiting the
following communities during
May: 7th & 8th, Richmond; 9th,
Corbin; 10th & 11th, Middlesboro; 14th, Harlin; 15th,
Hazard; leth„ Hindman; 17th,

Please Vote
For ...

-

BY

Whitesburg; 18th, Pikeville;
21st, Inez; 22nd, Paintsville;
23rd, Prestonsburg; 24th,
Salyersville; 25th, Jackson;
Winchester, 30th &
29th,
31st, Morehead.
The schedule for June is
tentative at this time but the
van is expected to visit the
1,
following:
June
Flesningsburg; 4th, Maysville;
6th,
5th,
Cynthiana;
Georgetown; 7th, Harrodsburg;
8th, Lebanon; 11th, Campbellsville; 12121, Columbia; 120h,
Glasgow; 14th & 15th, Bowling
Green; 18th, Russellville; 19th
& 20th, Hopkinsville; 21st &
22nd, Murray, 25th, Madisonville; 26th, Henderson; 27th &
28th, Owensboro; and 29th,
Elizabethtown.
The public is asked to watch
for the time and place in their
local newspapers.
Mr. J.G. Ratliff, Director of
the Louisville VA Regional
Office, said this is an excellent
opportunity for veterans, their
dependents, or widows to obtain
information and assistance with
their VA benefits.

READY
FOR
LAUNCHING-The Kentucky
Department of Public Safety's Division of Water
Safety is ready for the boating season as officers try
out one of the new boats that will be seen on the
state's waterways this year. Only six are ready for the
water, but 15 more are to be purchased through a
Federal grant of $81,112, with a portion of the grant
also to be used for equipment and supplies for the
division's educational program. Trying out the new
boat are, Ben Wright, senior officer of the eastern
division, at the wheel, and Glen McCann, boating
officer on the Kentucky River, Frankfort. (Photo by
Ray Krause)

COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
Late registration continues to in a holding classification until
be a serious concern of per- the calendar year when he turns
sonnel administering the draft 19. At that time there will be a
law.
national lottery for his par
This problem caused our ticular age group.
Washington office to publish a
Those with a lottery number
new pamphlet entitled "But I above the 1-H cut-off number&
thought the draft had ended." will remain the Class 1-H and&
The pamphlet emphasizes that not be subject to further draft*.
draft inductions were ended on processing unless there is a
Jan. 27, 1973, but that this action national mobilization.
did not end the rggistration and
Those with a lottery number
classification process.
below the cut-off number will be
Under the draft law, a young processed
for possible induction
man must register with
and unless deferred or exempSelective Service within the 60 ted, will "Stand ready" for
day period beginning 30 days induction during the calendar,
before his 18th birthday. When year of their 20th
birthday.
it has come to the attention of
The President has indicated
this office that a young man has that
he will not request ad'ex-:
refused to register, his name is tension of
the draft authority.
referred to the U. S. Attorney Congressional
action would be
for further investigation and for
required before drafting could
appropriate
action.
If begin after July 1,
1973.
prosecuted and found guilty, he
With full knowledge of what is
can be fined, sentenced to
required of them, it is hoped all
prison, or both.
young men will fulfill their .
If the young man registers on
obligation regarding timely
a timely basis, he will be
draft registration.
classified 1-H and will be placed

MOTHER'S DAY
IS SUNDAY
:wisellAY THIRTEENTH
our Complete
Selection of Mother's Day Cards,
On Her Day she deserves
the very best/ W
atelt
datez

. ,
Timex

BUBBLE lady Sunbeam
ELECTRIC SHAVER'.
UMBRELLA
Clear Plastic with Colored
Handles & Trim

Big Apple

Watches for Ladies

Decorator
Wall Clock

State Press
Association
To Relocate
Officials of the Kentucky
Press Association has announced that headquarters of
the organization will move
within the next 30 days into a
suite of offices in the new
Capital Plaza in Frankfort. The
are
offices
Association
presently located at 203 West
Second Street, Lexington, Ky.
The 103-year-old organization
occupied offices on the campus
of the University of Kentucky
from 1942 until 1967 when it
moved to the West Second
Street location. The new address for the headquarters will
be 63 Capital Plaza.
Officers of the Association
are: James L. Crawford,
W.E.
Corbin, president;
Crutcher, Morehead, vicepresident; Albert P. Smith, Jr.,
Russellville, chairman of the
Executive Committee, and
George M. Wilson, secretarymanager.
Also making the move to
Frankfort will be Kentucky
Press Service, Inc., advertising
representative for Kentucky
newspapers and operators of a
clipping service,and The School
of Journalism Foundation,
annual
awards
which
scholarships to students in
Kentucky journalism schools.
163 Kentucky
,.Of the
newspapers 132 are active
members in the Kentucky Press
Association.

YOU AND THE DRAFT

For legs, underarm
and Hair Line.
Easy to clean
and use!

by Ingraham
A clever Addition to a
Bare Wall!
Values to '19.95

59.95 $
Choose Your Favorite Color
2.49 Value

11

Value

8 Pieces

10.95 Value

'Club Aluminum

Fine Fria rances for Fine Ladies

Cooking Sets- In Color
6%" Open Fry

Set Consists of:

10" Open Fry

2 Qt Sauce w/Lid
/
11
2 Qt Sauce w/Lid

2 Qt Dutch Oven
/
41

in Poppy-.Harvest Gold ...Avocado

SPRAY
ESTEE LAUDER
$3.75 Value

$338

SPRAY
ESTEE LAUDER
$6.50 Value

$588

SPRAY
ESTEE LAUDER
Value

$688

$7.50

CHANTILLY SPRAY MIST

Bel Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.- 1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
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Bel-Air Sho ping

enter

Hyde

Storey's
Fooddiant
We Reserve the Right to Limit

*

Prices Good through

Grade A Large

TREASURECHEST

EGGS

THIS
WEEK
WIN ...

Limit: 3 doz. with 7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products

lb.

Metzger All-Meat

SIRLOIN STEAK
T-BONE STEAK

59; FRYERS
49;
Family Pack

12-az. Pkg.

Vs Sliced

CLUB STEAK

BlinA
eli4
ss Ce
iir
t Iit
C ES

RIB STEAK
COUNTRY FRY STEAK
SWISS STEAK
CUBE STEAK

lb $1
"

HAM

89c

lb.

BOLOGNA

59

lb

39

4
69
Metzger
59' BRAUNSCHWEIGER 59'te
Portion

lb'

Thighs lb

lb.

End Cut

lb

PORK CHOPS

Food Giant

CHUCK
STEAK /

BREAD

$ 1 00

20-oz. Loaves

Sirloin
Blue Plate

Heinz

BABY FOOD •

8c COOKING OIL 48 oz bot

69c NEsnA

89'

TURNIP GREENS 61.,.°'s$100 -

14-oz$100
cans

Dry Pack

Green Glint

CORN

2

HOMINY

White

cans
615°z

Delta
•

Coupon
Limit I per family

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Maxim

COFFEE
COFFEE
COFFEE COFFEE COFFEE
2-lb.
100,
$249
3-lb.
6-oz.
93C
4.o,
83
can
189 can
tar
$123
" jar
jar
—Nikes 345-71
Good

Indy

at Storey's

Expirei340r7
Good only at Storey's

Expires 545-71
Good only at Storey's

Ala

Tact

from
oirittOttOr

PRINTING Al

ORG. JUICE

DUPLICATIN

12-oz. S1
Cans

10c

Royal Prince

PEAS

co

10 oz
Jar

00
15-oz. S
I 1
Cans

(with coupon below)

C00P00
Limit 1 per fainil%

Like the busy Tok
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America and the im
trends that make tor
headlines.
The themes are c
— The Nixon d
U.S.-Japanese mutt
rity; U.S. relations
China.
— The U.S. and .
roles in world trade
etary systems.
— Contemporary
society with emphag
vironmental, socialn

WHILE-YOU*/

iR lAPEFRUIT

COFFEE
$129

(With Coupon Below)

Eiplrei 5-15-71 —
Good only at Storey's ' Good only at Storey's

Frosty Acres

Maxwell House

3-lb. Can

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Nowhere perhaps
changing American
toward Asia Ulustrat
dramatically. Gone
old books that tra
course of World War
Pacific 'and Mac/
amazing success as
pro consul and arc]
modern Japan. Gone
studied accounts of tt,
communism in Chi/
miming are tradition
[can classics, from
Femimore Cooper at
ington Irving to
Lewis and Ernest
way.

A

,4.,,,sioo
cans II

Pkgs.

COFFEE
49

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

TOKYO — John
Dulles, even John
nedy, are only shac
tires from the past in
mg U.S. Information
program in Japan. G
cOng
Army duglas Mao
to.histor
Commodore Beary

00

89c BEANS
fit $100

Maxwell House

Big 32- Ounce

By RAY McHL
Copley News Se/

17-oz. cans
.

TISSUE

lb, _

$100

Bush Great Northern

Bush

Cans

4

Yellow
Whole
Kernel

USI5
selling

00

Bush

PEAS

14-oz.

,
6S
8
14-oz.$
cans

79;

3-oz Jar

Showboat

ONIONS

ggc

Showboat

Showboat

Yellow

Pork Chops

Instant

PORK &BEANS

55!

FRESH DONUTS 88c NI FRIED CHICKEN Whole I.99
FRIED CHICKEN s1.19 Dinner Box

— Shank

Klee Made

69,

Wings

Frosty Morn

HAM

Split Breast
lb
Legs
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USIS updates
selling of America
By RAY McHLGH
Copley News Service

ISSUE'S.

TOKYO -- John Foster
Dulles, even John F. Kennedy, are only shadowy figures from the past in a changing U.S. Information Service
program in Japan. Gen. of the
Army -Douglas MacArthur is
cOnStgned to history. So
Commodore Beary.
Today the focus is on ('ontemporary America. A. USIS
•.resource center," or "infomat," has replaced the traditional public library approach
to distributing information
about the United States. Instead of 20,000 books that
ranged back to federalist
days, only 400 dot the shelves
of a streamlined, "mod"
reading room that puts primary emphasis on micTofilm,
(,,ideotape, movies and other
educational tools of the seventies. Virtually all the books in
the library have been written
since 1967.
Nowhere perhaps is the
changing American attitude
toward Asia illustrated more
dramatically. Gone are the
old books that traced the
course of World War II in the
Pacific and MacArthur's
amazing success as postwar
pro consul and architect of
modern Japan. Gone are the
studied accounts of the tide of
communism in China. Also
missing are traditional American classics, from James
Fennimore Cooper and Washington Irving to Sinclair
Lewis and Ernest Hemingway
Like the busy Tokyo shopping street outside, the library. emphasizes "now''
America and the issues and
trends that make tomorrow's
headlines.
The themes are clear-cut:
— The Nixon doctrine;
U.S.-Japanese mutual security; U.S. relations with Red
China.
— The U.S. and Japanese
roles in world trade and monetary systems.
-- Contemporary American
society with emphasis on environmental, socialeatel urban

— Creative American art.
— Space Age technology.
Add to this USIS-State Department support for English
language programs in Japan
and studies here by American
scholars and you have the
core of a new computerized,
automated approach_ to the .„
selling of America abroad.
If the library stacks have
shrunk most of the 20,000
USIS volumes have been donated to the University of Tokyo and other English language centers), the USIS investment in audiovisual
equipment has soared, as part
of its $85,000 Japan experiment in new communications
techniques.
The experiment has been
under way for eight short
months — too soon to judge
results, even with a computerized "information retrieval
system." But the informal,
comfortable atmosphere of
the "resource center" has attracted a series of successful
lectures, news conferences,
discussion groups and art clisPLayaThe innovators are still
testing responses, still developing a comprehensive
punch-card print-out system
that will as.ses their distribution materials and their imPactThere have been complaints. Old visitors miss their
favorite books and authors
and some grumble when USIS
politely directs than to Japanese libraries where they are
available.
"It makes no sense for USIS
to supply books and materials
that are commonplace in Japanese libraries, or on the
bookstands," said one American official.
ANCIENT FIND
Archaeologists believe the
medieval wall uncovered by
workmen developing a park in
the center of Gloucester is
part of a medieval abbey
which stood on the city outskirts some 000 years allf

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY

vALENT1NE

Agricultural Research Aids Many Farmers In Kentucky
Ky.—
LEXINGTON,
Thornless blackberries? Dwarf
vegetables? Nicotine-free
tobacco?

being carried out at the
University of Kentucky's
Agricultural Experiment
Stations across the state and in
These are the results of just a its modern laboratories on the
few of the 184 research projects campus in Lexington.

MOTORWAYS

California moves
on auto emission
By JAMES A. GROTH
Copley News Service
As the national Environmental Protection Agency
wrangle with the Detroit
auto manufacturers on what
to do about air pollution with
new cars, the state of Califorrua is tackling the problem
with older models.
And the whole nation is
watching.
The problem involves the
nitrogen oxides emitted by
cars built between 1966 and
1970— about 40 per cent of the
cars registered in the state.
The problem arose in the
mid-'60s when the state's Air
Resources Board ( ARB )
made these model year cars
cut down on the emission of
hydrocarbons (unburned
gasoline) and carbon monoxides. However, in cutting
down on these polluters, the
nitrogen oxides nearly doubled.
Now, the ARB has—Ceti-reed
that all 1966-70 model cars
must cut down nitrogen oxide
emissions 42 per cent by April
30, 1974. All cars from those
model years which transfer
ownership after June 1, 1973,
must meet the standards.
Car owners now have a
choice of six devices which
have been approved by the
ARB, and they fall into two
general categories. Exhaust
gas recirculating devices are
being manufactured by STP
and Dana. Carter, Echlin,
Clean Air Research and Contigmtron are making vacuum
spark advance disconnect
systems.
Simply, the exhaust gas recirculating )EGR) device
•aseli a PIPe to Ciintleal the intake and exhaust systems to
recirculate inert exhaust
gases. They are metered into

the intake system by a precise
self-actuating valve. This exhaust gas helps to dampen
peak engine temperature to
allow for more efficient combustion.
The vacuum spark advance
disconnect system involves a
change in the spark timing.
This means the spark plug
fires in the combustion
chamber at the wrong moment than if it were timed to
provide maximum power.
When it does fire, the piston is
still on the upstroke, thereby
consuming more of the nitrogen oxides in the combustion.
Most experts feel the EGR
devices are best for several
reasons. First, tests have
shown them to be more effective in eliminating nitrogen
'oxides. The STP system has
been shown to remove 54.6 per
cent in cars with more than
140 cubic inches and the Dana
system 49.8 per cent. The Carter system has eliminated 44.7
per cent while Echlin, Clean
Air Research and Contignitron are right at the state limit.
Secondly, auto engineers
feel EGR systems get rid of
the nitrogen oxides without a
substantial sacrifice of engine
performance, fuel economy
and engine life.
The two EGR systems
passed the ARB by unanimous votes, while the vacuum
spark disconnect systems
were approved by 3 to 2 votes.
The law requires that these
systems last at least 50,000
miles and should not require
more than $15 service every 4L
12,000 miles.
Questions may be sent to
Motorways, Copley News Service, is care of this newspaper. Those of general interest
will be answered In the col-

PRINTING AND

university's work with the
southern corn blight that
threatened to destroy a great
deal of the country's corn crop.
Scientists at UK had already
been working on methods of
determining resistant varieities
of plants and were able to apply
this technology to the corn
situation. In less than a year
they provided Kentucky's
farmers with a disease resistant
strain Acorn. As a result, those
farmers were able to reduce
their corn crop losses by $20
million.
The main UK agricultural
experiment station consists of
2,400 acres in the complex made
up by Coldstream, Maine
Chance, and Spinciletop Farms
north of Lexington.
The university also operates
two substations, one at Princeton and the other at
Quicksand, with a total of
nearly 1300 acres. Another farm
near Owenton and the Robinson
Substation forest spread over
parts of Breathitt, Perry, and
Knott Counties add 15,239 more
acres to the university's
holdings. Other field operations
are carried out at various
locations throughout the state.
The experiment station
conducts research into a
number of areas. They include
economics,
agricultural
agricultural engineering,
agronomy, animal sciences,
entomology, forestry,

UK operates its agricultural
research activities with over 87
million each year and maintains thousands of acres of
farmlands for experimentation.
Dr. Oran Little, associate
dean for research of the College
of Agriculture, describes the
experiment station's purpose:
"A large portion of our effort is
devoted to the effective and
conservative uses of the
resources in rural Kentucky."
UK's agricultural research is
operated under the authority of
two very old acts of Congress.
In 1862, Congress passed the
Morrill Act setting up land
glint colleges. In 1887 the Hatch
Act was passed, establishing
and providing funds for
agricultural
experiment
stations.
The experiment station's
research falls into two
categories. Much of it is devoted
to specific projects with specific
goals. The other category is
basic research that T.P. Head,
assistant to the dean of the
College,calls "searching for the
unknown."
The experiment station's
research is geared mainly to the
Kentucky farmer. Its acitivties,
according to Little, must stay
just ahead of the farmer's
needs. He says, "We can't wait
and start research and day we
have a problem. We have to
anticipate the problem.
An example of this was the

from the College of Agriculture
have been horse vaccines that

and veterinary
science.
Head says, "Practically all
our research is based on the
current and potential needs of
the people of Kentucky."
Dr. Little calls the results of
the research "a real asset to
Kentucky" and, because
agricultural information is
passed around freely, to the rest
of the country as well.
In a large part because of the
research at UK, agricultural
production has increased
significantly in Kentucky. An
example is milk production:
between 1960 and 1970, the
average pounds of milk per
Kentucky cow increased from
4,950 to 7,137. Production of
eggs, burley tobacco, soybeans,
and corn underwent similar

are

estimated to be saving
Kentucky's horse industry $4

sociology,

production increases.
Among some of the

million annually.
yielding,

High

disease-

varieties of tobacco

resistant

have resulted in a $200 million
Increase in Kentucky's tobacco
crop.
Because of techniques
developed by the College of
Agriculture, the Kentucky
Country ham industry •bas
enjoyed an annual growth of II
million over the past several
years.
Many of the research project
titles might leave the average
person completely confused and
the techniques and material
equally
be
used could
mystifying. But the researchers
don't feel they are up in the
clouds. As Head puts it, "There
are more people around here
with manure on their shoes than
in ivory towers."

new

developments in recent years
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Let's take inventory of ourselves and face up to our
situation as it is—not close our eyes and pretend that
everything is as it should be in Calloway County.
Is it actually true that in at least fifty places in our dry
community anyone, including teenagers, can buy

alcoholic beverages?
Is it true that we have three private clubs in our comity
which serve alcoholic beverages?
Is it true that nothing has been done to correct these
problems?
I promise that if elected I will do all in my power to
correct these wrongs.
Roger W. Jones
Candidate for Calloway County Judge
—_
(Paid Nit by Susan Jones, Treasurer, Route I, Almo,
_ „Kentuck )

Three Great Danes
Frank Myers Has an unusual
family Besides himself and his
wife Kathy, it includes three
Great Danes.
Myers, an Army Lieutenant
stationed at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, has owned the dogs
for about two years. He figured
he buys 150 pounds of food per
month for the three dogs. They
have their own room in the
couples two-bedroom apartment and are treated like
members of the family.
Why Great Danes? "Because
they're the most beautiful of all
dogs," Myers explained. "Also,
we plan to have children some
day, and we want dogs we can
trust with children."
W AC Anniversary
This month marks the 31st
anniversary of the women's
WAC).
Corps
Army
Established May 14, 1941 as an
auxiliary unit, the corps
became such a valuable asset
that it was made a full-pledged
component of the Army just
over a year later
Women have been fighting
alongside men since the
American Revolution. Mrs
Mary Hays earned the
nickname, "Molly Pitcher," by
carrying water to the men on
the battlefield at Monmouth in
June 1778. When her husband,
Captain John Hays, collapsed,
she joined the fighting.
The 16,000 women in Today's
Army don't engage in combat,
but they are eligible for 434
other skills in the Army. And
their pay, benefits, and opportunity for promotion are the
'same -as those of their -male
counterpart*.

QuenstIon of the Week
Is it possible to enlist in the
Army and delay the exact day I

the service?
Yes. Under the delayed entry
program, you can enlist and
then delay the date of entry into
active duty as long as six
months.

enter

Cotton

EARSPOTV
Amersed eemeree re marked
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BROADCLOTH
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411- eerie -116% polymers 36% cordon

KETTLECLOTH PRINTS
-00% p44,5O% soften

BLOUSE and SCARF PRINTS
44- widow -l0014 melees

Cash Bonus

The Army is giving 82500 to
high school graduates who
enlist in the Army for four years
in one of the Combat Arms,
Infantry, Armor, or Artillery,
or you can choose a Quality Skill
such as, Radio Teletype
Operator; Pershing Missle
Crewman; Tank Turrent
Reapairman; Artillery Surveyor; Radio Relay and Carrier
Attendant; Radar and many
other electrical schools. This is
open only on a limited basis, so
don't wait, see your Army
Representative Sergeant Jerry
Work at the Mayfield Shopping
Plaza or you can call the Army
Man at 247-4525 (Collect)
Today's Army Wants to Join
You

Ukrainian writer gets
5-year jail sentence
One of the best-known liter
ary critics in the Soviet Union.
Ivan Dzyuba, 42, has been
sentenced to five years in jail
in Kiev because he defended
the Ukrainian national culture.
His "Internationalism or
Russification?" was smuggled out of the Soviet Union
and published in the West in
1968, and he has been harasser1_,by

the secret Police
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Prices Good Thru Sunday, May 13th

THE GIFT EVERY MOTHER WELCOMES...
SUN-LOV G, CASUAL FASHION WEAR!

All Items Available Nashville Stores,
Most Items Available All Stores!

MOTHER'S DAY IS
MAY 13th!'

THE SKIN MACHINE
by Clairol

Comes with Beauty Bars and Batteries

KNIT TOPS AND SMOCKS!

An assortment of smocks and tops to
please your mom! Choose from 100%
cotton pointelle cardigan, 100% polyester stripe layer look or ti-neck rib
body or 100% cotton knit smock with
empire waist. Sizes S,M,L or 30 to 38
in assorted color,,s.z

Model 30LT

33

Compare
at 5.99

-TRIPLE ID SHAVER
BY LADY NORELCO
The super-close "Norelco" shaver is here for women! Floating
heads to get around knees and
ankles, self-sharpening rotary
blades, travel wallet.

PRINT TERRY
SLIPPER OR
CRINKLE MOC

Jumpsuits for any
summertime occasion! 100% nylon
double knit in a
check,
jacquard
peasant, sailor or
tennis style. Sizes
S,M,L in lovely
colors.

24x48 EXCLUSIVE PRINTS

Your
171
Choice!
Cushioned terrycloth lining with crepe sole or
all-over manmade material slipper Sizes to 10.
A cover-up for cleaning,
cooking or crafting!

An
impressive collection of
framed pictures for your mom!
Wood finished frames to enhance
landscapes, seascapes, florals or
still lifes.

LADIES

pair
for

A fashionably styled watch
is ideal for mom on her day'
Choose from a large selection
of good 16oking watches.

Compare
to 39.99

LACY
ANTRON
SLIP

ANTRON "LOVE'

HOSIERY BY
KAYSER

A FASHION WATCH FOR MOM!

----Compare at 13.99
Three styles of rehearsal
short
sets
to
choose! 100% polyester
double knit with puff
short sleeve, multicolor waistband, also
in white or seersucker
check angel smocks
with double knit white
shorts. Junior sizes 5
to 13 in assorted colors.

BABY DOLLS

66

00
Compare
at 88C

Ladies hose in a host of your
favorite colors. Two sizes to
choose.

Compare
at 3.50

White full slip with embroidered and lace trim
bodice or lace bodice
with satin bow, white
lace hem. Sizes 34 to 40.

Summer cuties for bedtime! Acrilon baby doll
nighties with novelty sayings on the front. Sizes S.
M,L in assorted colors.

SUNBEAM PORTABLE
MIXER
JO

Compare
at 1.49
For the morn who carries a little
of everything in her purse!
These cute canvas tote bags are
great!"

SO1110111

ode! 116

at 17.99

"MIST OR DRY"
SCHICK

pocket radio
AM
that goes anywhere!
Volume and tuning
control. One 9 volt
cell.

HAIR
SETTER

Beats, whips, stirs, blends, folds at
the touch of a switch. Pushbutton release for full-mix beaters. Builttin
mixing guide.

SUNBEAM
OPENER-SHARPENER

Model
Mist for curly hair sets...dry for casual curl. 20
popular size rollers. Thermostatically controlled
heat. Compact size.

GOLD-FILLED
PIERCED
EARRINGS

Opens
standard size
cans quickly, plus the
added convenience of a
knife sharpener. Fully
automatic cutting action.

LUXURIOUS VELVET

BEDSPREADS

Model CS61(
Model
RC7021

PANASONIC DIGITAL

FULL SIZE ONLY!

CLOCK-RADIO

Pre -priced
at 500

A selection of beautiful
earrings for mom on her
day! Choose from man

I

Elegantly rich crushed velvet mist
spreads hat
are completely machine washabrt
and r.rver
need ironing, Pre-shrunk, too! High
larAion
colors
to
brighten and enhance any bedroo
•
m!

24-hour full-feature digital clock. Once-only
awake set, 60-minute
sleep timer, illuminated
clock face. AM-FM radio, Sure-Awake system.

SUNBEAM'S
"TODAY" IRON
1

- -11.111111all

'Acres Of Free--Ferking
An Equal Opportunity'Employer

BANK AMERICARD

31 Caotin1p7a9re9

Compact,
tr, econo:
mical to sutseea.mHas epepiduesahl:
button
travel complanhitowne
ig
.1

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
BANKAMERICARD

Model
SW!

753-8777
'

, , .,. . ._,.1 1;1

.I,. I
k

,
..*-A.
\•
,..„..--—\- -_c
, --_ •--
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Imo

7
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.69 Elsewhere

113

x

493

$8.95 Elsewhere

BABY BEN
ALARM CLOCK

WATCHBANDS

BRITE

ALL

,Quantity Rights
Reserved

Refills.

77C

$2.49 Elsewhere

6 pages, 11 3-4 x 9 1-2"

DELUXE
PHOTO ALBUM

57

Prices Good Thru
Sunday, May 13, 1973

79c Elsewhere

Holds 24 3 1,2" x 3 1.2" snapshots

BRAG BOOK
PHOTO ALBUM

149

3811

Assorted colorS.
1.595 Elsewhere

MAGIC TOUCH
DROWSE DIALITE
ELECTRIC ALARM

FROM
NEGATIVES
ONLY

ZE%oft

All other
westclox clocks

PHOTO DEVELOPING SPECIAL

5X8

Z

$29.95 Elsewhere

KODAK
X-15
INSTAMATIO1
CAMERA
OUTFIT

AX 15R

OUTFIT

POCKET

$2.35 Elsewhere

MAGI—CUBES

G.E.

Good Selection
Gift boxed.

Assorted Styles.

LADIES
TIMEX
WATCHES

timely gif

.8"x 10" COLOR ENLARGEMENT

SQUARE
SHOOTER II
CAMERA
complete outfit $29.97

CX 126-12

KODAK
COLOR FILM

POLAROID
COLOR
FILM

108

photo center

FROM MOTHER'S FAVORITE STORE

MOTtiLn DAY alfM

Rights

Priced Good
iru May 13, 1973

Reserved

iQuantity

SIFT

II
.!!

Ceotral Cuter Shoppiet Cuter Murray, keotocky

STORE

$26.99
S26.99 Elsewhere

1X

'Mom will love
the quality.

CONDITIONING
MIST
HAIRSETTER

Clairol. Deluxe

Messages of love
with expression
and thoughts to
(convey your tellings,

DRUG

30
S

8. Fl. oz.

REVLON
INTIMATE
EAU DE
COLOGNE

.
ER seig/

$2119 Elsewhere

SIRK X

Easy operating.
sePArare ire container
Easy to clean.

DELUXE CAN OPENER
with ICE CRUSHER

General Electric

3

"Cnce a year
Special"

.11 SI.. MI

Comparable Value
$6 00

Makes the
perfett gift

flog, o

1\1151\11

FROM MOTHER'S FAVORITE STORE

MOTtiEn DAY 00'5

Ledger & Times

Supplement to.

Excellent
Selection

a

Was...1//

DRUG

STORE

16" Diameter
Multi Color-Trays
Ball Bearing Base

$7.99
Elsewhere

3 qt. Pot
1 qt. Pot
I qt. Pot

Portable, Adidtable
heat & height
$36.99
Elsewhere

Deluxe-Mist
& Dry Use

MIST 0
MATIC
HAIR DRYER

Milk-and-Honey chocolates
that will make mom
super happy on her day!
1 lb. box

Genuine suede or vinyl.
Assorted colors.Individually
boxed. Excellent value.

oil
500

PANGURN'S
WESTERN STYLE
CHOCOLATES

Za%

ALL
LP RECORD
ALBUMS

all

25%

LIGHTERS

LADIES
ZIPPO CIGARETTE

Ammommumnims

4kJ

Z50

Y
A
l
8THEJ

CHOCOLATES

ALL COSTUME
JEWELRY

Strotici aluminum frame

STORE

SI 59 Elsewhere

Both ends told and hold
at many positions

FIGUR
RADIOS

Mait, k son

3gKB

9 band Receive SysteM
$44.98 Elsewhere

9 BAND RADIO

Markson

Wood grained plastic
cabinet. Roll featured
Wake to Ausic or charm
$44 95 Elsuwherti

TV TRAYS

$9.95 Elsewhere

AM—FM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

Markson

operates trom AC or DC

AM—FM RADIO

Mar kson

RATCHET LOUNGE

Accurate
measure
$4.98 Elsewhere

A ssor ted
Decorator
Colors

BATHROOM SCALES

Counselor

ADDRESS BOOKS
5 YEAR DIARY
PHOTO ALBUM
AUTOGRAPH BOOK

Ported t tor dresser on vanity!

Thick terrycloth in assorted
desOgns and
colors

$1.27
Elsewhere

DRUG

PHOTO COSMETIC CADDY

BATH TOWELS

PANTY HOSE

BALLET

'CHAISE LOUNGE

in on TV

Riade

TELEVISION

B&W PORTABLE

$9.98

Elsewhere

STEAM n' DRY IRON

59.95 Elsewhere

Quick and easy
to use

CAN
OPENER

$16.99 Elsewhere

The favorite
20 Assorted size
rollers,
Economical

KINDNESS
HAIRSETTER

Clairol C20

Elsewhere

$15.88

Elsewhere

Relaxing, Invigorating.

Professional type. Soothing

FOOT MASSAGER

Chic

,524.95

Cleanser and
moisturizer.
Softens,
conditions,
lubricates ski

WARM n 'CREAMY
MACHINE

-$23.99 Elsewhere

Gitt packed.

Wet hair is dried
and styled in I
minutes.

LADY'S
STYLING DRYER

Clairol

Elsewhere

",c hick

$19 98

Elsewhere

Extra Capacity-Extra Conveilience
Push button ejector temp control

BUFFET SKILLET

$21 98

$11.99 Elsewhere

Soft bristle brush
gently rotates to
float away dirt.

SKIN MACHINE

Clairol

Chrome
Easy to
clean.

2 slice Automatic

AUTOMATIC TOASTER

Fostoria

$798 Elsewhere

69 cups

$2699 Elsewhere

sets 3 ways
10 rollers in
popular sizes
1 conditioners.

HAIRSETTER

CUSTOM CARE
CONDITIONING MIST

Clairol

SMilhh IIPPLIFINCE GIFTS

i Mi.SkfI -"le
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basic 1,re..r

tr.Z•celY
Si.:MI? SC ef"

"AirlIM141 At ern*,

Ixxciting new fragances
, to arouse basic animal instincts S
1 '3 Ot each

FEBERGE'
COLOGNE 8, POWDER
GIFT SET

First trme ever
to buy the 8 oz. size S3r113
a 56.00 value for only

!9°'4a1ua

The soft caress of the delicate
fragrance ehat's sending
by Max Factor

HYPNOTIQUE

oodhue or Mgress

PERFUME

FABERGETTE

Give her a feeling of angelic
naturalness
partum mist 2 oz

HEAVEN SENT

dusting powder

special 11-4 oz
spray mist

A 07

capable of expressing
what a woman's
capable of feeling.

SURROUNts HER WITH FRAGRANCE

WANTS CHANEL No 5

EVERY WOMAN ALIVE

